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TOWN OFFICERS FOR 1909-10
TREASUER
JOHN A. HALL, [E D. DESROSIERS, pro tern.]
CLERK
WM. W. BUCKLEY
SELECTMEN
O. FRED HILL, H. P. COLBURN, JOS. G. E, PAGE
OVERSEERS OF THE POOR
L. WESLEY CURTIS, ALEX L DESAULNIERS. NAP. GIROUX 2d
ASSESSORS
JOSEPH GAGNON Term expires 1910
JOS. A. ALLARD, Term expires 1911
W. H. McGILPIN, Term expires 1912
AUDITORS
ARTHUR CABANA, PHILIAS X. CASAVANT, G. H. CLEMENCE
BOARD OF HEALTH
J. A. GENEREUX, ...... Term expires 1910
GEORGE WEBSTER, ...... Term expires 1911
J. ANATOLE CARON, Term expires 1912
HIGHWAY SURVEYOR
AIME LANGEVIN
4 TOWN OFFICERS.
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
GEO. L. TULLY, - - - - . % - Term expires 1910
H. B. MONTAGUE, Term expires 1910
S. E. BLANCHARD, Term expires 1911
J. A. WHITTAKER, Term expires 1911
JOSEPH A. GENEREUX, Term expires 1912
H. S. CHENEY, Term expires 1912
LIBRARY COMMITTEE
J. A*WHITTAKER, Term expires 1910
GEO. W. LAUGHNANE, - - - - - Term expires 1910
PITT H. HEBERT, Term expires 1910
DANIEL T. MORRILL, Term expires 1911
CARY C. BRADFORD, Term expires 1911
JOSEPH METRAS, Term expires 1911
F. E. CORBIN, - Term expires 1912
GEO. M. CHENEY, • - Term expires 1912
ORIGENE J. PAQUETTE, Term expires 1912
CEMETERY COMMITTEE
M. D. MORRILL, - - -
(
- - - - Term expires 1910
S. K. EDWARDS, ------- Term expires 1910
L. WESLEY CURTIS, - Term expires 1911
S. WILLIAMS, --- Term expires 1910
CLARENCE F. MORSE, Term expires 1912
T. JEROME HARRINGTON. .... Term expires 1912
CONSTABLES
PETER CAPLETTE, ANDREW M. HIGGINS,
PATRICK DONNELLY, MARCUS L. DILLABER,
PIERRE BENOIT, LOUIS LAMONTHE,
A. R. BROWN, FELIX ST. GEORGE,
GEO. A. GRAYALINE, JOHN F. MALONEY.
TAX COLLECTOR
E. D. DESROSIER
TOWN OFFICERS.
>SEWER COMMISSIONERS
JAMES K. EGAN", Term expires 1910
HENRY O. CADY, Term expires 1911
W. J. LAMOUREUX, ------ Term expires 1912
SINKING FUND COMMISSIONERS
H. U. BAIL, . Teim expires 1910
F. J. ADAMS, Term expires 1911
ISIDORE LEBLANC, : Term expires 1912
TRUE WARDEN
ALVA L. HYDE
APPOINTIVE OFFICERS
TOWN COUNSEL
J, C F. WHEELOCK
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
FRED E. CORBIN
CARE OF TOWN CLOCK
GEORGE T. ARMES
POUND KEEPER
HONORE DORVAL
KEEPER OF LOCKUP
JESSE F. COOMBS, Assistant—CALVIN A WESSON
JANITOR OF TOWN HALL BUILDING
PIERRE CAPLETTE
6 TOWN OFFICERS.
CATTLE INSPECTOR
DR. J. A. GENEREUX
SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
EUGENE GABREE
MEAT INSPECTOR
A. R. BROWN
'REGISTRARS OF VOTERS
S. D. ERRY, MOSES GAGNON, J. J. OSHAUGHNESSY
WM. W. BUCKLEY, Clerk
FIRE ENGINEERS
M. L. DILLABER, Chief
P. F. FLYNN, THOMAS McGRATH,
CHARLES PROULX, ARTHUR CAPEN,
H. L. B ROUSSEAU, Superintendent of Fire Alarm
FIRE WARDENS
CHAS. BLACKMER,
JAMES H. MASON,
F. BRISSETTE,
SILAS B. MORSE,
THOS. HUGHES,
GEORGE H. CLEMENCE,
JOHN GAGNON,
H. C. WADLEIGH,
POLICE OFFICERS
JOHN E. HEFNER,
WILLIAM FARQUHAR,
GEORGE HEBART,
WM. IvicKENZIE,
THOMAS TROYE,
H. j FREEMAN,
GEORGE H. CHAFFIN,
ADELARD DELAGE,
THOMAS COMBERBACH,
RICHARD McQUIRK,
JULES BLAIN,
ALFRED LANGEVIN,
JOSEPH LeCLAIR,
J. Y^ILCOX,
D. A. KENNY,
GEO. LAMOUREUX,
JOSEPH STOTT,
EUGENE LAPLANTE,
JOHN FARQUHAR,
GEO. O. SEVERY,
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ADOLHH BLAIS,
EVERETT FREEMAN,
NAPOLEON GARCEAU,
NAPOLEON BOITEAU,
ALEX. BLAIS,
HARTLEY BUTTERWORTH,
ROY SANDERS,
PATRICK SHERIDAN,
ARTHUR ALDRICH
ALFRED GRAVELINE,
ANDREW HALL,
JOS. ROBERTS,
JOHN BTE. ELIE BUTEAU,
LEON PROVOST.
PUBLIC WEIGHERS
A. R. WEBSTER, GEO. E. MORSE.
F. E. RANDALL, A. D. CORNELL,
E. C. ELLIS, THOS. HUGHES,
E. I. KNOWLES, C. RUSSELL MORSE,
JOSEPH DEGRENIER. F. B. VINTON,
FENCE VIEWERS
HENRY A. MORSE, GEO, H. CLEMENCE, C. M. MORSE
FIELD DRIVERS
WALTER LEONARD, MORRIS A. FEYLER,
PHILIAS X. CASAVANT, ARTHUR J. LACROIX,
GEO. WEBSTER, JOHN G. CURRAN,
ARTHUR E. CONNER.
TRUANT OFFICERS
PIERRE CAPLETTE, THOS. WALSH, HERBERT S. FREEMAN
MEASURERS OF WOOD AND BARK
P. N. LeCLAIR,
E O. ELLIS, J. E. CLEMEECE,
i j L 3 E GEORGE SIMPSON,
THOS. HUGHES, V. W. LAMOUREUX,
G. THERIAULT, JOHN RYAN,
A. D. CORNELL, J. R. HARRIS,
E. M. MORSE, E. W. IDE,
EUGENE, D. IDE.
8 TOWN OFFICERS.
UNIFORM POLICE FORCE
JESSE F. COOMBS, Chief
A. M. HIGGINS, GEO. A. GRAVELINE,
OLIVER PAUL, Jr. JAMES COUGHLIN,
JOHN F. MALONEY, EDWARD McGUIRK.
CARE OF CLOCKS AND COLLECTOR OF DIALS
GEORGE E. PROULX
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THE ACCOUNT
OF THE
TOWN TREASURER
JOHN A HALL, in account with the Town of South-
bridge, Feb. 1, 1909 to Jan. 22, 1910.
Cash in Treasury February 1, 1909, $13,678 79
Due from W E Olney, collector 1904, 3,274 99
Due from E D Desrosier, collector 1908, 7,500 00
TAX BILL FOR 1909.
Bank tax, non-residents, $1,257 69
County tax, 6,082 00
State tax, 7,050 00
State highway tax, 67 85
Sewer tax, 144 19
Overlayings and additional
taxes, 2,062 36
37 29
17,301 38
LIST OF APPROPRIATIONS FOR 1909
Article 8 —
Abatement of taxes, $3,000 00
Almshouse water supply, 41 75
Bridges, 1,600 00
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Camp Ponce, $50 00
Cemetery improvements, 750 00
Contingent, 5,000 00
Contingent schools, 4,200 Ot)
Elpctrician, 150 00
Enginemen, 3,920 00
Evening schools, 700 00
Fire department, 3,500 00
Hamilton street paving, 2,908 01
Highways, $8,500 00
Marcy street grading, 500 00
Westville culvert, 400 00
9,400 00
Insurance, 2,800 00
Interest, 7,600 00
Memorial day, 150 00
Military aid, 600 00
Outside poor, 0,000 00
Police department, r>,000 00
Police station, '600 00
Printing, 1,900 00
Railing highways, 400 00
Public library and dog fund, 2,000 00
Repair of farm buildings, 100 00
Salaries, 6,000 00
School apparatus, 250 00
Sewer :— contingent, 1,000 00
Sidewalks, 2,500 00
Sinking fund, sewer, 750 00
Soldiers' relief. 1,800 00
Street lights, 8,500 00
Support
;
of poor, 4,500 00
Town hall contingent and rents, 1,500 00
Water supply, 3,200 00
REPORT OF AUDITORS. 13
Obligations ProvidedFor in the Tax Levy
for 1909
NOTES
Central street bridge, $1,000 00
Contingent expenses, 1,000 00
Engine house, 2,300 00
Filter beds, 2,500 00
Hamilton street sidewalk, 500 00
Hamilton street paving, 1,000 00
Mechanics street school, 1,000 00
Mechanics street sewer, 1,000 00
Main street bridge, 1,000 00
Mill and River street bridges, 1,000 00
Sewers, 1,095 00
Outlet pipe, 1,000 C\t\
Steam roller, 900 00
SPECIAL MEETING SEPTEMBER 10, 1908
Outside poor, 3,000 00
Article 22, Lovely street sewer, 3,053 00
23, Sayles street sewer, 3,400 00
27, Marcy street sidewalk, 2,000 00
32, Cliff street lighting, 45 00
33, Public band concerts, 200 00
41, Land damages, God-
dard Court, 200 00
42, Refuud on taxes to
Wm Power, 49 60
45, Foster street sidewalk, 465 00
$120,077 36
SUNDRY RECEIPTS
Bank tax, state treasurer,
Cemetery fund, sale of lots,
$552 09
75 00
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Contingent schools, supplies sold, v27 97
Common schools, tuitions, etc, 24 00
District court fees, Clerk Berger,
Sheriff Chamberlain, 1,568 00
Fire Department—
Hose, $25 00
Worcester Agric u 1 1 u r a 1
society, 9 50
Old copper, 17 45
51 95
High school tuitions, 375 00
Interest on 1908 taxes, $334 29
Premiums on notes, 257 78
592 07
Military aid, state treasurer, 195 29
Notes payable :
—
Anticipation of taxes, $60,000 00
Main street bridge, 8,000 00
Hamilton street sidewalk, 2,000 00
70,000 00
Outside poor :•
F Trombly, $14 04
Douglas, Wm Prinee, 3 50
Worcester, Mrs A Lizotte, 30 00
State treasurer, 86 35
Sturbridge Geo Lamothe, 54 00
Celina Morin, 4 43
Geo Dupre, 7 00
State treasurer, 4 00
Charlton, Mrs P Gillespie, 36 45
Moses Burrell, 26 00
Celina Morin, 8 00
State treasurer, 1 35
L Vinton, 5 00
L Vinton, 5 00
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State treasurer, $1 35
Douglas, J Prince, 15 05
Webster, James Hart, 64 00
Worcester, Mrs A Lizotte, 110 00
Milford, Mrs N Hurlburt, 57 50
State treasurer, 2 70
Police department :—
Worcester Agricultural society,
Police station :
—
Sturbridge, 25 00
LBeneditto, 30 00
Charlton, 50 00
Rent, 15 00
Public library, cards, fines, etc,
Public library, order entered twice,
Sewer assessments :—
Elm, $413 28
Main and Sayles, 395 21
Marcy, 107 30
Mechanics, 944 53
South, 462 72
Canal, 89 95
High, 35 00
Thomas, 545 16
Main, 1,279 42
Clney ave, 84 80
Dresser, 68 79
Worcester, 1,345 06
Lens, 824 15
Sidewalk, repairs, labor, etc,
Support poor, transporting school
children, produce, etc,
$535 72
8 00
120 00
135 73
32 15
6,595 37
113 29
87© 68
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Soldiers' relief, State treasurer,
E C Ellis, bill paid twice,
State aid, State treasurer,
Sinking fund, interest on city of
Augusta bonds,
Town hail contingent, rents,
Unappropriated funds :
—
$74 00
7 50
corporation tax, $11,490 25
licenses, sundry, 803 05
sidewalk assessments, 214 18
sidewalk assessments, 994 08
stone from engine house, 25 00
rent, engine house, 30 00
sealer weights and measures 48 36
hose reel, 15 00
liquor licenses, 16,500 00
additional taxes, 1,067 60
Highways, Worcester & South-
bridge street railway com-
pany,
Contingent, overpaid order town
clerk,
Marcy street sidewalk, labor,
Unappropriated funds, corpora-
tion tax additional,
$81 50
1,124 00
640 00
341 20
31,187 52
885 11
10 00
61 99
2,132 31
280,168 46
EXPENDITURES
Abatement taxes,
Band concerts,
Bank tax,
$1,467 65
200 00
1,245 11
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Bridges, $1,160 84
Brochu street sewer, 178 45
County tax, 6,082 00
Common schools, 17,905 62
Contingent expenses, 4,905 27
Cemetery improvements, 1,428 04
Contingent schools, 4,024 12
Camp Ponce, 50 00
Culvert, Westville, 2 46
Dean street, 89 14
District court, 822 74
Dresser street sidewalk, 389 17
Enginemen, 3,919 00
Enforcement liquor law, 467 55
Evening schools 660 96
Electrician, 200 00
Fire department, 3,616 14
Foster street sidewalk, 454 01
Filter beds, 77 10
GoddarsL court, 200 00
High school, 4,426 83
Highways, 9,350 77
Interest, 5,526 80
Insurance, 1,008 53
Lovely street sewer, 1,813 51
Mary Mynott fund, 38 70
Main street sidewalk, 1,599 23
Marcy street sidewalk, 2,056 03
Mill and River street bridges, 1,280 54
Military aid, 475 00
Memorial Day, 150 00
Notes :—
Anticipation of taxes, $94,500 00
Central street bridge, 1,000 00
Contingent expenses, 1,000 00
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Mill and River street
bridges, $1,000 00
Engine house, 2,300 00
Filter beds, 2,506 00
Outlet pipe, 1,000 00
MarGy street school house, 1,000 00
Mechanics street sewer, 1,000 00
Sewers, 1,095 00
Hamilton street paving, 1,000 00
107,395 00
Outside poor, 6,264 35
Public library, 2,730 5L
Printing, 1,937 54
Police station, 470 87
Police department, 5,591 47
Railing highways, 388 52
Repairs, farm buildings, 37 75
Street lights, 7,772 04
State aid, 1,282 00
Sidewalk repairs, 1,363 11
School apparatus, 258 95
Snow street sewer, 188 78
State tax, 7,650 00
Salaries, 6,040 05
Support poor, 3,460 95
Sewer contingent, 932
;
52
State highway, 67 85
Sewer, North street, 144 71
Mechanics street, 539 50
Outlet pipe, 675 25
South, 195 03
Main and Sayles, 2,034 97
Soldiers' relief, 1,363 97
Town hall contingent, 1,502 63
West street sewer, 1,264 46
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Water supply, $3,097 87
Unappropriated funds 1-4 liquor
license to State, 4,126 50
Due from W R Olney, collector
1904, $2,674 99
Due from E D Desrosier, col-
lector 1909, 13,831 06
Cash balance Jan 22, 1910, 17,113 95
$33,620 00
$280,168 46
DETAIL OF CASH BALANCE
Deposit Southbridge National bank, 13,738 63
Checks returned by Southbridge Savings
bank, 1,885 84
Notes returned by Southbridge Savings
bank, 650 00
Cash held by Southbridge Savings bank
pending establishment of title, 781 46
J A Hall, balancing account, 58 02
$17,113 95
An account has been opened to "J A Hall, balanc-
ing account" to take care of items which are known or
supposed to have been paid out but which do not appear
on the ex-trcasurer's records. This account shows a
deficit which will change as unrecorded items come ta
light.
THE ACCOUNT
OF THE
TOWN TREASURER
E D DESROSIER in account with the Town of South-
bridge, Jan 22, 1910 to Jan 31, 1910.
RECEIPTS
Balance, $17,113 95
Interest on Augusta bonds, 320 00
Iuterest on deposit, 30 30
Sidewalk repairs, 5 86
Support poor, cow, 25 00
Produce, 50 00
Town Hall contingent, rents, etc, 639 00
1909 taxes, 1,910 92
Cemetery Fund, sale of lots and
perpetual care, 675 00
Dog fund, county treasurer, 827 09
Interest on 1908 taxes, 5 32
Contingent, town of Sturbridge, 15 50
Sewer commissioners, damage, 200 00
Highways, Worcester railway ex-
cise tax, 885 11
Damage to water pipe, 3 53
Use of steam-roller, 180 00
1 25
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Outside poor, State treasurer, 461 K1 QQOO
Unappropriated funds, licenses, 31 rvrv00
T\ Til ££D. Plouffe, 56 25
"D „ 1 * TilPolice record clock, 197 95
oealer or weights and
measures, 5 8o
Rent of engine house, 15 00
Cemetery improvements, inter-
ests on deposits, 615 00
State highways, 67 85
Sealer of weights and measures, 68 26
EXPENDITURES
North street sewer 1909 account, $3 06
1910 account, 283 78
Support poor, 3 10
Soldiers relief, 39 00
Town hall contingent, 32 5fr
Common schools, * 1,833 87
District court, 2 00
High schools, 1,101 77
Interest sewer bond coupons, 1 OAA1,300 00
Police department, 122 70
State aid, 82 00
Salaries, 446 75
school apparatus, 8 00
Contingent account, 147 39
Schools, 59 66
Fire department, 109 82
Highways, 291 44
Insurance, 30 00
Outside poor, 72 00
Police station, 2 45
$24,096 32
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Public library, $260 17
Military aid, 10 00
Balance, 17,855 46
$24,096 32
To support this balance, I find
Cash on hand and in bank, $15,796 87
Cash held Southbridge
Sa vings Bank, 781 46
Notes, 400 00
John A. Hall balancing
account, 877 13
$17,855 46
To this balance add amounts
Due from E. D. Desrosier, collector
1909, $11,920 14
Due from W. R. Olney, collector
1904, 2,674 99
Amount due town, Jan. 31, 1910, $32,450 59
Detail of John A Hall Balancing Account
Jan 22. debits.
Shortage unaccounted for $58 02
Dog fund included in amount cred-
ited to Hall but not charged to
him, 827 09
Sewer assessments paid to Hall by
Mrs. Stott and Mrs. Durkee
and not credited, 66 78
Sealer of weights and measures in-
cluded in amount credited to
Hall but not entered, 68 26
$1,020 15
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CREDITS.
Library fines charged to Hall ac-
tually paid to E. D. Desrosier, $135 73
Interest on note, 7 29
Balance of account, 877 13
$1,020 15
NOTES
OUTSTANDING JAN. 31, 1909. PAID IN 1909
Anticipation of taxes, 839,500 00 $39,500 00
Central street bridge, 4,000 00 2,000 00
Contingent, 1,000 00 1,000 00
Engine house, 2,300 00 2,300 00
Hamilton street paving, 12,000 00 1,000 00
Mechanics street school, 5,000 00
Mill and River streets, bridges, 15,000 00 1,000 00
Sewers :—
Oct. 1, 1909-1912, 3,835 00 1,095 00
Demand, 3,000 00
July 1, 1929, 30,000 00
May 1, 1930, 20,000 00
Filter beds, July 1, 1909-1927, 28,500 00 1,500 00
Filter beds July 1, 1909-1917, 9,000 00 1,000 00
Outlet pipe, July 1, 1909-1917, 9,000 00 1,000 00
Mechanics, July 1, 1909-1915, 7,000 00 1,000 00
$189,135 00 $51,395 00
ISSUED IN 1909.
Main street bridge, Jan. 1, 1910-
1917, 8,000 00 1,000 00
Anticipation of taxes March 1,
1909, 5,000 00 5,000 00
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Anticipation of taxes May 7, $25,000 00 $25,000 00
Anticipation of taxes July 8, 25,000 00 25,000 00
Anticipation of taxes, July 26, 5,000 00
Hamilton street sidewalk, July 1,
1910-1911, 2,000 00
$259,135 00 $107,395 00
Paid in 1909, 107,395 00
Notes outstanding Jan. 31, 1910, $151,740 00
Obligations to be Provided For in the Tax Levy of 1-910
Central street bridge, Sept. 1, $1,000 00
Hamilton street paving, July 1, 1,000 00
Mechanics street school, Jan. 1, 1911, 1,000 00
Mill and River streets, bridges, Oct. 1 1,000 00
Sewers :
—
Oct. 1, 1,000 00
Filter beds, July 1, 1,500 00
Filter beds, July 1, 1,000 00
Outlet pipe, July 1, 1,000 00
Mechanics street, July 1, 1,000 00
Main street bridge, Jan. 1, 1911, 1,000 00
Hamilton street sidewalk, July 1, 1,000 ©0
$11,500 00
Balances of accounts have been compared with the
various departments and with the Auditors and are
found correct.
Respectfully submitted,
ROBERT CAMPBELL,
Accountant,
Southbridge, Feb. 21, 1910.
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To the Selectmen of the Town of Southbridge.
Gentlemen :
—
I have examined the accounts of the town for the
fiscal year ending February 1, 1910.
The condition of the town accounting was fully
set forth in my report covering the year 1908 and as
the conditions then shown still obtain there is no occa-
sion to repeat.
A detailed statement precedes showing transac-
tions under the incumbency of John A. Hall, as Town
Treasurer, up to date of his removal and a separate
statement of transactions from Januaiy 22 to the end
of fiscal year.
The apparent shortage in the ex-treasurer's ac-
counts may not be an actual loss to the town, for the
reason that owing to the incomplete condition of the
Treasurer's, records at the time of his disappearance it
is possible that legitimate expenditures may have
been made covering this amount, but exhaustive search
has failed to reveal vouchers up to the time of the pre-
sentation of this report. An account has been opened
under the title of "John A. Hall Balancing Account"
for the purpose of ultimately showing the town's pre-
cise position and as fast as moneys are shown to have
been paid in and not credited, such items will be
charged against this account and such items as are
later shown to have been paid out without having
been entered will be passed to the credit of this ac-
count. Letters have been addressed to property own-
ers enquiring as to payments or non-payments of as-
sessments for sidewalks and sewers. Enquiries have
been and are being made among persons who may
possibly have paid in money, and within a short time
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the amount of loss should be accurately known. Up
to this date the account stands as follows :
—
JOHN A HALL BALANCING ACCOUNT
January 22. Shortage, $58 02
Sewer assessments collected
and not credited, and sun-
dry items to Jan. 31, 819 11
$877 13
For details see page 22.
Beyond this sum of $877.13 the town is a loser to-
gether with the other depositors, on deposits in South-
bridge Savings Bank, on deposits as follows :
—
DEPOSIT. INTEREST.
Cemetery fund, Book No. 8465, 1,600 00 64 64
Mary Mynott Fund, " " 9529, 1,000 00 40 40
Sinking Fund, " " 21209, 1,329 86 47 18
Total deposit, $3,929 86 $152 22
There is said to be a claim upon the town by the
Southbridge Savings Bank to the amount of $29,000
but as such claim is unsupported by any evidence in
the town books or vouchers it is not a matter of ac-
counting and hence should not appear in this report,
beyond mere mention.
The entries made by the ex-treasurer show that
$40,000 in notes given for money borrowed in antici-
pation of taxes prior to 1909 have been paid and also
$55,000 out of a total of $60,000 borrowed for the same
purpose in 1909,
I find that the invested funds of the town are
intact.
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On January 26 the following letter was written to
all Savings Banks in which the town of Southbridge
has deposits.
"Being engaged in an audit of the accounts of the
town of Southbridge, I will appreciate the immediate
advice as to present status of account represented by
deposit book No showing principal and accrued
interest, if any, unpaid.
Please advise if any amount of interest paid by
you on this account since Jan. 31, 1909.
Respectfully yours,
(Signed)"
Replies have been received from all and are at-
tached hereto.
These replies show deposits to the credit of the
town of Southbridge, and each bank has been notified
to pay out no money except upon orders signed by the
Town Treasurer and counter-signed by the Auditors
A table of deposits follows :
—
NAME OF BANK. BOOK NO. Ail'T OF DEPOSIT. INTEREST.
Salem 5-cent, Cemetery, 1498 $1,000 00 $61 20
Springfield Inst. Cemete-
ry, 153048 1,000 00 40 40
Ware Savings Bank, Cem-
etery, 3791 1,000 00 40 40 .
Leicester Savings Bank,
Cemetery, 3481 1,000 00 37 85
Worcester Co., Cemetery, 79028 1,000 00 40 40
Gardner Savings Bank,
Cemetery, 14744 992 50 40 08
Southbridge Savings Bank,
Cemetery, 8465 1,600 00 64 64
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Millbury Savings Bank,
Cemeterv 9849 $945 00 $38 1ft
Worcester Mechanics Clem-
eterv 47299 1,000 00 40 20
"Worrjpstifir ( vfimp-
terv 54964 1,000 00 40 40
Peoples of Worcester,Cem-
etery, 55266 1,000 00 61 20
Natick 5-cent, Cemetery, 32073 500 00 15 10
Dedham Inst., Cemetery, 24902 1,000 00 40 40
Webser 5-cent Cemeterv 11619 1,014 25 40 96
Amherst Savings Bank,
Cemetery, 6858 1,000 00 40 40
North Adams Oemeterv 40*500 1,000 00 37 85
$16,051 75 $679 64
Southbridge, Mynott, 9529 1,000 UO 40 40
Peoples' Worcester, Sew-
er, 56139 750 00 30 30
Southbridge, Sewer, 21209 1,329 86 47 18
Augusta Bonds, No. 623 to 638 16,000 00 640 00
Interest on these bonds is due semi-annually and
the first instalment was duly collected and entered by
the Ex-treasurer, and the second instalment has been
collected by the present treasurer.
Respectfully submitted,
ROBERT CAMPBELL,
Acceuntant.
Southbridge, Feb. 21, 1910.
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CEMETERY
CEMETERY FUND
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
Feb. 1, 1909, $16,051 75
Received from S. Williams, sale
of lots and perpetual care, 75© 00
$16,801 75
EXPENDITURES.
Expenditures, $000 00
Balance to credit of account
Feb. 1, 1910, $16,801 75
CEMETERY IMPROVEMENTS
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $750 00
Interest on Cemetery fund, 615 00
$1,365 00
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EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn Eeb. 1, 1909, $78 93
S. Williams, men and
teams, $1,150 02
Salary, 200 00
1,350 02
Southbridge Water Supply Co., 20 00
Charles R. Fish & Co., trees, 18 00
T. J. Harrington, plants, 17 20
Dennis Langevin, use of pump
and team hire, 12 25
Oldham & Ranahan Co., labor
and supplies, 8 15
Southbridge Herald, printing
deeds 7 50
Gr. S. Stone & Co., repairing tools, 6 30
S. O. Simmons, plants, 4 50
P. H. Carpenter Co., supplies, 4 10
$1,526 95
Account overdrawn Feb, 1, 1910, $161 95
LIBRARY
MYNOTT FUND
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
Feb. 1, 1909, $1001 62
Interest, 40 40
$1,042 02
EXPENDITURES.
Edgar S. Werner & Co., books, $13 10
Webster International Dictionary, 10 80
The Penn Publishing Co., books, 10 65
E. F. Dakin, papers, 4 15
$38 70
Balance to credit of account
Feb. 1, 1910, $1,003 32
PUBLIC LIBRARY
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
Feb. 1, 1909, $126 21
Appropriation, 2,000 00
Dog fund, $827 09
Fines, 135 73
$3,089 03
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EXPENDITURES.
Ella E. Miersch, salary, $779 13
Ella E. Miersch, sundry
expenses, 54 86
food yy
Onas. sh. .Lauriat oc Uo, books, 4zo yy
ivi. vv . jl nnipioii, salary, OQO
W^ebster & Southbridge Gas &
JLlectric uo., lights, zlb /
1
E. F. Dakin, papers and maga-
zines,
Michelson Bros., binding books, llo OKAo
John Coggans, janitor, ft i91 aoDO
Jdj. u. xLiiis, coal, Q KOO oU
ine ±1. ±t. xiunting uo., dooks, AO 7Q
Hammond Typewriter Co., 1
Hammond typewriter and
supplies, A ft40 O fto2
May Delehanty, services, OQOO UU
Oldham & Ranahan Co., rent, o / r ft
Chivers Book Binding Co., books
and book binding, ft c25 62
Caroline L. Hinebaugh, books, ft o2d 68
Southbridge Press, book lists and
printing postals, 22 75
Tice & Lynch, books, 20 32
Susan Sables, labor, 19 68
The McDevitt Wilson Co., books, 18 24
Gaylord Bros., supplies, 16 09
Library Bureau, supplies, 12 15
H. A. Kent, re-covering books, 12 00
Robert Wardle, labor and supplies, 11 25
R. A. Beckwith, stamps and en-
velopes, 10 62
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J. W. Barnes, labor and supplies, $10 46
M. Butler, labor, 10 10
Cedric Chivers, books, 9 70
TT ITT TT7 -1 1 1H. W. Wilson, books, 6 75
Samuel Williams, b 25
Library Art Club, assessment, aO 00
R. P. Nickerson, dust-down, aD 00
(jr. a,, bteckert Co., books, 5 21
Stone 8c Forsythe, supplies, 5 00
Southbridge Water Supply Co.,
water supply, 00
Til 1_ T~>
_ - J 1 1i^rank Pergande, books, 4 51
E. L. Gay, labor and supplies, 4 50
ooutnbndge Electrical Contract-
ing Co., labor and supplies, 4 22
Quinabaug Historical Society,
leaflets, 3 60
U. A. JNichols & Co., books, 3 50
Arthur H. Clark, books, 3 15
T T> T * ' i-i. 1_ 1
J. P. Lippincott Co., books, 3 06
Home Correspondence School, books, 2 50
Little, Brown & Co., books, 2 33
fTTL, „ T) „ T>._ 1,1" _ 1 • /~1 „ l _ 1lne Penn Publishing Co., books, 2 29
Batch Bros., books, 2 20
O. XI. VV OOQ, DOOKS, o 00
(t^o Wi Damfin vpar hnnlr 9 c\c\00
A. D. Cornell, wood, 1 00
Louisville Free Public Labrary,
Christmas books, 1 78
Public School Publishing Co., supplies.
,
1 50
Alexis Boyer, labor and supplies, 1 23
$2,698 36
Balance to credit of account
Feb. 1, 1910, $390 67
ACCOUNT OF POOR
ALMSHOUSE WATER SUPPLY
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $41 7
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn Feb- 1, 1909, $41 7
00
REPAIRS OF FARM BUILDINGS
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $100
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn Feb 1, 1909, $15 33
Joseph A. Allard, labor and sup-
plies, 21 60
Louis J. Hetu, plastering, 16 15
— $53
Balance to credit of account
Feb. 1, 1910, 46 9
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SUPPORT OF POOR
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation $4,500 00
Sale of produce, 908 68
Cash received on overdrawn or-
der, 12 00
Cow sold, 25 00
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn Feb. 1, 1909, $1,348 47
H. Dorval, salary, $600 00
Supplies, 23 00
623 00
W. P. Gendreau
;
supplies, 435 14
Weld & Beck, supplies, 335 10
Jos. Demick, labor, 300 00
P. Eenaud, supplies, 233 79
A. L. Desaulniers, sup-
plies, $207 02
Cash paid H. Dorval
for help on farm, 18 00
225 02
E. C. Ellis, coal, 173 62
J. R. Karris & Son, supplies, 164 32
Jos. Lippe, supplies, 129 55
Dora Dorval, labor, 105 00
Jennie Demick, labor, 105 00
Morse Bros., supplies, 83 00
J. Ouimette & Son, labor and supplies, 65 75
J. F. Lariviere, supplies, 48 66
Jos. Sereleto, supplies, 35 97
P. H. Carpenter Co., supplies, 31 37
$5,445 68
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Frank M. Marble, supplies, $29 52
G. C. Winter, labor and supplies, 22 18
S. J. Benoit, M. D., professional
services and medicines, 19 80
William Leriche, supplies, 18 91
J. D. Blanehard & Co., supplies, 16 51
Miley Soap Co., 1 bbl. granulated
16 25
Oldham & Ranahan, supplies, 15 75
Dr. Oswald Gregoire, professional
services, 15 00
Peter Demick, labor, 15 00
Hem> A. Morse, fertilizer, 15 00
John W. Wells, rental of pasture
1908, 15 00
H. J. Haven, filling silo and fur-
nishing machine, 15 00
Dr. W. T. Pu^h, veterinary ser-
vices and medicines, 12 00
Eusebe Laliberte, labor and sup-
plies, lu 35
H. Lemelin, labor and supplies, 9 10
John C. Brown, labor, self and
team, 9 00
Johnson, Colburn Co., supplies, 8 93
John C. Clark, labor, men and
team, 8 43
Joseph Blais, repairing shoes, 7 70
H. A. Dresser, supplies, 7 58
Theodore St. Onge, medicines
and supplies, 6 60
Overseers of the Poor, cash paid
appraisers, 6 00
W. J. Lamoureux & Co., supplies, 5 40
0. L. Desaulniers, supplies, 3 35
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The Holstein Friesian Register, 1
private herd register, $2 25
H. L. Bedaid, supplies, 2 00
Southbridge Press, printing signs, 1 50
American Express Co., express
charges for transportation
from N. Y. of merchandise
belonging to John Kerwin, 1 40
M. Egan & Son, supplies, 1 00
Ernest Plante, taking C. Clark
to almshouse, 1 00
P. Grant, supplies, 80
$4,761 07
Balance to credit of account
Feb. 1, 1910, $684 61
OUTSIDE POOR.
RECEIPTS
•
Appropriation, 6,000 00
State Treasurer, 247 08
City of Worcester, account
of Mrs. Alfred
Lizotte, 140 00
Town of Webster, account
of James Hart's chil-
dren, 64 00
Town of Milford, account
of Mrs. ft. Hurlbut, 57 50
Town of Sturbridge, ac-
count of George La-
mothe, 54 00
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Town of Charlton, account
of Mrs. Patrick Gil-
lispie,
Mrs. Emma Burrillfor hos-
pital bill,
Town of Douglas, account
of William Prince,
Frank Trembley, for hos-
pital bill,
Mrs. Oelina Morin, for hos-
pital bill,
Larkin Vinton, for burial
of wife,
Geo. Dupre. for burial of
child,
$36 45
26 00
18 55
14 04
12 43
10 00
7 00
$6,687 05
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn Feb. 1, 1909, §61 92
W. P. Gendreau, goods de-
livered to
Mrs. Pierre Benoit, $172 00
Mrs. Patrick Gillespie, 97 50
Existe Lescault, 66 00
Chas. Garceau, Sr. 56 00
V. J. Brown, 46 00
A. E. Trembley, 44 00
Mrs. Cummings and
Mrs. Mills, 30 00
Jacob Gaumond, 28 00
Arthur Lefebre, 28 00
Alfred Racine, 24 00
Felix Cadorette, 24 00
Mrs. P. Benoit, 24 00
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J. T. Richardson, $18 00
Chas. Garceau, Jr., 18 00
Ulric Maynard, 12 00
P. Morin, 12 00
Theophile BlancheUe
,
10 00
Lucien Fontaiu, 6 00
Joseph Kay, 3 00
Mrs. Leon Cardinal, 3 00
Mrs. Ed. Porier, 3 00
Alex. Montminie, 3 no
Mrs. J. O'Brien, 3 00
Jos. Blanchette, 2
rcester City Hospital,
board and care of
Alexander Landry, $131 43
Arthur Durocher, 101 43
Michael Maloney, 65 71
Emma Burrell, 60 00
Clifford Girard, 54 29
Jennie Duquette, 27 14
Henry A. Horton, 24 29
Katie Tyez, 12 86
Josephine Deloria, 8 57
S742 50
485 72
A. L. Desaulniers, cash
paid to Mary Ennis
for R. R. ticket and
transfer of baggage
to Madison, Wis. $15 05
Goods delivered to
Mrs. H. Tetreault, 220 00
Mrs. Lucien Fountaine, 80 00
Philias Trembley 48 00
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Mrs. Joseph Meni, $41 00
Lucien Fontain, 40 00
Louis Langevin, 13 00
Arthur Lefebvre, 9 00
Joseph Hetu, 3 50
J. Ellis, goods delivered
to
Mrs. Thos. Potter, $138 00
Oliver Lamothe, 138 00
Mrs. N. S. Hurlbut, 57 50
Mrs. Chas. Lawson, 36 75
Mrs. Patrick Gillispie, 15 00
Mrs. Thos. Ennis, 15 00
James T. Richardson, 11 65
Mrs. M. Walker, 7 50
Alfred Racine, 3 90
Mrs. James O'Brien, 3 85
Damien Theriault, 3 85
Arsene Beffre, 3 85
Felix Cadout, 3 85
J. B. Brodeur, 3 85
$469 55
442 55
J. B. & L. J. Demers, goods
delivered to
Mrs. Nap. Ayotte, $144 00
Mrs. Nap. Arpin, 144 00
Jos. Gagnon, 40 00
Damien Therien, 24 00
Jos. Dionne, 12 00
Wilfred Gauthier, 6 00
Joseph Ethier, 3 00
373 00
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W. J. Fitzpatrick, goods
delivered to
Mary Kennedy, $107 50
Nellie Butler, 86 60
Mrs. John Coughlin, 78 50
Mrs. P. Gillispie, 20 00
$292 00
Peter Grant & Co., goods
delivered to
Irene and May Gau-
thier, $96 00
Mrs. Frank LeClair, 88 50
Edw. E. Barolette, 40 00
Kosa Baldygr, 6 00
Mrs. Mary Walker, 2 50
Mrs. Louis Boucher, 2 00
235 00
St. Vincent's Hospital Cor-
poration, board and
care of
John Curry, $77 10
Agnes Berthiaume, 60 72
Mary Lavallee, 49 00
Delia St. Lawrence, 38 00
224 82
J. R. Harris & Son, goods
delivered to
J. Montminie, $88 37
Yernon Brown, 69 00
F. Girouard, 36 01
Mrs. A. Lacasse, 14 00
L. Girard, 6 00
213 38
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Town of Dudley, aid to
Luke Arquette, $190 40
Nap. Lariviere, 5 50
$195 90
P. N. LeClair & Co., goods
delivered to
Mrs.|Frank Savery, $92 50
Mrs. Alfred Lizotte, 84 00
Mrs Remi Phaueuf, 9 00
Joseph Carmel, 8 00
193 50
P. H Carpenter Co., goods
delivered to
Michel Girard, $141 00
Mrs. Delia Dennis, 12 00
Herminigilde Dragon, 4 00
157 00
A. D. Connell, goods deliv-
ered to
Mrs. Everett Barrett, $36 65
Mrs. Frank LeClair, 17 75
John Coughlin, 15 90
Nicholas Fierro, 15 05
Mrs. Joseph Meui, 13 00
Mrs. Henry Tetreault, 11 50
Mrs. Charles Lawson, 7 50
J. Leblanc, 6 00
John Delage, 3 75
Mrs. Theo. Blanchette 3 50
Arthur Lefebre, 3 25
Adam McKinstry, 3 50
R. Renfrew, 3 50
William Prince, 2 50
Mrs. Joseph Kay, 2 50
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A. Lescarbeau, $2 50
Charles Garceau, 2 50
Herminigelde Dragon, 1 25
Simeon Page, goods deliv-
ered to
Mrs. Everett Barrett, 132 00
Arthur Gelineau, 12 00
Damien
.
Therrien, 6 00
A. Laporte, goods deliver-
ed to
Adam McKinstry, $44 00
Nicholas Fierro, 36 00
Leon Cardinal, 33 0©
Francois Duplease, 24 00
William Prince, 6 90
Lavigne & Benoit, goods
delivered to
Antoine Belanger, $115 00
Joseph Lucier, 15 00
Mrs. Louis Dube, 7 00
J. B. Lavallee, goods de-
livered to
Mrs. Theo. Dart, $51 02
Elie Allard, 34 00
Nicolas Fierro, 31 00
Jaspard Loranger, 7 50
Frank Loranger, 2 00
$152 10
150 00
143 90
137 00
125 52
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Joseph Lippe, goods de-
livered to
Mrs. Everett Barrett, $87 00
Lena Belanger, 18 00
Alex. Landry, 7 00
J. B. Nadeau, 4 00
Theophile Blancbette, 3 00
Geo. Boisvert, 2 00
Town of Webster, aid to
Louis Shaw, $62 76
Jos. Hirbert, 24 50
Victor Bouvier, 16 25
Luke Arquette, 13 63
Geo. H. Smith Est., goods
delivered to
Annie Nolan, $74 75
Jos. Gauthier, 33 00
E. Eenfrew, 6 00
$121 00
117 14
113 75
S. J. Benoit, M. D., medi-
cine to town pa-
tients, 105 70
Jos. Berthiaume, goods
delivered to
Henry Loranger, $32 50
Theophile Blanchette, 24 00
Oliver Livernois, 22 00
Lorenzo Girard, 18 00
Mrs. Alfred Racine, 2 00
98 50
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City of Brockton care of
Adeline & May Savary,
Worcester City Clerk,aid to
Chas. M. Clark,
A. H. Wheeler, goods de-
livered to
Mrs. Alfred Lizotte, $29 50
Oliver Livernois, 15 25
John Coughlin, 9 00
Joseph Gagnon, 5 00
Mrs. Remi Phanenf, 5 00
Theodore Dart, 3 00
Peter Cooney, 2 50
Jacob Gaumond, 2 25
Arsene Beffre, 2 00
Hormidas Renaud, 1 75
A. Genereux, M. D.,
medicine to Town
patients, $56 75
Expense to Worcester,
and Dr. Lovell fee,
with Jas. Bouregard, 6 50
Desrosier & Peloquin,
goods delivered to
Maxime Champagne, $20 00
Geo. Lamont, 12 00
t
$89 59
84 59
75 25
63 25
J. B. Delage,
Geo. Boisvert,
8 00
8 00
6 00
6 00
2 00
Cyrille Lataille,
Michel Brouellette
EJz, Gandette,
62 00
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F. X. Laiiviere, burial of
Lucian Fontaine, $25 00
George Dube's child, 7 00
J. B. Nadeau's child, 7 00
Joseph Lafleche's child, 7 00
Wilfred Nolan's child, 7 00
$53 00
Earls & O'Shaughnessy,
goods delivered to
James Hart, $38 00
Charles Garceau, 12 00
50 00
F. A. Sansoucy, burial of
Mrs. Cecile Lareau, $25 00
Jos. Blanchette's child, 7 50
Emma Dube's child, 7 50
40 00
W. C. Callahan, burial of
Catherine Vinton, 37 00
Samuel Williams, burial
of
Ida H. Barrett, $25 00
Nellie Richardson's
child, , 7 00
32 00
Gilbert Theriault, wood de-
livered to
Mrs. Lucien Fontain, $7 00
Nicholas Fierro, 5 50
Lorenzo Girard, 5 50
Mrs. Xiste Lescault, 5 00
Mrs. H. Tetreault, 3 50
Ulric Maynard, 2 75
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Arthur E. Trembley, $2 50
$31 75
JohDSOD, Colburn Co.,
goods delivered to
Adam McKinstry, $8 50
Mary "Walker, 6 00
Mrs. P. Gillispie, 5 50
Mrs. Thos. Enuis, 5 04
Chas. Garceau, 1 75
Arthur Gelineau, 1 50
jlVIIS. rv. vTolllltJd/U., iX 50
H. A. Morse, wood deliv-
ered to
Henry Tetreault, $16 00
Ulric Mayuard, FT 50
Henry Senecal, 2 75
Mrs. L. Fontain, 2 50
Everett Barrett, 2 00
Pierre Arpin, goods deliv-
ered to
Narcisse Robidoux, $24 80
Mrs. Luigi Ricci, 6 00
29 79
28 75
S. Labonte, care of
Eugenie Talbot, 28 00
City of Springfield, aid to
Emma R. Laplante,
alias Fuller, $15 30
Carrie L. Dobson, 12 00
27 30
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Gedeon Pinsonneault,
goods delivered to
Joseph Pazi, $7 50
Mrs. Luigi Ricci, 6 00
Henry Senecal, 6 0®
Jacob Gaumond, 6 00
City of Fall River, aid to
Margaret Walker, $12 50
Joseph Lamothe, 9 00
P. Reneaud & Co., goods
delivered to
Mary Walker, $12 50
Nelson LoDgrien, 6 00
$25 50
Wm. Leriche, goods deliv-
ered to
George Leprade, 24 00
J. D. Blanchard & Co.,
goods delivered to
Mrs. Lucien Fontaine, $5 55
Mrs. Leon Dupuis, 4 00
Charles Garceau, 3 25
Mrs. P. Gilespie, 3 00
Louis Langevin, 2 75
Henry Loranger, 2 50
Henry Tetreault, 2 50
— 23 55
21 50
18 50
Mass. State Farm, care of
Edward Bellford, 18 17
Thomas Hughes, wood to
Mrs. Henry Tetreault, $5 00
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H * TV IfMoses Monnette, $5 00
Leon Cardinal, 2 50
Ant. Belauger, 2 50
Mrs. Lucian Fountain, 2 00
—
.
Larivierre, goods de-
livered to
Mrs. Everett Barrett, $5 00
Jos. Livernois, 4 50
Chas. Lawson, 3 50
Jos. Hetu, 2 25
Lucien Fontain, 1 50
Joe Derosier, goods deliv-
ered to
Mrs. Arsene Beffre,
Minnie E. Bartlett, care of
Mrs. Jos. Girouard,
N. T. Hurl but, goods deliv-
ered to
Mrs. Joseph Lamothe,
H. L. Bedard, goods deliv-
' ered to
Arthur Lefebvre, $5 25
Louis Langevin, 3 7b
Mrs. Leon Dupuis, 2 00
Commonwealth of Mass.
State Infirmary care
of
Hormidas Robidoux,
Town of Sturbridge, aid to
F. W. Wright,
$17 00
16 75
16 00
$12 00
11 00
11 00
9 60
8 64
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City of Boston, Overseers
of Poor, aid to
Patrick E. Cavanaugh, $7 14
M. L, Dillaber, investigat-
ing case of
Emma Laplante at
Springfield, 5 00
Memorial Hospital, Wor-
cester, care and
operation of
Arselia Brodeu, 5 00
Southbridge Press,printing
cards, $3 00
Goods to Ludger Mon-
tigny, 2 75
5 75
Honore Dorval, transporta-
tion to Tewksbury of
Geo. Laprade, 5 25
Theo. St. Onge, goods de-
livered to
Dr. S. J. Benoifc, town
physician, $1 25
Supplies, 1 83
10
Alex. Gelineau, wood de-
livered to
Jacques Gaumond, 5 90
B. Roberts, wood deliv-
ered to
Louis Monnette, 4 00
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Thomas O. Gaulin, goods
delivered to
Joseph Poirier,
John Boyle, goods deliv-
ered to
Chas. Garceau,
A. R. Webster, team hire,
Francis H. Olin, M. D., X
Ray for John Ferro,
order of town phy-
sician, S. J. Benoit,
M. D.,
R. Gaummond, wood deliv-
ered to
Henry Tetreault,
Hobbs & Warren, blanks,
C. W. Bourdelais, goods
delivered to
Mrs. Azarie Laplante,
Willie Rusby, goods deliv-
ered to '
Charles Garceau,
City of Maiden, aid to
Mary Ennis,
Wm. Finlay, goods deliv-
ered to
Nicholas Fierro,
$4 GO
3 00
3 50
3 00
2 50
2 00
3 00
2 00
1 80
1 50
* $6,406 17
Balance to credit of account,
Feb. 1, 1910, $280 88
PUBLIC SCHOOLS
COMMON SCHOOLS
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
Feb. 1, 1909, $1,243 16
Transferred from unappropriated
19,000 00
Tuitions, 24 00
$20,267 16
EXPENDITURES
Teachers :
—
¥. E. Corbin, Supt. $916 68
Laura Shepardson, 540 00
Mary Meagher, 450 00
Blanche Harwood, 396 00
Era Conner, 396 00
Alice Dolan, 353 80
Carrie Barber, 376 00
Annie Simpson, 399 75
Alice Green, 366 00
Gertrude Healy, 277 00
Susie Knight, 330 00
Mary Boardman, 404 00
Annie Chase, 379 50
Sadie Dickinson, 200 00
Margaret Butler, 414 00
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Jennie Gilbert, $396 00
Amelia Guinasso, 396 00
Mary Butler, 396 00
Agnes Meagher, 414 00
Nettie Stone, 396 00
Margaret McCarthy, 340 00
Mary Conolly, 376 00
Mary Ellis, 396 00
Jane Farquhar, 396 00
Mary McCabe, 396 00
Emily Mague, 220 00
Mabel Chamberlain, 396 00
Jessie Barber, 346 00
Bertha Johnson, 379 00
Stella Wood, 336 00
Mabel Ross, 81 00
Mary Spring, 259 00
Anna Eager, 540 00
Mary Carey, 442 40
Ardel Cota, 99 00
Stella Hefner, 144 00
Ethel Bates, 144 00
Helen Grant, 154 50
Mary Clemence, 18 70
Anna Bowen, 2 20
Josie Delehanty, 1 10
Alice Holmes, 259 00
May Simpson, 4 20
Bertha Harv/ood, 176 00
Evelyn Gaenon, 37 20
Martha Clarke, 80 00
Janitors
—
H. L. Brousseau, $575 00
$14,220 03
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Israel Ledoux, $252 55
tt o ttiH. b. ireeman, 251 80
mi TT TXT 1 1Thomas H. Welch, 271 60
Joseph Hart, 109 05
Peter Caplette, 90 00
T 1 TT 1Joseph Hetu, 119 0t>
Stella Wood, 20 00
Mabel Eoss, 6 50
Mary Spring, 5 50
Ardel Cota, 5 50
Ethel Bates, 8 00
Stella Hefner, 8 00
Joseph Trainor, 67 00
E. D. Morse, 3 50
;
$1,793 05
E. C. Ellis, coal, 727 43
A. D. Cornell, wood and coal, 603 16
Worcester & Southbridge Street
Kailway Co., car tickets, 325 00
Town of Sturbridge, tuition, 48 00
Town of Dudley, tuition, 40 50
A. J. Clark, labor and supplies, 26 00
A. J. Harwood, wood, 24 00
Vernon Brown, transportation, 21 50
Thomas Hughes, wood, 15 50
Charles M, Morse, labor and sup-
plies, 15 25
James S. Keyes, wood, 11 00
Gedeon Pinsonneault, wood, 9 00
Joseph Mandeville, sawing wood, 6 20
Alderic Jacques, wood, 5 50
Raymond G-aumond, wood, 5 00
James H. Mason, wood, 4 50
The Ide Lumber Co., wood, 3 00
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Edgar Harwood, wood, $2 00
$17,905 62
Balance to credit of account,
Feb. 1, 1910, $2,361 54
CONTINGENT SCHOOLS
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $4,200 00
Sale of supplies, 27 97
EXPENDITURES.
A Pr>rtnnf ttq r* rl r»o urn TJ, /-v 1 1 QAQxlLOUUul U V t5I lit d VV 11 J:t3U. 1, ±&\Ja } «Ip«7 CI m
v7iu(3i outstanding reo. i, ivyJa, 1X 70
JLUVVdlu. ej. J3a00 OC uO., OOOKS, Q 1 4. Q4.
xx. S: dliclllU., bu.ppilt3b l«iL)OI, 299 88
Southbridge Water Supply Co.,
water, 298 00
Gr. C. Winter, labor and supplies, 233 74
M. Egan & Son, labor and sup-
plies, 221 11
Peter Caplette,
Truants, $128 75
Labor and supplies, 64 90
193 65
Silver, Burdette & Co., books, 170 69
J. M. &; L. D. Cleuience, labor
and supplies, 153 83
Miss Belle Hayward, teams, 121 00
Oldham & Rauahan, labor and
supplies, 110 78
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Girm & Co., books, $101 20
J. A. Genereux, M. D., school
physician, 100 00
H. S. Freeman,
Truants, $36 25
Labor and supplies, 33 15
Taking school cen-
sus, 26 00
95 40
Southbridge Roofing Co., labor
and supplies, 83 27
Southbridge Press, advertise-
ments and supplies, 72 00
Thomas H. Welch,
Truants, $37 25
Labor, 8 00
Janitor, 6 80
52 05
W. C. Lewis, labor and supplies, 49 57
Wardsworth, Howland & Co.,
supplies, 48 56
Little, Brown & Co., books, 43 23
Louis J. Hetu, labor, 37 53
F. E. Northup, team hire, 35 60
Marble's Express, freight and
cartage, 31 58
Southbridge Electrical Co., labor
and supplies, 30 70
Kenny Bros. & Walkins, supplies, 30 55
O. D. Case Co., 10 desks, 28 75
F. X. Tetreault, school census, 25 00
R. A. Beckwith, stamped envelopes, 24 91
Adams Express Co, express, 23 76
F. E. Corbin, cash paid sundry
expenses, 23 57
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Israel Ledoux, labor, $23 00
Michelson Bros., book binding, 20 34
Johnson, Colburn Co., supplies, 19 63
J. E. Post, supplies, 18 50
Southbridge Herald, advertise-
ment and supplies, 18 00
W. J. Lamoureux, labor and sup-
plies, 17 37
J. J. Delehanty & Co., labor and
supplies, 14 05
N. E. Putney, labor and supplies, 13 50
E. C. Ellis, supplies, 12 18
R. R. Nickerson, dnstdown, 11 81
Henry L. Brousseau, labor and
supplies, 10 92
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., pencils, 10 50
Red Heart Chemical Co., disin-
fectants, 10 50
A. S. B. Lothrop & Co., sup-
plies, 10 00
R. T. Reed, repairing clocks, 10 00
Joseph Jolicour, labor janitor, 9 15
J. Curley, labor, 9 40
Margaret G. Butler, lessons in
gardening, 9 00
Wm. J. S. Crawford, labor and
supplies, 8 85
West Disinfectant Co., disinfec-
tants, 8 35
Mayhew Publishing Co., supplies, 8 00
Thompson, Brown Co., books, 7 50
G. W. Oakham, tuning pianos, 7 50
F. 0. Letcher, labor, 7 00
The V L-K I Co., Vol-Ki
sweeping powder, 6 75
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W. M. Edwards, supplies, $6 50
S. Williams, rental of chairs, 6 00
Charles Broadway Rouss, show
cases, 6 00
M. Steinert & Son Co., tuning
organ, 6 00
Joseph P. Traynor, labor, 5 00
Atkinson, Mentzee & Grover,
books, 4 17
Geo. S. Stone Est., labor, 4 00
James A. King, labor and sup-
plies, 3 80
Joseph Ryan, labor, 3 80
R. Wardle, labor and supplies, 3 50
Oliver Ditson Co., supplies, 3 27
The Orville Brewer Publishing
Co., song books, 3 00
Sidewalk Repair Account, re-
pairing sidewalk at Mechan-
ics street school, 2 80
Webster & Southbridge Gas &
Electric Co., labor and sup-
plies, 2 76
E. L. Gay, labor and supplies, 2 67
G. N. Crane, labor, 2 50
Patrick Cuddihy, labor, 2 40
Davis & Banister, books, 2 25
J. R. Harris & Son, supplies, 2 15
J. A. Brightman, clock repair-
ing, 2 00
A. Girard, labor and supplies, 1 60
J. F. Lariviere, supplies, 1 40
P. H. Carpenter Co., supplies, 1 24
Weld & Beck, 50 pounds fertil-
izer, 1 00
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The Lockwood Mfg. Co., supplies, $ 94
J. D. Blanchard & Co., supplies, 75
$4,132 46
Balance to credit of account,
Feb. 1, 1910, $95 51
EVENING SCHOOLS
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $700 00
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn Feb. 1, 1909, 2 94
Teachers
—
Ernest I. Knowles, $97 50
Eva Conner, 30 00
Mary Whelan, 58 50
Annie Simpson, ' 29 25
Nellie Ryan, 58 50
Agnes Meagher, 48 75
Mary Meaeher, 29 25
Margaret Butler, 51 00
Mary Butler, 29 25
432 00
Janitors
—
P. Caplette,, 51 30
Joseph Hetu, 28 00
79 30
S. E. Blanchard, rental of rooms, 73 34
D. C. Heath & Co., books, 22 92
Webster & Southbridge Gas &
Electric Co,, lights, 21 94
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American Book Co., books $21 60
A* Laporte, supplies, 9 86
$663 90
Balance to credit of account
Feb. 1, 1910. $36 10
HIGH SCHOOL
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account Feb.
1, 1909, $249 93
Transferred from unappropriated
funds, 5,100 00
Tuitions, 375 00
EXPENDITURES.
Teachers
—
F. E. Corbin, $990 00
B. A. Albro, 945 00
Laura Williams, 675 00
Harriet Parmenter, 560 00
Alice Puffer, 560 00
Eliza Ward, 325 00
Miriam Tenney, 220 00
4,275 CO
Town hall contingent janitor and
fuel, 600 00
Allyn & Bacon, books, 52 10
American Book Co., books, 36 48
Blanchard's Orchestra, music, 20 00
D. C. Heath & C®., books, 12 50
H. R. Beecher, labor, 9 10
$5,724 93
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Southbridge Herald, printing pro-
gramme, $8 75
Barnard, Sumner, Putnam Co.,
supplies, 5 40
Amy Wheelock, services, 5 00
Geo. W. Oakman, tuning piano, 2 50
§5,026 83
Balance to credit of account
Feb. 1, 1910, $698 10
SCHOOL APPARATUS
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
Feb. 1, 1909, $7 10
Appropriation, 250 00
EXPENDITURES.
Edward E. Babb & Co., supplies, $67 92
L. E. Knott Apparatus Co., supplies, 55 66
J. M. & L. D. Clemence, lumber, 39 10
H. C. White & Co., supplies, 29 35
Chandler & Barber, supplies, 19 03
Johnson, Colburn Co., supplies, 10 44
J. P. Lippincott Co., books, 10 02
McKinly Publishing Co., maps, 9 65
Davis & Bannister, supplies, 7 05
G. C. Shepard, supplies, 6 55
The Davis Press, books, 3 00
Houghton & Mifflin Co., books, 1 18
$258 95
Account overdrawn Feb. 1, 1910, $1 85
SELECTMEN
ABATEMENT OF TAXES
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
Feb. 1, 1909, $431 81
Appropriation, 3,000 00
$3,431 81
EXPENDITURES.
Abatements, $1,467 65
Balance to credit of account
Feb. 1, 1910, $1,964 16
BRIDGES
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $1,600 00
EXPENDITURES
A. Langevin, men and teams, $430 22
J. M. & L. D Olemence, lumber, 407 82
Ide Lumber Co., lumber, 117 62
Alexis Boyer, labor, 102 15
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Eastern Bridge & Structural Co.,
supplies, ^88 20
G. C. Winter, supplies, 10 25
Nap. Berthiaurae, supplies, 2 50
D. Langevin, labor, 2 08
$1,194 05
Balance to credit of account
Feb. 1, 1910, $405 95
BACON DISTRICT ROAD REPAIRS
RECEIPTS.
Transferred from unappropriated
funds, $26 57
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn Feb. 1, 1909, $26 57
00 U0
CAMP PONCE
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $50 00
EXPENDITURES.
U. A. Goodell, $50 00
00 00
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CARON STREET GRADING
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account Feb. 1, 1909, $1 59
EXPENDITURES.
Transferred to unappropriated funds, $1 59
GO
CLARK STREET
RECEIPTS.
Transferred from unappropriated funds, $34 19
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn Feb. 1, 1909, $34 19
00 00
CONTINGENT
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $5,000 00
Transferred from unappropriated
funds, 1,000 00
Refund on taxes to W. M. Power, 49 60
Town of Sturbridge ac-
count of J. Julian, or-
der of Board of Health,$10 50
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Cash paid board of Health
for fumigating school
house, $5 00
— $15 50
Overpaid order of Town
Clerk, 10 00
Outlet sewer pipe account, 200 00
$6,275 10
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn Feb. 1, 1909, $772 03
Selectmen
—
Election expenses, $477 50
Expenses to Boston, 24 50
Laying curh at E. A.
Beckwith's,
,
18 36
Attending hearing of
highway commis-
sioners, 14 70
Stamps and stamped
envelopes, 46 48
Sundry expenses, 13 15
Office supplies, 5 75
600 44
L. O. Rieutord, professional
services as town
counsel 1908, 508 63
W. W. Buckley, services
as town clerk, 385 65
J. A. Whittaker, plans and
surveys for town
warrant, $132 30
Services engineering
for selectmen, 45 02
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Setting stone bounds, $38 60
Blue prints and labor,
Brouchu street, 57 75
Locating Fair lawn
ave. and Harrington
ave, 1 17 30
Labor at Goddard ct. 14 40
$305 37
Soutkbridge Printing Co.,
payment in full for
land taken by Sewer
Commissioners, 300 00
Aime Langevin, repairing
Main street culvert,
men and labor, $96 92
Destroying brown tail
moths, men and la-
bor 33 17
Fighting brush fires,
self, men and teams, 99 42
Cleaning drinking .
fountains, 29 85
259 36
DePree Chemical Co., fu-
migators for Board
of Health, $144 00
J.
,
A.j,Genereux, M. D., pro-
fessional services
and medicine to
James Rousselle, or-
der of Board of
Health, $25 05
Vaccinating 78 school
children. 39 00
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Taking diphtheria cul-
tures, $31 25
Returning births, 18 75
Professional services
and medicines, order
of Board of Health, 20 95
$135 00
R. A. Beckwith, postage
stamps and stamped
envelopes, for tax
collector, 127 44
Bazille J. Proulx, 460
hours, men and la-
bor at elevator
ruins, 115 00
C. M. Walls, iron fence on
Mill street, 114 00
Alfred Allard, meals for
registrars and elec-
tion officers, 110 50
John F. Monahan, cash
paid in settlement of
law suits Nov. 19,
1908, 90 00
Charles Proulx, labor and
supplies, building
band stand, 87 60
Boston City Hospital, care
of Henrietta Thomp-
son, 84 29
Southbridge Roofing Co.,
labor tree warden, $23 51
Repairing Grossing, 57 15
80 66
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L. M. Lamb, 1 Oliver type-
writer, $80 00
W. C. Lewis, repairing
trough, 13 93
Diaphram pump and
supplies, 55 55
59 48
Jos. Allard, team hire, $33 00
Books and stamped
envelopes for asses-
sors, 22 67
Mass. State sanitarium,
care of Elz. Belan-
ger $50 89
Geo. Lamoureux, 4 00
Geo. Webster, M. D. tak-
ing diphtheria cul-
tures, $16 00
Taking Mary L. Guil-
lette to Tewksbury, 15 00
Professional services
to John and Ellen
Hampton' 15 00
Returning births, 7 25
55 97
54 89
53 25
Mrs. Maud G. Bugbee, as-
sisting expert ac-
countant, 53 00
J. O. Sansoucy, painting
street signs and posts, 49 80
Win. Power, refund of
taxes, 49 60
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A. R. Webster, team hire
for selectmen, $8 75
Sprinkling streets, 40 00
F. A. Sansoucy, burial of
Elz. Lamothe, order
of board of Health, $25 00
Returning deaths, 20 00
A. R. Brown, sundry and
office expenses, $17 58
Taking James Rus-
selle to Tewksbury, 17 50
Taking Mary L. Te-
treault to Tewksbury 9 00
$48 75
45 00
44 08
St. Vincent's hospital Cor-
poration, care of
James O'Brien, 42 00
A. Laporte, goods to Jas.
Russelle, order of
Board of Health, 40 99
New England Telephone &
Telegraph Co., rent
and tolls, 40 68
Sanford, Putnam Co., sup-
plies for assessors, 34 55
K. L. Bedard, damages to
stock by water, 32 00
M. P. O'Shaughnessy, mod-
erator, 30 00
Ward L. E. Gurley, sup-
* plies for sealer, 26 30
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A. M. Higgins, serving
town warrant and
notices, $26 00
Henry A. Wheeler & Co.,
ensigns, 24 65
Oldham & Ranahan, care
of drinking f o u n -
tain, $17 95
Supplies for Board of
Health, 6 05
24 00
Z. N. LeClair, destroying
dogs, 21 50
Peter Benoit, labor, trim-
ming trees for A. L.
Hyde, tree warden, 20 40
O. J. Aldrich, labor and
supplies, 17 40
J. G. E. Page, M. D., re-
turning births, 17 00
F. E. Bidley, printing cards
for Board of Health, 16 50
Joseph Lippe, goods to J.
Dionne, order Board
of Health, 16 43
G. C. Winter, supplies, 16 25
Wm. Leriche, goods to
Jos. Geroux, order
of Board of Health, 16 11
J. E. Donais, M. D., return-
ing births, 15 75
Ide Lumber Co., signs,
boards and posts, 15 20
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A. J. McCrea, M. D., re-
turning births, $14 75
H. Cursi, interpreter for
Assessors, 14 40
Earls & O'^haughnessey,
goods to Mrs. C.
Lawson, order of
Board of Health, 14 00
A. E. Vinton, preambulat-
ing bounds, 12 75
S. J. Benoit, M. D
,
birth
reports, 12 50
The Banker & Tradesman,
advertising, 12 00
John Coggans, care of
fountain, 12 00
W. G. Reed, M. D., return-
ing births, $4 50
Taking cultures and
express charges, 7 20
11 70
Samuel Williams, return-
ing deaths, 11 00
J. B. & L, J. Demers, goods
to James Julian, or-
der Board of Health, 10 50
Mrs. Alexis St. Laurant,
care of Elz. La-
monthe, order
Boa^d of Health, 10 50
Joseph Fabric, interpreter
for Assessors, 1© 25
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D. T. Morrill, sealer of
weights and meas-
ures 1908, $10 00
Daniel Kent, fees paid for
recording, 9 37
W. C. Callahan, returning
deaths, 9 00
P. Renaud, goods to P.
Jones, order Board
of Health, 9 00
W. L. Ferry, teams for se-
lectmen, 8 50
C. F. Hill and J. C. F.
Wheelock, hearing
before R. R. commis-
sioners, 8 25
J. M. & L. D. Olemence,
lumber, 8 24
E. L. Gay, repairs and sup-
plies, 8 15
Boston Nickel Plate Co.,
weights for sealer, 6 95
T. P. Wixted, care of wa-
ter fountain, 6 70
Jos. L. Coderre, house rent
for Mrs. C. Lawson,
order of Board of
Health, 6 00
Joseph Gagnon, distribu-
tion of poll tax
books, 6 00
Hobbs & Warren Co.,
books for D. Morrill, $3 50
Booksfor assessors, 2 50
6 00
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Wm. McGilpin, sundry ex-
penses, 6 00
John Papa, interpreter for
assessors, 5 60
Lucy C. Reed, M. D., re-
turning births, 5 50
Sol. Donais, killing and
burying dogs, 5 00
Nap. Garceau, killing and
burying dogs, • 5 00
Geo. H. Clemence, damage
to wagon, 5 00
Coit O. Colburn, copying
lists and addressing
letters, 5 00
M. L. Dillaber, serving no-
tice of election as
representative t o
general court on W.
J. Lamoureux, 5 00
Hamilton Woolen Co.,
sidewalk rental, 4 00
J. J. Hargraves, supplies to
sealer, 4 00
J. Moffitt, repairing town
clock, 4 00
Wm. Dahn, labor, 4 00
A. M. Blanchard, deliver-
ing town reports, 4 00
Elmer J. Harvvood, serv-
ing notices, 3 50
Satei Theodosi, interpre-
ter, 3 50
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Peter Caplette, moving
chairs, $3 00
A. Farland, labor and sup-
plies, 3 00
M. D. Morrill & Son, mark-
ers, 2 75
Robert Childs, rubber
stamp for Auditors, 2 75
E. H. Boulton, oak frames, 2 50
D. Langevin, self Jand men,
fighting brush fire, 2 50
Jos. Parent, labor and
team, 2 28
J. C. F. Wheelock, town
counsel, traveling
expenses, 2 10
F. B. Vinton, teams for
selectmen, 2 00
Jos. Dalpe, labor, 2 00
Franklin Jacobs, serving
notices on persons
interested in the lay-
ing out of Brochu
street, 2 00
F. E. Marsh, supplies for
sealer, 1 50
Blanche C. GTelineau, care
of Mrs. Tetreault,
order of Board of
Health, 1 50
G. S. Stone Co., supplies, 1 5©
J. H. Brightman, supplies, 1 50
J. H. Mason, locating fire
on Hatchet hill 1906, 1 50
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E. E. Gabree, cash for ex-
penses,
Southbridge Electric Con-
tracting Co., labor,
supplies,
Richard McQuirk, burial
of dog,
F. A. Young, burial of
dogs,
^ew York, New Haven &
Hartford Railroad,
rental of drain pipe,
Nazaire Tessier, care of
Elz Lamonthe, or-
der Board of Health,
A. D. Cornell, wood to
Mrs. Collins, order
Board of Health,
O. L. Desaulniers, supplies
A. L. Desaulniers, supplies,
to sealer,
C. M. Pomerat, M. D., re-
turning births,
F. W. Edwards, returning
births,
Balance to credit of account,
Feb, 1, 1910,
Orders outstanding—
W. L. Ferry,
W. G. Reed, M. D.,
Lucy C. Reed, M. D.,
A. J. McCrea, M. D.,
$1 30
1 30
1 25
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
75
75
75
50
$5,667 04
$608 06 .
$1 50
2 25
5 50
7 25
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F. W. Edwards, M. D., 50
C. M. Pomerat, M. D., 75
$17 75
CROSS STREET GUTTER
RECEIPTS.
Transferred from unappropriated funds, $13 51
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn Feb. 1, 1909, $13 51
00 00
CULVERTS
RECEIPTS.
Transferred from unappropriated funds, $17 55
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn Feb. 1, 1909, $17 55
00 00
DISTRICT COURT FEES
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account Feb.
1, 1909, $540 94
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Clerk of Court, fees, $1,561 00
Sheriff Chamberlain, 7 00
$2,108 94
EXPENDITURES.
C. A. Wesson, care of pris-
oners, $262 00
M. L. Dillaber, committing
prisoners, $31 50
Ser v i n g notices,
searching and as-
sisting in arrest,' 62 90
94 40
Jesse F. Coombs, commit-
ting prisoners, $58 00
Expenses to Wake-
field, 5 00
A. M. Higgins, committing
prisoners, $44 60
Expense in Maringo
case, 1 20
Geo. A. Graveline, com-
iiiitting prisoners, *40 50
63 00
45 80
F. E. Northup, team hire •
for Chief and police
officers, 44 00
J. F. Maloney, committing
prisoners, $42 00
Car fares, 1 00
Serving summons, 1 00
44 00
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Arresting W. M. Hinds,$l 00
Assisting at arrest, 1 00
Oren B. Bates, committing
prisoners, $21 78
Witness fee, 1 20
Expense incurred ar-
resting bicycle
thieves, 7 55
Car fare and cash paid
in Gurlin case, 8 20
Edward McGuirk, com-
mitting prisoners, $27 50
Team to Fiskdale and
expenses, 1 30
James Coughlin, commit-
ting prisoners,
Joseph Paullus, commit-
ting prisoners,
W. L. Ferry, team hire,
Dr. S. J. Benoit, profession-
al services for pris-
oners,
Oliver Paul, committing
prisoners,
Richard McGuirk, making
arrest and court
fees, $1 58
Committing prisoners, 3 50
Assisting in arrest, 1 00
$42 50
38 ^3
28 80
28 00
22 70
21 00
15 50
7 00
6 08
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I H. Grout, care of Mrs.
Emma Hettrass, $5 00
Villiam McKenzie, assist-
ing at arrest, 5 00
V. G. Reed, M. D., profes-
sional services to
prisoners, 4 00
'atrick Donnelly, commit-
ting prisoners, 3 50
)r. J. E. Donais, profes-
sional services to
prisoners, 2 00
Irs. A. Labossiers, ma-
tron, care of Mrs.
Girard, 2 00
^dolpe Blais, assisting at
arrest, 2 00
Napoleon Boiteau, arrest
and assist, 2 00
^aul Breen, assisting at
arrest 2 00
ilrs. C. Deon, matron, care
of Mrs. Allurd, 1 00
Jash paid for assistance
at arrest
Louis J. Hetu, 1 00
Frank Livernois, 1 00
Isidore Lafleche, 1 00
Joseph Renaud,
Joseph Allard,
Pierre Caplette,
Amable Loiseau,
David Lenti,
J. F. Dupre,
L. Pontbriand,
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
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Bazille J. Proulx, team hire, 1 00
A. Laporte, team hire, 1 00
William I itzpatrick, team hire, 1 00
— $812 Oi
Balance to credit of account,
Feb. 1, 1910, $1,296 93
DRESSER STREET SIDEWALK
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $4u0 00
EXPENDITURES.
A Langevin, men and teams, $309 09
G. C. Winter, cement and supplies, 59 83
J. A. Whittaker, lines and grades, 9 00
H. A. Morse, 55 loads gravel, 5 50
Central Mills Co., 3 burlap covers, 3 75
0. L. Desaulniers, sponges, 2 00
$389 17
Balance to credit of account
Feb. 1, 1910, $10" 83
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ELECTRICIAN
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
Feb. 1, 1909. $50 00
Appropriation, 150 00
EXPENDITURES.
$200 00
H. L Brousseau, salary to May
1, 1909, 200 00
000 00
ENFORCEMENT OF LIQUOR LAW
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account
Feb 1, 1909, $1,799 0$
EXPENDITURES.
P. Donnelly, labor as liquor offi-
cer from May 15 to Jan. 15,
1909, $234 00
L. O. Rieutord, professional ser-
vices, , 184 30
M. L. Dillaber, teams and raids, 24 00
Selectmen's services lookmg up
liquor Gases, 20 00
F. E. St. George, searching, 4 00
Marble's express, cartage, 75
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L. Livernois, carting of liquor
from police station to rail-
way station, $ 50
Transferred to police department,
Sept. 28, 1909, 1331 54
$1,799 09
0000 00
ENGINE MEN
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account Feb.
1, 1909, $24 21
Appropriation, 3,920 00
$3,944 21
EXPENDITURES.
Engineers, $925 00
Steamer No. 1, 893 00
Steamer No. 2, 1018 00
Hook and Ladder No. 1 542 00
Hook and Ladder No. 2, 541 00
Balance to credit of account
Feb. 1, 1910,
$3,919 00
$25 21
FIRE DEPARTMENT
RECEIPTS.
$3,500 00AppropricticD,
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Transferred from unappropri-
ated funds, $1,200 00
Worcester South Agricultural
society, 9 50
Hose, 25 00
Old copper, 17 45
$4,751 95
EXPENDITURES
Amount overdrawn Feb. 1, 1909, $733 43
Combination Ladder and
R. I. Coupling Co.,
Hose, S650 Q0
Zincs and supplies, 181 21
Smoke Protectors, 24 00
Repairing extinguish-
ers, 20 50
Couplings, 25 00
900 71
Marble's express,
Horses, $405 00
Freight and cartage, 4 32
E. C. Ellis, coal, $228 15
Brooms, 1 70
Webster & South bridge
Gas and Electric Co.,
Lights, $208 22
Supplies, 4 40
409 32
229 85
212 62
G. C. Winter, labor and supplies, $198 34
Hamilton Woolen Co., horses, 172 00
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Gilbert Theriault, horses, 150 00
146 00
A. Farl&nd labor and snnnlies 94 91
Jfthnsnn f^nlV^nrii On rnhhpr
boots and coats 85 05
N. E. Telephone & Telegraph Co.,
rentals, 84 38
J. F. Lariviere, rubber boots and
coats, 81 75
Bazile J. Proulx, labor and
supplies, $56 00
Team hire, 10 00
66 00
J. Ouimette, labor and supplies, 61 07
Louis Proulx, painting supply wagon, 60 00
A. R. Webster, team hire, 60 00
A. D. Cornell, coal and wood, 51 50
Southbridge Water Supply Co.,
water, 50 00
M. L. Dillaber, extra labor, $20 00
Cash paid help, 6 10
Stamps, stationery,
express, etc., 20 90
47 00
Brewer & Co., blue vitriol, S20 81
Supplies, 24 75
45 56
Thos. Hughes, coal, 45 0G
Louis Peloquin, supplies, 40 10
Adolphe Collette, horses, 35 00
Alexandre Bousquet, labor and
supplies, 32 58
Est, J. F. Ryan, horses, 30 00
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H. L. Brousseau, repairiDg fire
alarm system, $29 50
The Gamewell Fire Alarm Tele-
graph Co.,
RepairiDg; GalvaDo-
meters, $7 53
Labor aDd SDpplies, 21 70
29 23
Hosea E. Weld, supplies, 28 50
W. E. Draper, paiutiDg, 21 00
M. Egao, labor and supplies, 20 88
Oldham & RauahaD, supplies, 20 64
J. Russell Marble & Co., vitriol, 20 35
(Joseph A. Allard, labor aud sup-
plies, 15 80
I
West DisiufectiDg Co.,
DisnifectaDts, S10 25
Liquid soap aud ap-
paratus, 4 00
14 25
I. R. Beauregard, chairs, 12 00
jSouthbridge Electrical CoDtract-
ing Co., labor aud supplies, 11 68
Joseph Dalpe, horses, 10 00
|0. L. Desaumiers, supplies, 9 10
|H. L. Bedard, boots, 8 00
Worcester South Agricult-
ural society, cash
paid for services at
Firemeu's muster,
Henri Lucier, $2 50
Louis Lamonthe, 2 50
Alfred LaDgevin, 2 50
7 50
C. C. C. Fire Hose Co., supplies, 7 50
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boots, 1 50
H. H. Easterbrook, 1 copy fire
laws, 1 50
Geo. S. Stone, labor and supplies, 75
$4,631 63
Balance to credit of account
Feb. 1, 1910, $120 32
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FOSTER STREET SIDEWALK
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $465 00
EXPENDITURES.
A. Langevin, men and teams, $412 84
H. A. Morse, gravel, 15 90
J. A. Whittaker, consultation,
putting up batters, 12 00
G. C. Winter, cement, $8 75
Supplies. 2 72
11 47
J. M. & L. D. Clemence, lumber, 1 80
$454 01
Balance to credit of account
Feb. 1, 1910, $10 99
GODDARD COURT LAND DAMAGES
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $200 00
EXPENDITURES.
Peter Oaplette, for land damages
widening Goddard court as
per appropriation at town
meeting of April 13, 1909, $200 00
0U0 00
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HAMILTON STREET PAVING
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation. $2,908 01
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn, Feb. 1, 1909, $2,908 01
0000 00
HAMILTON STREET SIDEWALK
RECEIPTS.
Transferred from unappropriated funds, $39 16
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn Feb. 1, 1909, $39 16
00 00
HIGHWAYS
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation,
Marcy street grading,
Westville culverts,
A. Vito, use of steam roller,
Water Supply Co.,
$8,500 00
500 00
400 00
180 00
3 53
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T. Murphy, flagstone, SI 25
Excise tax, 885 11
$10,469 89
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn Feb.
1, 1909, $482 39
A- Langevin, men and la-
bor, 4,203 77
Teams, 1,833 87
Salary, 854 00
Hassam Paving Co.,
bricks, $680 00
Use of steam roller, 161 40
$6,891 64
841 40
G. C. Winter, supplies, 689 28
E. L. Gay, grates and
frames, $192 70
Labor and supplies, 5 40
198 10
P. Giroux, labor and supplies, 120 75
John Flood, cleaning crossing, 91 42
Thomas Fitzpatrick, cleaning crossing, 80 00
Aime Langevin, gravel, $49 10
Rental of derrick, 26 00
Freight on culverts, 1 07
76 17
F. O. Letcher, caps and dynamite, 75 88
Oldham & Ranahan Co., supplies, 66 88
F. A. Sansouci, rubber boots, 46 25
"William Page, cleaning culverts, 41 60
New England Metal Culverts Co.,
culverts, 38 13
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Domina Payant, lumber, $36 00
W. P. Eichardson, repairing drills, 35 85
Chas. Anger, labor and supplies, 31 75
HE. Carpenter, sand, 24 52
J. Ouimette, labor and supplies, 21 55
Pierre Benoit. labor and supplies, 20 40
Eusebe Laliberte, labor and supplies, 19 65
John Peck, cleaning crossings, 18 00
J. A. Whittaker, self and assist-
ants line, survey and plans
on Plimpton street, 16 00
Chas. Hvass, repairing street
cleaning broom, 15 00
Jos. Lamothe, labor and supplies, 14 75
New England Telephone & Tele-
graph Co., rental, 14 23
A. L. Desaulniers, cleaning cross-
ing, 13 50
Louis Peloquin, gravel, 12 30
H. A. Morse, gravel, 10 60
Southbridge Press, printing street
permits, 10 50
J. M. & L. D. Clemence, lumber, 10 21
I. P. Beauregard, cleaning brook, 10 00
Z. LeClair, cleaning crossing, 10 00
C. M. Morse, men and team, 7 50
Johnson, Colbum Co., rubber boots, 7 00
D. Langevin, loam, 6 00
H. C. Haskell, men and team, 5 06
Geo. Morelli, cleaning culverts, 5 00
W. H. McGilpin, team, 4 86
Desrosier & Peloquin, oil, 4 83
A. McCabe, labor, 3 50
Charles Hyde, lumber, 2 74
Theodule Peck, labor, 1 75
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E. Collette, labor, i u
W. C. Lewis, supplies, 1
All j TT 1 1Albert Ham el, gravel, . 1 O 1ol
Lavigne & Benoit, supplies, 1 1 71 i
J. B. Lavallee, suppli-s, 1 06
Emanuel Lauziere, labor, 1 00
J. B. Dupuis, use of water, 1 00
H. Lemmelin, labor, 95
J. B. Proulx, labor and supplies, 65
$1©,143 86
Balauce to credit of account,
Feb. 1, 1910, $326 03
INSURANCE
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $2,800 00
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn Feb. 1, 1909, $1,758 95
W. P. Plimpton, insurance on
armory, library books, town
hall and contents and bond
of tax collector, 413 00
E. M. Phillips & Son, insurance
on Bacon district school, barn
Goddard ct, library building
and books and schools, 245 28
M. P. O'Shaughnessy, insurance
on library block, books, ar-
mory and contents of ergine
house No. 1 and 2, 180 25
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Gatineau & Son, insurance on
engine house No. 1 and libra-
ry books, 120 00
Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection
& Insurance Co., insurance
on fire engines and boilers
and Marcy street school boil-
ers, 80 00
$2,799 48
Balance to credit of account,
Feb. 1, 1910, $2 52
INTEREST
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account,
Feb. 1, 1909, $78 81
Appropriation, 7,600 00
Interest on 1908 taxes, 339 61
Premiums on notes, Main street
bridge, 257 78
EXPENDITURES.
Anticipation of taxes, $2,041 9]
Central street bridge, 160 00
Engine house, 46 00
Filter beds, 570 00
Main street bridge, 160 00
Notes, 40 00
Southbridge Savings Bank tax, 1,108 89
$8,276 20
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Sewer bond coupons, $1,300 00
Sewers, 1,400 00
$6,826 80
Balance to credit of account,
Feb. 1, 1910, $1,449 40
MAIN STREET BRIDGE
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation Nov 1907, $8,000 00
Appropriation Sept. 28, 1909, 1,500 00
$9,500 00
EXPENDITURES.
Expenditures, 00 00
Balance to credit of account
Feb. 1, 1910, $9,500 00
MAIN STREET SIDEWALK
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $1,600 00
EXPENDITURES.
A. Langevin, men and teams, $1,225 13
G. C. Winter, supplies, 232 92
J. A. Whittaker, services as engineer, 48 25
Felix Lamothe, cement covers, 26 50
H. A. Morse, gravel, 23 20
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J. M. & L. D. Clemence, lumber, $13 72
F. X, Laliberte, building tool box, 11 00
E. L. Gay, grates aud frames, 8 76
B. J. Proulx & Son, labor and
supplies, 5 90
H. E. Carpenter, sand, 1 75
Jos. Lippe, supplies, 1 10
Gilbert Bourdeau, lumber, 1 00
$1,599 23
Balance to credit of account
Feb. 1, 1910, $0 77
MARCY STREET SIDEWALK
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $2,000 00
Selectmen of Southbridge, relay-
iug curb, 18 36
Harrington Cutlery Co., side-
walk, 13 92
E. A. Beckwith, driveway, 29 71
EXPENDITURES.
A. Langevin, men and teams, $1,377 05
G. C. Winter, cement and sup-
plies, 466 12
J. M. & L. D. Clemence, 52 56
H. A. Morse, 486 loads gravel, 48 60
J. A. Whittaker, lines, grades
and measurements, 43 00
D. Langevin, cement, 35 55
Pierre Giroux, labor and supplies, 15 20
$2,061 99
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0. L. Desaulniers, sponges, 4 00
E. L. Gay, grates and frames, 3 90
Desrosier & Peloqiun, supplies, 3 82
Eusebe Laliberte, labor and sup-
plies,
#
2 50
W. C. Lewis, supplies, 1 90
J. Pinsonneault, supplies, 1 08
Emanuel Lauziere, labor, 75
$2,056 03
Balance to credit of account,
Feb. 1, 1910, $5 96
MEMORIAL DAY
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $150 ©0
EXPENDITURES.
Malcolm Ammidown Post, 168, $150 00
000 00
MILITARY AID
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation,
State treasurer,
$600 00
195 29
$795 29
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EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn Feb. 1, 1909, $124 57
Martin Acton, 355 00
Charles Horton, 120 00
$599 57
Balance to credit of account,
Feb. 1, 1910, $195 72
MILITIA
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account,
Feb. 1, 1909, $513 73
EXPENDITURES.
Transferred to unappropriated
funds, $513 73
000 00
MORRIS STREET CULVERT
RECEIPTS.
Transferred from unappropriated funds, $93 80
EXPENDITURES. v
Account overdrawn Feb. 1, 1909, $93 80
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PINE STREET SIDEWALK
RECEIPTS.
Transferred from unappropriated funds, $733 82
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn Feb. 1, 1909, $733 82
000 00
PLEASANT STREET SIDEWALK
RECEIPTS.
Transferred from unappropriated
funds, $555 43
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn Feb. 1, 1909, $555 43
000 00
POLICE DEPARTMENT
RECEIPTS.
' Balance to credit of account Feb.
1, 1909, $365 54
Appropriation, 5,000 00
Transferred from enforcement of
liquor law account, 1,381 54
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Worcester South Agricultural
society, $8 00
$6,705 08
EXPENDITURES.
Selectmen
—
Salary of Chief of Police,
Oren B. Bates, $365 19
Salary of Chief of
Police, Jesse F.
Coombs, '539 48
Pay roll of police
officers, 4,224 43
Pay roll of special
police, July 4th, 100 40
$5,229 50
Geo. E. Proulx, changing
dials, $250 50
Repairing clocks, 19 85
Labor and supplies, 9 15
279 50
lver Johnson Sporting
Goods Co., clubs,
twisters, handcuffs,
revolvers, police
call whistles, am-
munition, etc., 91 40
N. E. Telephone & Telegraph Co.,
rent and tolls, 55 31
J. Wm. Barnes, installing
police sigoal sys-
tem, $44 00
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Extra lights and sup-
plies $8 40
F. E. Northup, team hire,
Johnson, Colburn Co., police badges,
Charles J. Nugent, helmets and caps,
William McKenzie, special police
duty,
A. R. Webster, team hire.
Little, Brown & Co
,
law books,
John F. Cummings, supplies,
Geo. O. Severy, special police duty,
Augustus Loomis, special police duty,
Southbridge Herald, printing blanks,
A. J. McCrea, M. D., professional
services to prisoners,
J. G. E. Page, M. D., professional
services to prisoners,
Oren B. Bates, office expenses,
Southbridge Electrical Contract-
ing Co., batteries,
John R. Farquhar, special police
duty,
Geo. Graveline, extra labor,
Mrs E. Dateau, services as matron,
E. F. Dakin, supplies,
Everett Ireeman, special police duty,
Southbridge Press, printing,
Marble's Express, cartage,
$5,855 51
$52 40
29 95
21 00
17 50
14 60
12 00
7 25
7 00
6 40
6 40
3 25
3 00
3 00
2 80
2 10
2 00
2 00
o
Li 00
2 00
1 65
1 25
25
Balance to credit of account
Feb. 1,, 1910, $849 57
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POLICE STATION
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $600 00
Town or Sturbndge, rental, 25 00
Town or Charlton, rental, 50 00
T T"» Til A 1
L. Beneditto, rental, 45 00
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn Feb. 1, 1909, $60 10
C. A. Wpsson, keeper, 150 00
Extra labor and sup-
plies, 5 90
155 90
Webster & Southbridge Gas &
Electric Co., lights, 98 49
E. C. Ellis, coal, 59 50
Southbridge Eleetrical Contract-
ing Co., labor and supplies, 40 15
Samuel Williams, desks and
chairs, 34 00
G. C. Winter, labor and supplies, 19 67
A. D. Cornell, coal, 14 50
Southbridge Water Supply Co.,
water, 13 00
Initial Clean Towel Co., towel
supply, 12 00
E. E. Gabree, stove, 10 00
West Disinfecting Co., disinfectants, 9 75
N. E. Telephone & Telegraph Co.,
tolls, 8 76
Marble's Express, trucking and
cartage, 7 50
$720 00
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N. E. Putney, labor and supplies, $7 25
W. H. McKenzie, labor and supplies, 5 49
Ide Lumber Co., wood, 4 00
W. J. Lamoureux, supplies, 3 60
P. H. Carpenter Co.. supplies, 3 22
J. A. King, supplies, 1 65
Oldham & Ranahan, labor and
supplies, 1 20
Pierre Caplette, labor and sup-
plies, - 1 00
$570 73
Balance to credit of account,
Feb. 1, 1910, $149 27
.
PRINTING
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account, Feb.
1, 1909, . $305 26
Appropriation, 1,900 00
$2,205 26
EXPENDITURES.
Southbridge Press, school,
library and town re-
ports, $961 20
Lists of poll tax pay-
ers, 319 00
Lists of voters, tally
sheets, town war-
rants, printing for
selectmen, assessors,
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registrars, h i g h -
way dept., sewer
coruissioners, town
clerk, tax collector,
police dept., board
of health, official,
specimen and spec-
ial ballots and sup-
Soutbbridge Herald, town
warrants, town note
blanks, town order
books, list of jurors,
tax warrants, no-
tices, letter heads,
envelopes, cards,
binding valuation
lists, supplies, 108 75
Hobbs Title Co., records and ab-
stracts for assessors, 27 60
The Rockwell & Churchill Press,
license blanks, 8 40
The Davis Press, license blankb, 4 50
U. M. Srcrepaniak, Polish sum-
mons to poll tax payers, 2 60
Wakefield Daily Item, moth no-
tices, 2 00
Balance to credit of account
plies, $503 49
$1,783 69
$1,937 54
Feb. 1, 1910, $267 27
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PUBLIC BAND CONCERTS
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $200 00
EXPENDITURES.
Southbridge Brass Band, $200 00
000 00
RAILING HIGHWAYS
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, H00 00
" EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn, Feb. 1, 1909, $1 97
*
A. Langevin, men,' labor, teams, 106 32
A. Girard, labor and supplies, * 95 06
Alexis Boyer, labor and supplies, 89 25
J. M. & L. D. Clemence, lumber, 80 71
Ide Lumber Co., lumber, 9 11
A. Farland, labor and supplies, 3 9©
Geo. S. Stone, labor and sup-
plies, 2 25
Theoiere St. Onge, sulphur, 1 10
P. H. Carpenter Co., supplies, 60
G. C. Winter, supplies, 28
$390 49
Balance to credit of account,
Feb. 1, 1910,
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RIVER AND MILL STREET BRIDGES
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account, Feb.
1, 1909, $662 77
Appropriation, 617 77
$1,280 54
EXPENDITURES
.
Blanchard Bros. Granite Co.,
paid on account ou bill of
Jan. 10, 1909, $1,088 00
American Optical Co., services
of engineer, 181 04
Edward Egan, labor and supplies, 19 50
— $1,280 54
0,000 00
ROAD COMMITTEE
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $1,000 00
EXPENDITURES.
Expenditures, 000 00
Balance to credit of account
Feb. 1, 1910, $1,000 00
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SALARIES
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account Feb.
1, 1909, $568 65
Appropriation, 6,000 00
$6,568 65
EXPENDITURES.
Board of Assessors
—
Joseph Gagnon, $452 56
Joseph A. Allard, 442 50
W. H. McGilpin, 335 00
P. H. Fitzpatrick, balance
of salary, 1908, 32 50
$1,262 50
Plumbing Inspector—
A. R. Brown, * 900 00
Selectmen
—
C. Fred Hill,
H. P. Colburn, 650 00
J. G. E. Page,
Tax Collector
—
E. D. Desrosier, tax collector 1908, 600 00
Treasure r
John A. Hall, 500 00
Auditors
—
Geo. H. Clemence,
Philias X. Casavant, 450 00
Arthur Cabana.
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Overseers of Poor
—
Napoleon Giroux,
L. W. Curtis, $450 00
A. L. Desaulniers.
Town Counsel
—
J. C. F. Wheelock, 400 00
Sewer Commissioners—
James K. Egan,
W. J. Lamoureux, 300 00
H. C. Cady.
Board of Registrars
—
Moses Gagnon, $71 20
J. J. O'Shaughnessy, 71 20
S. D. Perry, 71 20
W. W. Buckley, 71 20
284 80
Sealer of Weights and Measures—
E. E. Gabree, $194 20
D. T. Morrill, (1908) 70 30
264 50
Board of Health
—
J. Anatole Caron,
J. A. Genereux, M. D., 150 00
George Webster, M. D.,
Cattle Inspector
J. A. Genereux, M. D., 125 00
Meat Inspector
John Halpin, 125 00
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Care of Town Clock
—
George T. Armes, 25 00
$6,486 80
Balance to credit of account
Feb. 1, 1910, $81 85
SIDEWALK REPAIRS
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, ' $2,500 00
A. Langevin, labor and supplies, 113 29
$2613 29
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn Feb. 1, 1909, $618 30
A. Langevin
—
Men and labor, $891 28
Teams, 369 77
Freight charges, 21 45
$1,282 50
G. C. Winter, supplies, 231 04
M. N. Cartier & Sons Co.,
tar, asphalt, pitch, 214 73
D. Langevin, cement, 79 20
J. M. & L. D. Clemence, lumber, 34 64
Gilbert Theriault, 21 00
$2,481 41
Balance to credit of account,
Feb. 1, 1910,
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SINKING FUND
RECEIPTS
Balance to credit of account Feb.
1, 1909, 118,079 86
Appropriation, 750 00
Interest of City of Augusta bonds, 640 00
Interest on deposit, 30 30
$1,9500 16
EXPENDITURES.
Expenditures, - 000 00
Balance to credit of account
Feb. 1, 1910, $19,500 16
SOLDIERS' RELIEF
RECEIPTS
Appropriation,
Overpaid order to E. O. Ellis,
State treasurer,
$1,800 00
7 50
74 00
$1,881 50
EXPENDITURES
Account overdrawn Feb. 1, 1909, $295 55
Cash orders to
Fabien Lescarbeau, $96 00
Agnes Murphy, 96 00
Edward Egan, 90 00
Mrs. Cain, 76 00
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00\J\J
J—i 1 1 C< i-l cxncx >v CXJ , 60 00
Mary
.T Savlp«t 48 00
Jnlins Trembltw 48 00
Charles Horton, 30 00
Samuel Young, 15 00
Mary J. Holmes, 10 00
Laura E Reynolds, 10 00
A. D. Cornell, goods to
Harriet Armes, $46 00
Mary J. Holmes, 38 25
C. A. Wesson, 15 00
Samuel Young, 14 50
Johnson, Colburn Co., goods to
T. C. Merritt, $15 50
Julius Trembley, 15 00
Mrs. F. Wilden, 10 00
$651 00
J. R. Harris & Son, goods to
Mrs. Mary J. Wells, S129 91
Mrs. Abby Stone, 111 71
241 62
Jos. E. Williams, goods to
Charles Horton, 120 00
E. C. Ellis, goods to
Samuel Young, $45 50
Mrs. M. J. Holmes 30 00
Charles Horton, 15 00
C. A. Wesson, 15 00
C. L. Newhall, 5 00
C. L. INewhall, rent, 4 00
114 50
113 75
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C. L. Newhal],
Mrs. Annie Kind,
$5 00
3 35
$48 85
Wm. P. Plimpton, burial of
M. Reynolds, 37 00
A. L. Hyde, rent to
0. L. Newhall, 22 00
Thos. Hughes, goods to
T. C. Merritt, 15 00
A. J. McCrea,M. D., medical
aid to
Mrs. A. Stone, 7 00
$1,666 27
Balance to credit of account
Feb. 1, 1910, $215 23
STATE AID
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account Feb.
1, 1909,
State Treasurer,
$153 03
1,124 00
$1,277 03
EXPENDITURES.
Edward Egan,
Edward Hamilton
$72 00
72 00
72 00
72 00
72 00
Israel Leduc,
T. C. Merritt,
C. L. Newhal],
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Albert Sanders, 172 00
"Samuel Young, 72 00
Harriet Armes, 48 00
Sarah W. Bacon, 48 00
Sarah S. Dillaber, 48 00
Ellen Hamilton, 48 00
Daniel Hancock, 48 00
Lucy Rumrill, 48 00
sSarah Ryan, 48 00
Ahhv Stone 48 00
Thorns WplchJ_ I1U Hid© »» CJl^lJ, 48 00
IMXcLL y o . »» Clio, 48 00
Marp*arpt Williams 48 00
Mary A Williamson 48 00
Mary J. Holmes, 44 00
Annie A. Kind, 36 00
Geo. Eccleston burial of 37 00
Mary J. Holmes burial of 37 00
Laura E. Reynolds, 32 00
Monroe Reynolds, 4 00
$1,27© 00
Balance to credit of account,
Feb. 1, 1910, $7 03
STREET LIGHTS
RECEIPTS
Appropriation, $8,500 GO
Cliff street light, 45 00
$8,545 00
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EXPENDITURES
Account overdrawn Feb. 1, 1909, $5 56
Webster & Southbridge Gas and
Electric Co., 7,772 04
%
$7,777 60
Balance to credit of account,
Feb. 1, 1910, $767 40
THOMAS STREET
RECEIPTS
Balance to credit of account, Feb.
1, 1909, $0 11
EXPENDITURES
Transferred to unappropriated funds, $0 11
$0 00
TOWN HALL CONTINGENT
RECEIPTS.
•
Appropriation, $1,500 00
High school transfer, 600 00
Eents, 380 20
$2,480 20
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EXPENDITURES
Account overdrawn Feb. 1, 1909, $316 82
P. Caplette, janitor, $720 00
Labor, 48 86
768 86
Webster & Southbridge Gas &
Electric Co., lights, 335 66
E. C. Ellis, coal, 223 25
Southbridge Water Supply Co.,
water, 80 00
J. M. & L. D. Clemience, tables, 25 45
G. C. Winter, labor and supplies, 17 44
Southbridge Eoofing Co., labor
and supplies 16 51
Oldham .& Ranah'an Co., labor
and supplies, 14 05
Initial Clean Towel Co., towel
supply, 12 00
Gedeon Pinsonneault, Jr., wood, 9 00
Robert Wardle, labor and supplies, 8 25
W. E. Draper, labor and supplies, 7 85
M. Egan, labor and supplies, 6 50
Louis Hetu, 4 35
W. J. Lamoureux, supplies, 3 68
Southbridge Electrical Contract-
ing Co., labor and supplies. 3 05
The Blake Bank Lock Inspection
Co., repairing lock on vault, 2 00
N. E. Telephone & Telegraph Co.,
tolls, 1 15
Ainae Langevin, labor, 88
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Geo. S. Stone Co., labor and sup-
plies, 50
$1,857 25
Balance to credit of account
Feb. 1, 1910, $622 95
TOWN POUND
RECEIPTS
Balance to credit of account Feb.
1, 1909, $50 00
EXPENDITURES
Expenditures, , 00 00
Balance to credit of account
Feb. 1, 1910, $50 00
UNAPPROPRIATED FUNDS
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account Feb.
1 1909, $3,962 54
Liquor licenses, 16,500 00
Corporation tax, 11,490 25
Sidewalk assessments, 1,264 51
Additional taxes, 1,067 60
Licenses, 834 05
Transferred from militia account, 513 73
Sealer of weights and measures, 122 47
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Bent of engine house, $45 00
Stone from engine house, 25 00
Hose reel, 15 00
Transferred from Caron street
account, 1 59
Transferred from Thomas street
account, 11
Police record clocks. 197 95
$38,039 80
EXPENDITURES.
Transferred to
Common schools, $19,000 00
High school, 5,100 00
State Treasurer, £ liquor li-
censes, 4,126 50
Fire department, 1,200 00
Contingent, 1,000 00
Pine street sidewalk, 733 82
Pleasant street sidewalk, 555 43
Culverts, 111 35
Hamilton street sidewalk, 39 16
Clark street, 34 19
Bacon district, 26 57
Cross street gutter. 13 51
$31,940 §3
Account overdrawn Feb. 1, 1910, $4,099 27
WATER SUPPLY
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $3,200 00
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EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn Feb. 1, 1909, $84 55
Southbridge Water Supply Co.,
Hydrants, 2,897 87
Fountains, 200 00
$3,182 42
Balance to credit of account
Feb. 1, 1910, $17 58
SEWERS
SEWER CONTINGENT
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account,
Feb. 1, 1909, $41 60
Snow street sewer pipes, 28 00
Brochu street sewer pipes, 19 20
Appropriation, • 1,000 00
EXPENDITURES.
Nap. Berthiaume, care of filter
beds, $600 00
Chas. H. Sibley, admr. of C. A.
Dresser estate, land damages, 100 00
Harold L. Bond Co., supplies, 61 90
Southbiidge Sewer Com-
missioners, labor,
men and teams, 48 45
W. J. Lamoureux, sup-
plies, $41 55
Stamps and stationery, 5 00
46 55
Southbridge Fire Depart-
ment, 100 feet hose, 25 00
J. A. Whittaker, labor and
supplies, 22 10
$1,1)88 80
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Ide Lumber Co., two tool
boxes, $11 85
Lumber, 25
12 10
B. J. Proulx, labor and
supplies, 10 82
Weld & Beck, supplies, 9 53
Oldham & Ranaban, supplies, 3 60
J. M. & L. D. Clemence, lumber, 2 00
$942 05
Balance to credit of account
Feb. 1, 1910, $146 75
Orders outstanding Feb. 1, 1910, 9 53
BROCHU STREET SEWER
RECEIPTS.
Transferred from Sayles street
sewer, $209 29
EXPENDITURES.
Sewer Commissioners, men and
labor, $129 27
Sewer contingent, pipes, 19 20
J. A. Whittaker, lines and grades, 14 bO
G. C. Winter, supplies, 12 83
Lovely street sewer, pipes, 10 20
M. Bgan & Son, 1000 bricks, 10 00
P. Bemoit, labor, self and man, 5 10
Napoleon Berthiaume, labor, 2 80
W. P. Richardson, labor, 2 20
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Marble's Express, sand, $1 75
Joseph Lippe, supplies, 1 44
$209 29
000 00
CHAPIN STREET AND GODDARD COURT
SEWER
RECEIPTS.
Receipts, 000 00
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn Feb. 1, 1909, $2,195 44
Account overdrawn Feb. 1, 1910, $2,195 44
DEAN STREET SEWER
RECEIPTS.
Transferred from Savles street sewer, $108 58
EXPENDITURES
Sewer commissioners, men and
labor, $44 01
Lovely street sewer pipes, 19 44
M. Egan & Son, 1250 bricks, 12 §0
J. A. Whittaker, lines and grades, 12 50
G. C. Winter, supplies, 9 78
Pierre Benoit, labor self and man, 5 95
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W. P. EichardsoD, labor and supplies, $1 95
Marble's Express, sand, 1 75
Nap. Berthiaume, trucking, 70
$108 58
000 00
ELM STREET SEWER
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account,
Feb 1, 1909, $93 20
Assessments collected, 1909, 413 28
EXPENDITURES.
Expenditures, 000 00
$506 48
Balance to credit of account,
Feb. 1, 1910, $506 48
FILTRATION AREA
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation by notes 1903, $37,500 00
Less credits 1908, 1,500 00
$36,000 00
EXPENDITURES.
Expenditures, Feb. 1, 1909, $44,048 27
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H. B. Montague, professional ser-
vices, 77 10
$44,125 37
Account overdrawn, Feb. 1, 1910, $8,125 37
HAMILTON' STREET SEWER
RECEIPTS.
Receipts, $000 00
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn, Feb. 1, 1909, $630 16
Account overdrawn Feb. 1, 1910, $630 16
HIGH AND MILL STREET SEWER
RECEIPTS.
Balance to eredit of account Feb.
1, 1909, $42 97
Assessments collected, 1909, 35 00
$77 97
-
EXPENDITURES.
Expenditures, 00 00
Balance to credit of account
Feb. 1, 1910, $77 97
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LOVELY STREET SEWER
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $3,053 00
Brochu street sewer pipes, 10 20
Dean street lewer pipes, 19 44
North street sewer pipes, 20 16
$3,102 80
EXPENDITURES.
Transferred to West and Collier
street sewer, Sept. 28, 1909, $1,100 00
Sewer commissioners, pa3<roll
men and labor, 1,023 01
Gr. C. Winter, labor, pipes, twine,
stoppers, cement, supplies, 290 35
M. P. O'Shaughnessy, insurance
on liabilities in sewer con-
struction, 135 00
J. A. Whittaker, staking lines
and grades, inspection, as-
sessments, records and deeds, 85 75
M. Egan & Son, bricks, $67 00
Team hire. 2 00
69 00
Session Foundry Co., frames and
covers, 53 79
F. E. Northup, team hire, 35 50
Marble's Express, gravel, sand
and freight, and cartage, 35 26
Pierre Benoit, men and labor, 30 30
B. J. Proulx & Son, labor and
supplies, 26 00
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Harold L. Bond Co., dynamite
and exploders, $12 23
W. C. Lewis, supplies, 5 62
The I<jle Lumber Co., lumber, 4 80
Annie M. Ethier, logs for cover-
ing blasts, 3 00
W. J. Lamoui eux, supplies, 2 90
Southbridge Press, pay envelopes, 1 00
$2,913 51
Balance to credit of acconnt,
leb. 1, 1910, $189 29
MAIN AND MAPLE STREETS SEWER
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account, Feb. 1, 1909, $7 83
EXPENDITURES.
Expenditures, $0 00
Balance to credit of account, Feb. 1, 1910, $7 83
MAIN AND CROSS STREETS SEWER
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $000 00
EXPENDITURES.
Expenditures, $299 45
Account overdrawn, Feb. 1, 1910, $299 45
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MAIN AND SAYLES STREET SEWER
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account, Feb.
1, 1909, $173 15
Assessments collected, 1909, 395 21
$568 36
EXPENDITURES.
Expenditures, $000 00
Balance to credit of account,
Feb. 1, 1910, $568 36
MARCY STREET SEWER
RECEIPTS.
Assessments collected 1909, $107 30
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn Feb 1, 1909, $392 72
Account overdrawn Feb. 1, 1910, $285 42
MECHANICS STREET SEWER
RECEIPTS.
Assessments collected, 1909, $944 53
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EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn Feb. 1, 1909, $8,103 79
C. E. Trumbull, reserve on
contract, $500 00
Less Langevin's re-
pairs, 104 24
395 76
A. Laogevin, repairs of tar walk, 92 13
Denis Langeviu, repairs of cnlvert, 12 11
J. A. Whittaker, measurements
and calculations for sewer
assessments, * 39 50
$8,643 29
Account overdrawn Feb. 1, 1910, $7,698 76
NORTH STREET SEWER
RECEIPTS.
Transferred from Sayles street
sewer, Sept. 28, 1909, $167 93
EXPENDITURES.
Sewer Commissioners, payroll,
men and labor, $102 14
lovely street sewer, pipes, 20 16
Gr. C. Winter, supplies, 13 37
M. Egan & Son, bricks, 12 50
J. A. Whittaker, line and]grades, 10 50
i\ Benoit, labor; self and man, 3 40
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Sidewalk Repair Account, repair-
ing crosswalk on North
street, 3 06
Marble's Express, sand, 1 75
Nap. Berthiaume, trucking, 1 05
$167 93
$000 00
NORTH AND FOSTER STREETS SEWER
Appropriation, 000 00
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn, Feb. 1, 1909, $1,358 50
Account overdrawn, Feb. 1, 1910, $1,358 50
OUTLET SEWER PIPE
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation by notes 1908, $9,000 00
EXPENDITURES.
Expenditures Feb. 1, 1909, $7,853 40
G. M. Bryne, to balance due as
reserve fund on outlet pipe
contract, 500 00
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Board of selectmen, paid on ac-
count for land taken from
Southbridge Printing Co., 200 eO
A. E. Vinton, land damages, 100 00
J. A. Whittaker, self and man,
labor, plans, surveys, 75 25
$8,728 66
Balance to credit of account
Feb. 1, 1910, $271 35
SAYLES STREET SEWER
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $3,400 00
Snow street sewer, 15 00
$3,415 0-
EXPENDITURES.
Transferred to, (Vote of town meeting Sept. 28, 1909)
Brochu street sewer, $209 29
Dean street sewer, 108 58
North street sewer, 167 93
Snow street sewer, 406 43
West and Collier
street sewer, 300 00
$1,192 23
Sewer commissioners, payroll
men and labor, 1,418 77
M. P O'Shaugnessy, insurance on
liabilities in sewer construc-
tion, 135 00
Oldham & Ranahan, pipes and
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stoppers, $115 17
J. A. Whittaker, lines and grades, 69 25
M. Egan & Son, bricks, 50 00
B. J. Proulx & Son labor and
supplies, 46 98
Harold L. Bond Co., dynamite
and exploders, 46 49
Session Foundry Co., frames and
covers, 40 00
G. C. Winter, cement and sup-
plies, 38 86
F. E. Northup, team hire, 26 00
Fierre Benoit, labor, 16 80
Peter Giroux, labor, 12 25
Marble's Express, sand, 8 75
Ide Lumber Co., lumber, 3 45
Annie M. Ethier, logs for cover-
ing blasts, 3 00
A. Lavallee, house rent for storing, 2 00
W. C. Lewis, supplies, 1 20
Southbridge Press, pay envelopes, 1 00
$3,227 20
Balance to credit of account,
Feb. 1, 1910, $187 80
SNOW STREET SEWER
RECEIPTS.
Transferred Sayles street sew-
er, Sept. 28, 1909, $406 43
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EXPENDITURES.
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and fpn m
(t Wintpr snnnlips 18 13
Session Foundry Co snnnlie-* 15 63
Sayles Street Sewer, pipes, 15 00
Pierre Benoit, labor, self and man, 6 58
W. P. Richardson, labor, 6 55
Aimee Langevin, supplies, 2 80
Harold L. Bond, dynamite and
exploders, 2 75
Marble's express, cartage, 2 00
$406 43
000 00
SOUTH STREET SEWER
RECEIPTS.
Assessments collected 1909, $462 72
EXPENDITURES
Account overdrawn Feb. 1, 1909, $904 37
Jelm Butler, repair of house, 23 18
- $927 5£
Account overdrawn, Feb. 1 1910, $464 83
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WEST AND COLLIER STREET SEWER
RECEIPTS.
Transferred from
Lovely street sewer Sept.,
28, 1909, $1,100 00
Sayles street sewer Sept. 28,
1909, 300 00
$1,400 80
EXPENDITURES.
Sewer commissioners, payroll
men and labor, $746 26
Gr. C. Winter, cement, sewer
pipes, supplies, 271 13
J. A. Whittaker, lines, grades,
elevations, inspections, records, 71 00
M. Egan & Son, brick, 50 00
Session Foundry Co., supplies, 49 27
Oldham & Ranahan Co., supplies, 26 75
Napoleon Berthiaume, labor,
trucking, 22 35
Marble's Express, gravel, $13 50
Cartage, 4 95
B. J. Proulx, labor and supplies, 17 25
Pierre Benoit, labor, ] 7 25
Harold L. Bond, dynamite and
exploders, 9 41
Edmond Richard, labor, 6 70
The Ide Lumber Co., lumber, 3 71
Albert Lavalle, oil and trucking, 2 78
John Moriarty, sand, 1 50
$1,313 81
Balance to credit of account
Feb. 1, 1910, $86 19
Outstanding orders Feb. 1, 1910, 49 35
AUDITORS' CERTIFICATE.
The undersigned, Auditors of the Town of South-
bridge, hereby certify that we have examined the
books, accounts and vouchers of the Treasurer, and of
each of the several Boards of the town officers author-
ized to draw orders upon the Town Treasury, as re-
quired by the By-Laws of the Town, and find that the
several items contained in each of the accounts pre-
sented in each of the foregoing reports of receipts and
expenditures are correct and properly vouched for.
GEORGE H. CLEMENCE,
PHILIAS X. OASAVANT,
ARTHUR CABANA.
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ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
SELECTMEN
The year 1909 will remain in the annals of
Southbridge as a year of exceptional importance.
For years back the Town has gone on, its
officers following the routine traditions of their
predecessors, letting the old machine roll along
in a rickety manner over rocks and down into
mud-holes. That condition had allowed many
irregularities in the municipal government.
Business principles, even those of a most
primary nature, seem to have been banished
from Town Hall. But there has been an
awakening, fellow citizens, and it has been the
more painful because the slumber had been so
deep.
The Investigating Committee appointed at
the Spring town meeting had done a lot of
work, it had begun to realize that the condition
just mentioned existed and what a tremendous
amount of waste had been accumulating for
years, but, to be sure of it and impelled forward
by what had been discovered so far as it had
gone, it needed more power, it needed author-
ization to investigate the doings of other years
than 1908, to search for the secret springs that
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had kept the machine going. The vote in the
Spring had unintentionally limited the investi-
gation to 1908 but at a special meeting, in
September, a motion was made to extend the
powers of the committee to any year that they
thought necessary to go into. The stubborn
opposition of a few citizens to this motion ought
to be well remembered as the last struggle
against new blood coming in. We hope, in all
sincerity, that those men were honest in their
purpose but events have proven that they were
wrong.
Overconfidence in one man, or in one 2:roup
of men, has been disastrous to this community
and it is up to the electorate to see that the
lesson taught us this year be profitable in the
future. Luckily the defalcations of the deposed
ex-Treasurer of the Town will not affect us
very much, as the expert accountant's report
shows an apparent loss of only $877.00. -The
disaster to the Savings Bank, by reason of
which the depositors lost heavily, was another
great calamity to the Town and was a natural
sequence of or accompaniment to the slack
condition of affairs at Town Hall.
The Bank has brought suit against the
Town for $50,000 on the presumption that the
Town owes for some notes which were entered
as paid in the books of both the town and the
bank. Whatever may be the outcome of this
suit the t©wn is protected by a bond given by
the ex-Treasurer. We, your representatives,
have decided to fight this suit, looking, as has
been our constant endeavor during our term of
office, towards the best interests and progress of
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our town which is now going through a great
crisis, but which will, we feel assured, emerge
from its trials stronger and better fitted for an
honest, economical and progressive struggle for
existence and advancement. These principles
of honesty, economy and progressiveness have
been our motto, the motive for all our actions
during this administration.
One of our first duties was the organization
Dep?
6
°^ ^ne P°nce Department. Upon recommenda-
Rejjrgan- tion of business organizations of the town and
after seriously considering the matter, we hired
to head the department a man from out of
town, Oren B. Bates, of Clinton, an experienced
Chief- of- Police, and, in spite of the many criti-
cisms of people who had not been accustomed
to having the laws observed, we believe we
made a wise movp, because as any honest man
knows and admits with pleasure and others
have to acknowledge with great sorrow, the
suits liquor-laws have been strictly enforced, the
Obtained, streets have not been obstructed as in the past
and there have been few complaints that ladies
were afraid to walk along the sidewalks of
Main street, as had frequently been the case in
former years. All other by-laws have been, so
far as we know, observed as well as any police
department could make them to be. One great
improvement which will be much appreciated
later and which will make the work of the
police doubly efficient, is the telephone system
recently installed in place of the clocks which
had proved to be of no value whatever. The
new signal lights will add their quota of useful-
ness.
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In connection with the police department*
clie?
°f mucn criticism has been offered regarding the
How Pro- salary of the chief but, if you consider that the
vided. prjce f liquor licenses has been increased
$200.00 thus securing from that source an in-
creased income of $1800.00, you will see that
we have made those whose occupation is the
cause of the larger part of the law-breaking
pay the expense of the man whose business it
is to make this a law-abiding community as
nearly as may be.
This year we have transferred to the police
No Dog *ne duties formerly attended to by the dog-
Officer, officer, with the result that efficient work has
been done at practically no cost to the town.
Having ever in mind the great need o^
reducing the cost of running the various depart-
Expendl- ment as much as possible, consistent with
with?n
k6Pt
effective service, your board has, in all depart-
Appro- ments under it's supervision, been successful in
priations. r .
v
. .
keeping expenditures within the appropriations.
This should tend toward a reduction of the
present high tax-rate which, if it can be per-
manently lowered to a reasonable figure, would
do much toward making possible a healthy in-
crease in manufacturing enterprises that are
now kept from locating in our town because of
the excessively high rate of taxation. This
year, as a direct result of carefully watching
the expenditures, notes given in anticipation of
taxes have been paid when due. There re-
mains to be paid only one such note, for $5000,
and there is due from the tax collector $11,920,
so that we go into the new year without the
usual burden of the past.
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Street
Lighting.
We willingly assume responsibility for the
management of all departments under our
supervision but there are so many that are not
answerable to this board that we ask you to
make the distinction. If you have criticisms to
offer regarding the condition of the highways,
if you are not satisfied with the management
of any department, it is within your power to
utter a protest that will be effective.
In December, 1908, the contract for light-
ing the streets expired. Nothing was done
about a new contract until July, 1909, when
after carefully investigating the matter, the
selectmen entered into a five year-contract with
the Webster & Southbridge Gas and Electric
Company to light the streets, with the same
number of lights then in use, for $7,029.32 per
year, on the so-called one o'clock moonlight
schedule. This is a saying of about $1,500.
The appropriation made at the Spring
Lights meeting being ample, we have had incandes-
Installed.
c^nt iignts installed on Charlton street, and as
a needed protection to the residents of that
locality, also had incandescent lights installed
on Paige Hill road, being influenced to do this
by the attempted assault on a young woman
while she was passing along that road at night.
Schedule
^oard recommends the adoption by the
Recom- town of the all-night schedule of lighting which
mended. wm cogt $ 10j000.00 per year and will prove of
great value as an additional protection to per-
sons and property, making almost impossible
breaks such as was recently attempted at the
postofrice.
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In accordance with an agreement made by
the preceding board of selectment in settlement
Settled^
8
of a suit brought by Wm. Dahn, we have had
and built a bridge across the brook near the filter
Pending.
^fe^ ajSQ a w [rG fence along the boundary line
between the property of Mr. Dahn and that of
the Town.
John F. Monahan sued the Town for
damages to his team, Nov. 1908, caused by a
dangerous place in Marcy street. This suit was
settled by the payment to him of $90.
The town was sued by the Southbridge
Printing Co. to recover damages for land taken
by the Sewer Commissioners. This was settled
to their full satisfaction by the payment to them
of $300.
February 19th, 1910, the Southbridge
Savings Bank sued the Town of Southbridge
for $50,000 to cover notes which the Bank
allows were entered on their books as paid but
for which it alleges no money was paid to it by
the Town Treasurer.
In connection with extension of the water
New
system by the Southbridge Water Supply Co.
Hydrants the board deemed it advisable to locate fifteen
' new hydrants for the protection of property in
the vicinity of Pleasant, Charlton, Lovely, lower
Elm and lower Everett street.
In order that the voters may know what
legal advice and services will cost the Town, the
Fixed
Salary for selectmen voted to fix the salary of the Town
Counsel
Counsel at $400 per year, and to reimburse him
for all money actually expended by him for
travelling expenses made necessary in transact-
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ing business for the Town. During the fiscal
year 1908-9 the cost to the town for legal ser-
vices was $880.03. In the town report for that
year will be found the following : J. C. F.
Wheelock $85.00; Louis O. Rieutord $25.00.
April 5, 1909 Mr. Rieutord was paid $692.93 (two
items, on^ under "Contingent" $508.63, the
other under ' Enforcement of Liquor Law,'
t
$184.30) making a total paid to him, as Town
Counsel, of $717.93; April 17, 1909, H. B.
Montague received $77.10 for services as asso-
ciate Counsel in cases of E. T. Torrey and Win.
H. Dahn vs. Town of Southbridge for damage
by taking of land,for the filter-beds. All these
charges, for services rendered in 1908, will be
found in the current town report.
Under date of Sept. 20th, 1909, the follow-
ing communication was received by the select-
Sealer men from the Office of the Civil Service Com-
PIdG6d
Under mission, State House, Boston :
Service "By an amendment to the Civil Service
Rules, Rules which took effect on the 1st instant,
'all principal or assistant sealers of weights
and measures holding office by appoint-
ment under any city or town of over ten
thousand inhabitants, whether such officers
are heads of principal departments or
not,' have been placed within the classified
civil service.
The Civil Service Commission will be
greatly obliged if you will have returns
made at as early a date as possible on the
blank sent herewith, of the town employees,
as above described, who were actually in
the service of the town on Sept. 1st, 1909.''
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We replied immediately giving the inform-
ation desired.
Upon recommendation of an inspector from
the Commissioner of Weights and Measures
Department, the compensation of our sealer of
weights and measures was placed at 35c an
hour with an additional 10c an hour when
necessary to use a team, in order to insure
efficient service. We believe the results at-
tained justify the change.
At a special town meeting held Sept. 28th,
Building 1909, it was voted to accept the provisions of
Limits Sections 2 and 3, Chapter 104, Revised Laws
Provisions . . . . . £
of Revised which are given m full.
Laws Ac*
cepted. Sec. 2 -In a town which accepts the pro-
visions of this and the following section or has
accepted the corresponding provisions of earlier
laws, no dwelling house or other structure more
than eight feet in length or breadth and seven
feet in height, excepting detached houses or
structures situated more than one hundred feet
from any other dwelling and wooden structures
erected on wooden wharves, shall be built with
in such limits as the town may from time to
time prescribe, unless made of and covered
with an incombustible material or unless a
license in writing is granted therefor by the
selectmen for the public good or necessity and
recorded in the town records.
Sec. 3— A building or structure which is
erected in violation of the provisions of the pre-
ceding section shall be deemed a common
nuisance without other proof thereof than proof
of its unlawful construction and use ; and the
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selectmen may abate and remove it in the same
manner as boards of health may remove nui-
sances under the provisions of section sixty-
seven, sixty-eight and sixty-nine of chapter
seventy-four.
The building limits defined by the selectmen
are any point within a half mile of Main street
in any direetion.
Since the closing of the Town Treasurer's
Account
Account f°r 1909-10, the Selectmen with the
of W. B. aid of the Tow n Counsel have succeeded in col-
Collector lecting the full amount due from W. R. Olney,
i
9
?*
4
.' a Tax Collector 1904. This transaction is a source
Settled.
of gratification to the Board and we believe
that the Town is to be congratulated upon the
achievement of what was generally considered
a "forlorn hope."
C. FRED HILL, ) Selectmen
H. P. COLBURN, S of
J. G. E. PAGE, ) Southbridge
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
FIRE ENGINEERS
The Board of Engineers are pleased to report this
year an account not overdrawn. The amount required
for running expenses the past year was $3,846,25. To
meet the expenses for the coming y@ar we ask for an '
appropriation of $4,000.
We feel we must impress upon your attention the
urgent necessity of providing horses for hauling the
apparatus to fires ; we have been unable to procure
horses much of the time during the past year. Many
times if there had been an alarm the apparatus would
have remained in the houses. We have had estimates
as to the cost of fitting up House No. 1 with quarters
for horses the figures for which are $600. We wquld
advise that the amount be appropriated.
We have an offer from an owner of two pairs of
horses. He agrees to keep his horses at the No. 1
House and the Board of Engineers might be -able to
make arrangements with some one for the third pair.
This plan would save the town a large outlay for
horses and probably give satisfaction for a time, until
the town should feel able to own its own horses.
We wish again to call your attention to the water
pressure and advise that something be done to increase
the same for fire purposes at an early date.
We again plead for an appropriation of $650 for
additional hose, we have an inadequate supply to com-
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bat a fire of large proportions. We are pleased to re-
port all apparatus in prime condition.
The Chief takes this opportunity to thank the
members of the Board of Engineers for their hearty
co-operation during the past year.
MARCUS L. DILLABER, Chief.
A. L. CAPEN, Clerk.
LIST OF FIRES AND ALARMS
During the year there were 17 alarms, five gen-
eral a ad 25 still alarms.
A total fire loss of $13,455. Total iusurauee paid
$12,011. A net loss of $1,444.
April 2—Box 23, alarm 8.50 a. m, recall 9.09 a. m.
Barn owned by Richard Yates. South street. Value
$400, loss total, insurance S200. Value of contents
$400, loss total. No. 2 companies responded.
April 10—Box 28, alarm 7.30 a. m., recall 8.28 a. m.
Owner, Wm. Chicoine, Elm street. Value
building $6,000, lose $210, insurance $4000. Value
of contents 16,800, loss on contents $476.72, insur-
ance $1,£>00. Cause, defective chimney. No. 1
and No. 2 companies responded.
May 17—No alarm. Owner F. E. Northrup. Cause
incendiary. Value of building $2,000, loss total.'
Insured $1,500. Value of contents $100, loss total,
no insurance.
May 20— Box 34, alarm 11.55 p. m., recall 3 a. m.,
Masonic Block, Main street. Value of building
$40,000, loss $1,000. * Insurance on building,
$85,500, insurance on contents $10,800. Entire
force at fire.
June 18—Box 46, alarm 11.55 a. m., owner Godro,
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Cause chimney. No loss. No. 1 Company re-
sponded.
June 21—Box 46, alarm 3.30 p. m., owner Langevin.
Cause oil stove. No loss. No. 1 Company re-
sponded
July 8—Box 21, alarm 11.40 a. m., recall 1.3§ p. m..
owner Usebe Laliberte. Cause children and
matches. Value of building $700, loss $700, in-
surance $400. Value of contents $600, loss total
No insurance. No. 1 Company responded.
July 12—Box 42, alarm 12.33 m., recall 12.40. Owner,
Joseph Duplane, 42 Dresser street. Loss $80.
Loss on contents $109. No. 1 companies re-
sponded.
July 29—Box 28, alarm 11.40 a. m., recall 1L50 a. m.
Owner, Bartholomew Roberts, Main street. Cause,
rats and matches. Value of building, $1,500, loss
$15. Value of contents $500. No. 1 companies
responded.
August 3—Box 71, alarm 2.10 p. m., recall 2.50 p. m.
Owner, American Optical Co. Cause, defective
wires. Value of building $2,500, loss $1,500.
Value of contents, $5,000, loss $4,000. Nos. 1 and
2 companies responded.
Sept. 4—Time 11 p. m. Owner, Mrs. M. Bugbee.
Cause, gas jet. Value of building, $7,000, loss on
building $50. Value of contents $'J,000, loss on
contents $25. Extinguished with chemicals.
Oct. 17—Box 42, alarm 1.25 a. m. Owner, Lippe Rob-
inowitz, East Main, street. Cause, rats and
matches. Value of building, $600, loss total. Value
of contents $650, loss total. No. 1 companies re-
sponded.
Nov. 6 Box 34, a'arm 12.50 a. m.
;
recall 4.30 a. m.
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Owner, Frank B. Vinton, Elm street. Cause, elec-
tric wires. Value of building $6,000, loss total.
Value of contents $4008, loss on contents $1,700.
Nos. 1 and 2 companies responded.
Dec. 25—Box 43, alarm 12 55 p. m., recall 8 p. m-
Southbridge Print Works. Cause, spontaneous
combustion. Value of building 3(50,01' , • >S9 on
building $1,900. Value of contents $175,000-
Chemical and Hook and Ladder company re-
sponded.
Jan. 1, 1910—Box 41, alarm 7.35 p. m., recall 7.45 p. m.
Owner, F. Laliberte. Cause unknown. No. 1
companies responded.
Jan. 4—Box 38, alarm 11.45 p. m., recall 12.30. Own-
er, Chas. Quevilliou, Elm street. Cause, over-
heated stove. Value of building, $1,000, loss on
building $800. Value of contents $800, loss on
contents $800. No. 1 companies responded.
Jan. 7—Box 43, alarm 6.45 a. m., recall 7.15 a. m.
Southbridge Print Works. Value of building
$365,000, loss on building $100. Value of contents
$175,000, loss on contents $600. Steamers No. 1
and 2 and Hook and Laddet No. 1 responded.
ROLL CALL OF FIRE DEPARTMENT
BOARD OF ENGINEERS.
Marcus L. Dillaber, Chief.
P. F. Flynn, Assistant Chief.
District Chiefs—Charles Proulx, Thomas
McGrath, A. L. Capen, Clerk.
STEAMER AND HOSE COMPANY NO. 1.
J. E. Duchaneau, , Foreman
Robert Moore, Assistant Foreman
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D. T. Morrill,
Louis Lamothe,
Alfred Langevin,
George Berry,
Joseph Broullette
;
Thomas J Carey,
Adeiard Delage,
Thomas Halpin.
Clement Potvin,
HOSEMEN.
SUBSTITUTES.
Clerk
Engineer.
Assistant Engineer
Stoker
Henry Lucier
Michael Curboy
Charles Martel
M. F. Maloney
Isadore Duchaneau
STEWARD NO. 1 HOUSE.
Adeiard Delage.
STEAMER AND HOSE COMPANY NO. 2
John Pollard,
Edw. Splaine,
Geo. Simpson,
Wm. Walters,
John Splaine,
W. J. Shea,
John Mallison.
Louis Proulx,
Paul Potvin,
Napoleon Loranger,
A. N. Badger,
Louis Brunnell,
John F. Powers,
Geo. Largess,
John E. Splaine, Jr.,
Foreman
Assistant Foreman
Engineer and Clerk
Stoker
Assistant Engineer and stoward
HOSEMEN.
Monroe Walters
Joseph Rivers
Hector Collette
Wm. Crawford
Patrick Horrigan
Wm. Kelly
Joseph Dufault
Wm. Lachepelle
SUBSTITUTES.
Adeiard Dumas
Wm. Fitzpatrick
James Eyan
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HOOK AND LADDER COMPANY NO. 1.
Louis Peloquin, Foreman
John B. Bouchard,
Leander Coutier.
A. LaHviere,
O. Paul,
Peter Caplette,
O. Langevin.
LADDER MEN,
Assistant Foreman
Clerk
J. Lucier
H. Lusignan
E. Allard
SUBSTITUTES.
C. Sansoueie, I. LaBlanc
HOOK AND LADDER COMPANY NO. 3.
John Brennan, Foreman
Hosea Weld,
John W. Smythe,
John J. Hogan,
Patrick May,
Wm. G- Laughnane,
Joseph Girard.
LADDER MEN.
Assistant Foreman
Clerk
Collis Boucher
W. H. McGilpin
Charles Wright
SUBSTITUTES.
Thomas F. Thimblin, Thomas Brennan
ANNUAL REPORT
9
OF THE
POLICE DEPARTMENT
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen of Southbridge.
Gentlemen : —
I herewith submit the semi-annual report of this
department as to the number of arrests and fines paid.
The amount of fines is to date approximately $914.
Other items of saving are :
By difference saved by the licensing of
extra hawkers and pedlers, etc., $623 00
Amount saved by the appointment of the
police as dog officers, $ 142 27
There is also a saving of about half the expense
of bnryhag dogs.
The number of cases cared for by the institution
for the prevention of cruelty to children was but a
single one, it being the first ease assigned to them in
this town. I would suggest that in the future every
case of probable neglect be submitted to the institu-
tion.
Very respectfully submitted,
OREN B. BATES,
Chief of Police.
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SEMI-ANNUAL REPORT OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF 1908.
Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July—Total
nl n t.i
n
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1
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Distil rha nr,i 1 1 o 1 5 8
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1
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Cruelty to animals,
Concealed weapons, 1 2 1 4
Adultery,
Illegal transportation, 1
Insane, 1
Giving liquor to pris. 1
Manslaughter, 1
Fornication, 1
Break'g, ent'g & laro'n'y o 1
14 20 14 14 •20 -8(
SEMI-ANNUAL REPORT OF THE DFPART-
MENT OF 1909.
Feb. Mar, Apr. May June July—Totals,
Violating parole, 110 13
Larceny, 2 2 1 2 7
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Illegal liquor keeping, 4 1 5
Vagrancy, 3 3 6
Affray, 2 1 15 18
Enticing,
Assault, 1 3 3 10
Non-support, 2 1 3
Bastardy, 1 1 2
Disturbance, 2 1 5 1 17 26
Drunk, 4 3 18 35 25 90
Illegal practice of med. 1 1
Capias, 1 1
Illegal single sale, 1 1
Cruelty to animals, 1 1
Concealed weapons, 1 1 2
Adultery, 2 2
11 12 6 33 47 69 -17*
REPORT OF THE CHIEF OF POLICE
Southbridge, Mass, Feb. 1, 1910.
To the Honorable Boand of Selectmen of Southbridge.
Gentlemen :
—
In compliance with the town ordinances, I here-
with submit for your consideration a report in which
the data begins May 1, 1909 and ends with the close of
the fiscal year, Jan. 31, 1910.
The organization of the Police department at the
close of the fiscal year, Jan. 31, 1910, was as follows :
Chief—Jesse F. Coombs
PATROLMEN.
Andrew M. Higgins, Oliver Paul,
John F. Maloney, George A. Graveline,
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James F. Coughlin, Edward J. McGuirk.
Janitor and assistant lockup keeper— Calvin A. Wesson
SPECIAL POLICEMEN WITHOUT PAY.
John E. Hefner, William Farquhar, George He-
bert, William McKenzie, Thomas Troy, Henry J. Free-
man, George H. Ohaffln, Adelard Delate, Thomas Com-
berbach, Richard McGuirk, Adolph Blair, Napoleon
Garceau, Napoleon Boiteau, Alexander Blais, Hartley
Butterworth, Joseph Robert, Jules Blain, Alfied Lan-
gevin, Joseph LeClair. Jeremiah Wilcox, Dennis Ken-
ny, Patrick Sheridan, Eugene LaPlante, John Far-
quhar, Roy Sanders, Leon Provost, Alfred Graveliue,
George O. Severy, George E. A. Larnoureux, J- B. E.
Buteau, Joseph R. Stott.
CONSTABLES WITHOUT PAT.
Pierre Benoit, Pierre Caplette, Marcus L. Dillaber,
Patrick M. Donnelly, Andrew M. Higgins, Louis La-
mothe, John F. Maloney.
BUSINESS OF THE POLICE DEPARTMENT
Business performed by the department for the
term expiring Jan. 31, 1910 : Total number of arrests,
362 ; arrested on warrants, 84 ; arrested without war-
rants, 278
;
males, 354 ; females 8 ; minors, 33 ; resi-
dents, 111
;
non-residenti, 251.
OFFENCES.
Assault on an officer 1 ; assault with a dangerous
weapon 3; assault 16; assault and battery 5; affray 37;
bastardy 5; breaking and entering 6; breaking glass 1;
capias 1: carrying concealed weapons 3: cruelty to
animals, 2; discharging firearms. 1; disturbing peace,
67; drunkeness, 193; disorderly house, 1; escaped con-
vict, 1; enticing, 1; fornication 1; fraudulent use of the
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credit of a corporation, 1; gaming in pool room, 1;
gambling, 3; indecent language. 1; incest, 1; indecent
exposure, 3; keeping liquor with intent to sell, 5; lar-
ceny, 22; loitering, 4; lewdness, 2; neglect, 2; non-sup-
port, 2; minors in pool room, 1; nursing without regis-
tration, 1; peddling without license, 3; selling cigarets
to minors, 1; stubborn child, 1; soliciting on the Sab-
bath, 1; vagrants, 11.
OCCUPATIONS.
Laborers, 167; millhands, 58; no occupation, 30;
farmers, 16; carpenters, 12; painters, 10; machinists, 7;
housekeeper, 6; merchants, 6; masons, 4; blacksmith, 3;
canvassers, 3; barbers, 3; plumbers, 2; peddlers, 2;
engineer, 2; teamsters, 2; hostlers, 2; cigarmakers, 2;
trader, 2; proprietors of pool room, 2; shoemaker, 2;
harnessmaker, 2; nurse, 1; tinsmith, 1; druggists, 1;
lawyer, 1; firemen, 1; horsedealer, 1; schoolboy, 1;
timekeeper, 1; bartenders, 1; stonecutter, 1; gardener,
1; barbers, 1; clerks, 1; musician, 1; cooks, 1; salesmen,
1; boilermaker, 1.
NATIVITY OF PRISON E US.
Americans, 142; France, 96; Ireland, 29; Italy, 28;
Albania, 13; Poland, 8; England, 8; Sweden, 6; Greece,
6. English Provinces, 6; Kussia, 5; Germany, 3; Jews, 3;
Holland, 3; Finland, 3; Turkey, 1; Hungary, 1; South
America, 1.
DISPOSITION OF CASES.
Released, 55; filed, 22; held for grand jury, 7; com-
mitted to state farm, 7; defaulted, 4; returned to
Tewsksbury, 3i released on the payment of costs, 2;
delivered t© Lyman school, 2; cases continued, 1; de-
livered to Sherbon prison, 1.
FINES PAID.
Four persons paid fine of $50, ten persons paid fine
of $25, one person paid fine of $23, five persons paid
fine of 120, eight persons paid fine of $15, thirty-seven
persons paid fine of $10, one person paid fine of $8,
fifty-five persons paid fine of $6, thirty-eight persons
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paid fine of $5, two persons paid fine of $2, one person
paid fine of $3, one paid fine of $2.
The fines paid on the various charges reach a total
sum of $1604.
i
COMMITTED FOR NONPAYMENT OF FINES.
For non-payment of fine of $25, two; fine of $20,
one; fine of $15, two; flue of $10, seventeen; fine of 7,
one; fine of $5, four.
COMMITTED TO HOUSE OF CORRECTION.
Committed for the term of thirty days, 15; two
month&, 11, three months, 14; four months, 3; six
months, 3; eight months, 1; one year, 1.
PROBATION.
Probation for one year, 10; for six months, 6; for
three months, 1.
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS.
Number of lights reported out, 57; number of doors
leading to stores and public buildings found open, 31;
property lost and recovered by the department
amounted to $518; accidents reported and investigated,
37; number of men put on blacklist, 25; committed to
insane asylum, 2; lost children found and returned to
their homes, 10.
STATION.
The police headquarters on Central street is in the
best of condition considering the age of the building,
The office has been painted and the whole of the upper
floor of the building has been put through a rigid
cleansing process for the purpose of putting the differ-
ent rooms into a healthy and sanitary condition.
A roll-top desk and three office chairs have been
added to the fixtures in the office giving good business
facilities and improving the business appearance of
the office to a good extent. The material used in the
housing ©f the prisoners in the cell room was badly
dilapidated, making it necessary to furnish new blan-
kets, pails and drinking mugs.
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The station is now equipped with four stoves,
three of which are in consfant use, one roll-top desk,
two tables, fourteen chairs, one cot bed, with bedding
for the same, six blankets, six pails, eight drinking
mugs, one antiseptic spraying pump, five cuspidors,
one mop, one mop wringer, one window brush and
one broom.
BOOKEEPING SYSTEM.
To take the place of the old form of bookkeeping
or rather to systemize the keeping of the accounts and
all business of the department, a systematic form of
bookkeeping has been installed, which up to date has
proved entirely satisfactory and of great aid to the
police department. The records refer back to the first
of May and are indexed in such a manner that any
and all information desired may be obtained without
the least hesitation. All business conducted by this
department is embodied in the new system which
renders it possible for the department to make known
their records at any time they may be called upon to
do so.
GREEN LIGHT SIGNAL SYSTEM.
Many gratifying results have been obtained from
the green light signal system, which has been lately
installed for the purpose of notifying the patrolmen oh
their different beats that they are to communicate
with headquarters for instructions. Four of these
lights have been arranged in different sections of the
town at such locatioB > as to have them visible from
many points on the numerous beats.
When the switch at the headquarters is thrown
on for the lighting of one of these lights it is the signal
for the patrolman on this beat to communicate with
the station either in person or by public telephone and
while splendid results have already been obtained
from this system, with the installation of the new tele-
phone system the harmonious work of the two sys-
tems will prove a great benefit in increasing the effi-
ciency of the already well organized department.
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TELEPHONE SYSTEM.
•
Probably one of the greatest improvements that
has ever been made in the police department is the in-
stallation of the telephone signal system, which at the
time of the submitting of this report is practically com-
pleted. With the seventeen telephones, distributed
about the different beats, in working order the bright-
est anticipations are held for presenting the residents
of Southbridge with excellent protection as well as
proving 01 a great convenience to the Police Depart-
ment.
As the telephone system is yet to be tested there
is little to be said as to Is worth, but judging from the
reports from towns and cities where similar systems
are in working order the citizens and department alike
are to be greatly benefited by the installation.
CONCLUSION.
With the submitting of this report, I take great
pleasure in behalf of the Police department and my-
self, to extend to the honorable board of selectmen, C.
Fred Hill, Harry P. Colburn and Dr. J. G. E. Page, our
most sincere thanks for their kindly consideration and
support during my term of office. To this esteemed
board belongs much credit in making the police tele-
phone signal system possible and for many other ways
in bringing the department to its present high state of
efficiency.
To our judicial superiors, Judge Henry J. Ciarke
and to his associate Clerk, Frederick H. Berger and
Associate Justice John M. Cochran, Town Counsellor
J. C. F. Wheelock and Probation Officer Marcus L.
Dillaber we wish to express our gaatitude for their
kindly attention and co-operation given this depart-
ment in many complex matters brought to our mutual
attention.
Respectfully submitted,
JESSE F. COOMBS,
Chief of Police.
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SCHOOL COMMITTEE
SCHOOL COMMITTEE FOR 19094910
GEO. L. TULLY, ...... Term expires 1910
H. B. MONTAGUE, Term expires 1910
S. E. BLANCHARD, Term expires 1911
J. A. WHITTAKER, Term expires 1911
JOSEPH A. GENEREUX. Term expires 1913
H. S. CHENEY, Term expires 1912
OFFICERS OF SCHOOL BOARD.
JOHN A. WHITTAKER, Chairman.
S. E. BLANCHARD, Vice Secretary.
Regular monthly meeting first Tuesday evening.
F. E. CORBIN, Superintendent of Schools and Secretary of the
Board. Office, Town Hall.
Office hours : Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays 4 to 5 p. in.; 7 to
7.30. Wednesday and Saturday evenings.
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REPORT OF THE SCHOOL
COMMITTEE
To THE OJTIZENS OF SoUTHBRIDGE :
The School Committee herewith submit the follow-
mg 're port of the finances of the School Department of
the town for the year closing Jan. 31, 1910, together
with their recommendations of appropriations for the
coming year. As to all-masters connected with the
policy and management of the schools, the Committee
refeX^A^fPS^Cir^f)^^^?!^^^^611^ °^ Schools,
Mr. F. E. Corbin, which is hereby submitted as a part
of our reporU,n o taa2ATTIHW .A zboi
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT.
HIGH SCHOOL.
RECEIPTS.
Balance Feb. 1, 1909, $249 93
Appropriation, 5,100 00
Tuition from other towns, 375 00
15,724 93
EXPENDITURES.
Salaries of teachers, $4,275 00
Books and incidentals, 151 83
$4,426 83
Balance February 1, 1910, $1,298 10
COMMON SCHOOLwS,
RECEIPTS.
Balance February 1, 1909, $1,243 16
Appropriation, 19,000 00
Tuition from other towns, 24 00
$20,267 16
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EXPENDITURES.
Salaries, superintendent a n d
teachers, $14,220 03
Janitors, 1,793 05
Fuel, 1,457 54
Transportation, * 346 50
Tuition, 88 50
817,905 62
Balance February 1, 1910, $2,361 54
CONTINGENT SCHOOLS
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $4,200 00
Books, etc., sold, 27 97
$4,227 97
EXPENDITURES.
Overdrawn, Feb. 1, 1909, $93 71
Incidentals, 1,547 87
Repairs, 1,150 66
Supplies, 831 72
Books, 508 50
$4,132 46
Balance February 1, 1910, $95 51
EVENING SCHOOLS
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $700 00
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EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn Feb. 1, 1909, £2 94
Teachers, 432 00
Janitors, 79 30
Rent, 73 34
Fuel and lights< 31 80
Incidentals, 44 52
$663 90
Balance Feb. 1, 1910, 36 10
APPARATUS
RECEIPTS.
Balance Feb. 1, 1909,
Appropriation,
$7 10
250 00
§257 10
EXPENDITURES.
Apparatus, chemicals and books
of reference, $258 95
Overdrawn Feb. 1, 1910, $1 85
ESTIMATES FOR ENSUING YEAR.
High School,
Common schools,
Contingent schools,
$5,100 00
19,500 00
4,500 00
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Evening schools, $700 00
Apparatus, 250 00
$30,050 00
Kespectfully submitted in behalf of the Committee,
J. A. WHITTAKER, Chairman.
February 1, 1910.
Superintendent's Report*
To the School Committee of Sorm bridge :
Gentlemen: I have the pleasure to preseut to you
my eighth annual report, it being also the twenty-fifth
of the series of reports issued hy the Superintendents
of the public schools of this town. Throughout this
report the year relative to attendance extends from
September, 1908 to July, 1909 ; the year relative to
expenditures, owing to the premature closing of the
town accounts, from February, 1909 to January, 1910.
Statistics*
I. POPULATION AND VALUATION.
Population of towrn, census of 1905,
Assessed valuation of town,
11,000
$5,698,528
Number of polls,
Rate of taxation,
3,576
$22.60
Valuation of school houses and lots,
Valuation of other school property,
$127,900
$6,880
IL SCHOOL HOUSES.
School houses, occupied,
School rooms, occupied,
12
35
2Unoccupied,
Number of sittings, 1,463
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III. TEACHERS
Number of male teachers, 2
Number of female teachers, 37
Number of special teachers, female, 2
41
Number of teachers in evening schools,
males, 1 ; females, 8, 9
tt T TIT TT1TT C*
IV. PUPILS
rsunioer or cmiaien m town September 1, as re-
poiieo. oy me census enumeraroi .
1908
Between the ages of 5 and 15 .2109 2173
Between the ages of 7 and 14 1628 1766
Total enrolment, Sept. to June. . . . 1185 1348
Average number belonging. 101607 1157.02
Average daily attendance 933.42 1082.16
92.86 9d.42
4 11
Number over 15 vears of age 136 132
Number between 5 and 15 1043 lly5
Number between 7 and 14 732 867
Number enrolled at Notre Dame. . 863 835
Number under 5 years of age
Number between 5 and 15 852 833
Number between 7 and 14 819 816
743.7 763
Per cent, ef attendance 91.9 91
12
Number enrolled at St. Mary's 178 182
13 13
f T4\l MTTTTTIi'vv.u Jill I 1. r,. 1 71
Number between 5 and 15 . .
.
165 169
Number between 7 and 14 ...
.
143 94
Average number belontriner 178 182
Average attendance 173 170
97 93.4
Number of teachers 6 6
EVENING SCHOOLS
•
Number
Enrolled.
d
< 2^ s
a
Average
Attendance.
g
O A
1
Number
of
Evenings.
Main Street boys 89 8xT 76.79 94.8 39
River Street boys 26 24.69 23.43 94.89 39
Main Street girls 37 31.1 27.75 as 6i 39
River Street girls 47 | 33.48 27.28 77.53 39
COST PER PUPIL
Total expenses for tbe grades $21,944 37
Cost per grade pupil based on total enrolment . $16 28
Cost per grade pupil based on average enrolment.$18 96
Total expenses for the High school $4,426 83
Cost per pupil based on total enrolment $34 86
Cost per pupil based on average enrolment $37 62
PHYSICAL TESTS
Children examined 1,245
Eyes defective 156
Ears defective 55
Parents notified 131
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CHANGE OF TEACHERS.
The following is a list of the changes of teachers
from February 1, 1909 to February 1, 1910 :—
RESIGNED.
Month. Teachers. School.
March. Mabel Koss, Morse District
June. Emilv Mae'iip Elm IV
June. Sadie Dickinson, • Main III
June. Ardel Cota, Lebanon Hill
Sept. Eliza Ward, High
INov. Gertrude Healy, Marcy st V
Dec. Ethel Bates, Morse District
Dec. Alice Dolan, Marcy VI
Eva Conner, Marcy VII
Dec. Helen Grant, Substitute
TRANSFERRED.
oept. Margaret McCarthy, Sc nool III to Elm IV
oepi. Alice Green, Mar-cy VII to Main III
oept. Mary Spring, Morse District to Mechanics I
oept. Mary Butler, Mechanics I to Main I
oept. Susie Knight, Main I to Assistant
APPOINTED
March. . Mary Spring, Morse District
April. Ardel Cota, Lebanon Hill
Sept. Miriam Tenney, High
Sept. Ethel Bates, Morse District
Sept. Stella Hefner, Lebanon Hill
Oct. Eveline Gagnon, Assistant
Nov. Martha Clark, Marcy V
Jan. Mary Coonan, Marcy VI
Jan. Ethel Brady, Morse District
Jan. Maud Forsythe, Substitute
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CORPS OF TEACHERS FEBRUARY J, 1910.
NAME. Grade. Educated.
F. E. Corbin $1,0001
F. E. Corbin 1,100
Bertram Albro !,0MM
Laura Williams ' 750)
Alice Puffer 650;
650,
550
Harriet Parmenter.
Miriuni Tenuey
Laura E. Shepardson.
Mary Meagher
Alice Holmes
Auuie Simpson
Blauche Harwood...
Mary Coouau
Carrie Barber
Martha Clark. e
Jennie Gilbert
Mary Connelly
Margaret McCarthy.
Mary Chase
Bertha Harwood
Amelia Guinasso
Alice Green
Jane Farquhar
Jessie Barber
Mary Boardman
Margaret Butler ......
Nettie Stone
Agnes Meagher
Mary McCabe
Mary Ellis
Mabel Chambeilain.
Mary Butler
Mary Spring
Bertha Johnson
Stella Wood
Stella Hefner
Ethel Brady
Susie Knight
Eveline Gagnon
Maud Forsythe
Anna Eager
Mary Carey
600
per
month
50
57
46
44
40
44
40
44
44
40
44
44
44
44
44
44
46
46
44
46
44
44
44
44
40
44
40
36
36
25
12
36
60
50
1902! Supt.
1886 Prin. H.
1007 Assistant
1S00
1908
1908
1909
S.
Gra miliar
1*97 IX.
INST VIII.
1S78 VII.
li'Oo VII.
1903 VI.
1910 VI.
1906
1909
1905
1908
V.
V.
IV.
IV.
190N IV.
1906 1 1 -IV.
1901 III.
1907'lIL
1908III.
i887ln-in.
1908 1 1- III.
1891 II.
1893 II.
1896 II.
1886>I.
18901.
1883 I.
1902 I.
1907 I.
1909'L
1907 I-II-III.
1907 Ungraded.
1909
1910
1858
1909
1910
1896
Assistant.
«
<
Substitute.
Drawing.
1908, Music.
Williams college.
Boston University.
Nor'l & Boston U.
Radcliffe.
Radcliffe.
Tnfrs.
Nichols Academy.
Southbridge H. S.
Palmer H. S
Worcester Normal.
Southbridge H. S.
Worcester Norm. 1.
Dansville Normal.
Perry Normal.
Bridgewater Nor'l
Worcester Normal
Worcester Normal.
Home School.
Southbridge H. S.
West field Noiinal.
Worcester Normal.
Quincy Training.
Albany Normal.
Southbridge H. S.
Southbridge H. S.
Southbridge H. S.
Southbridge H. S.
Quincy Training.
Southbridge H. S.
Southbridge H. S.
Southbridge H. S.
Worcester Normal,
! Worcester Normal.
Southbridge H. S.
jBrown University.
.Worcester Normal.
! Southbridge H. S.
!
Southbridge H. S.
iWestfield Normal.
Normal Art School.
N. E. Conservatory.
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STATISTICS FROM SCHOOL REGISTERS.
For School Year Ending
June 190t.
3>
(S3
Number
of
Boys
K(
g
istered.
Number
of
Girls
Reg-
istered.
Total.
a
§
1
5
©
<
Average
Attendance.
Per
Cent
of
Atten-
dance.
High S chool - 62 65 127 117 4 Ill 5 94 72
Marcy Street IX 21 19 40 37 6 36 35 96 84
VI II 17 23 40 32 47 30 57 94 19
Vile 28 24 52 47 37 43 75 92 05
VI Iw 31 26 57 37 26 35 56 95 21
Vie 21 27 48 39 39 37 03 94 61
VIw 27 20 47 37 81 36 31 96 08
Ve 34 24 58 46 5 44 94 10Vw 26 ooZ_; 48 48 4 44 4.r) 92 33
Elm Street IV 24 23 47 37 6 35 56 94 6
Mechanic Street - IV 31 23 54 32 12 28 26 91 72
School Street iIV 15 28 43 39 31 36 33 92 50
Main, Street - IV-II 21 16 37 36 33 69 93 03
Main Street - III 24 17 41 41 36 37 'JO 91 9
Mechanic Street - III 23 18 41 42 08 37 88 89 63
School Street III 23 18 41 40 56 37 75 92 99
Morris Street I1I-II 23 14 37 37 45 36 07 96 66
Main Street - II 20 30 50 41 70 39 22 93 77
Mechanic Street - II 20 22 42 36 34 71 95 JO
School Street II 19 18 37 36 61 33 75 92 23
River Street. II 16 16 32 25 81 24 iA 95 42
Sandersdale - I-1I-II1 18 16 34 24 30 21 56 88 72
Elm Street. I 15 35 50 37 52 34 06 90 73
Main Street - I 22 26 48 36 63 33 08 90 25
Mechanic Street - I 22 20 40 39 28 36 68 92 99
Morris Street I 2U 20 41 29 78 28 56 94 04
School Street I 20 15 35 26 27 24 70 92 53
River Street 1 27 14 41 31 74 30 51 96 69
Dennison 14 4 18 18 43 17 43 94 58
Lebanon 2 4 6 10 00 10 00 95 00
Morse District 11 3 14 11 34 10 30 91 20
098 650 1348 1157 02 1082 16 93 42
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ATTENDANCE
The pupils daily attendance at school has gradu-
ally improved for the past three years : in 1907 it was
92.6 ; in 1908, 92.86 and in 1909, 93.42.
This is a very good record as 90, or above is re-
garded as satisfactory by the state authorities while
less than 90, is generally regarded as a proof of the
lax enforcement of the laws of attendance. The com-
pulsory school age is bet ween the years of seven and
fourteen. Between the ages of fourteen and sixteen
the child must be either at school or at work.
During the last calendar year our records show
that one hundred ninety seveu work certificates have
been issued to children between fourteen and sixteen
years of age. Of this number one hundred thirty
three, seventy-two boys and fifty-eight girls, were
practically given the day the child became fourteen.
Several cases have occurred where with a few more
days of attendance the pupil might have completed the
term but the sole idea seems to be to get to work at
the earliest possible moment. The thought that an
education can have any monetary value never seems
to have occurred to tke parent. Doubtless the services
of many of these children are needed to assist in sup-
porting the family but many show by their appear-
ance that their help is not essential. The great majority
of these children drop out in the fourth, fifth and sixth
grades. A child of average intelligence should have
approximately completed the ninth grade at the age of
fourteen. The most of these children begin work
when their knowledge is limited to reading and writ-
ing and because of these limitations will be compelled
to always do the lower grades of work.
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An illustration of the value of an education which
was given in the 1907 report seems not inappropriate.
Boys who get tired of going to school should read
the following, written by Professor Adams, of Fayette,
(Ohio) college :
"The average educated man gets a salary of
$1,000 per year. He works forty years, making a to-
tal of • 40,000 in a lifetime. The average day laborer
gets SI. 50 per day, 3-0 days in the year, or $450 in a
year. In forty years he earns $18,000. The difference,
or &22,OO0, equals the value of an education. To ac-
quire this earning capacity requires twelve years at
school of 180 days each, or 2,160 days. Divide $22,000,
the value of an education, by 2,160, number of days
required in getting it, we find that each day at school
is worth a little more than $10 to a pupil. Can't afford
to miss school, can we ?"
As regards the money value of a higher education
towards which many of our pupils are striving I quote
the following from a lecture recently delivered by
President Hyde of Bowdoin College. Speaking of the
gifts conferred by a college education, one of which is
the gift to earn a comfortable living, he said : "A recent
investigation shows that 493 graduates of Bowdoin
College, who have been out of college more than 10
years, are earning on an average $3,356. The 64 phy-
sicians in that number earn on an average $4,687 ; the
154 lawyers average $4,577 ; the 108 engaged in teach-
ing average $2,258, and 68 ministers an average of
$1,559."
REPAIRS
More than the accustomed amount of repairs have
been made this year.
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While none of the school property is allowed to
go till it has a run down appearance yet a time comes
when more extensive repairs than usual have to be
made.
School buildings as a rule are an ornament to a
town and when neat and well kept are an incentive to
a pupil to keep himself tidy and his belongings in good
order.
At the Morse district the school building was
painted inside and out, walls painted, ceiling whitened
and the desks varnished. This work was done so
thoroughly that it will be some years before many re-
pairs can be needed there again.
Owing to the increase of school children at Leb-
anon hill the school which had been closed for two
years was re-opened and all inside wood work painted
and ceiling whitened.
It is noticeable that the parents in the distinctly
rural districts take more pride in the appearance of
their school buildings than many who live in the town
proper. Some from having attended the school, and
hence from association, are desirous of having the
building kept up and others from the commercial side
who consider a dilapidated school building as a black
mark against the community.
Steel ceilings were placed in both rooms of the
building at Morris street. These are the first that have
been placed in any of the town school buildings while
the committee have had such action in view for some
time this is the first year that our funds have been
sufficient to start the work. A good opportunity was
presented in this building as the ceilings had become
much discolored through leakage which had been
remedied the year before by laying a gravel roof
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Besides placing these ceilings the building was painted
throughout on the inside and now the rooms present a
very attractive appearance.
At Elm street a gravel roof was layed and the
walls of the rooms painted and ceilings whitened.
At Marcy street steam pipes wereanstalled in one
of the basement rooms used for industrial work. All
of the expense for this work has been kept within the
appropriation.
All of our school buildings have been connected
with the sewer as soon as the sewer reached them and
duriug the coming summer connections will be made
with the sewer at the School street building. This will
involve a considerable outlay, as the basement should
be deepened in order to make suitable accommodations.
SICKNESS
While we probably have no more cases of conta-
gious diseases among school children than in other
communities of the s^me size and of similar conditions
yet parents have a feeling that such diseases are very
liable to be contracted at school and whenever conta-
gious diseases break forth many through fear take
their children from school. While on the one hand
the judgment of the parent in this matter has never
been interfered with yet neither on the other hand are
the school authorities lax in looking after the health of
the pupils entrusted to their care.
The opinion is prevalent that pupils are given their
book 9^and supplies in a hit or miss manner and that
disease is contracted by using material which has been
handled by other pupils.
This opinion contains but a single grain of truth.
The pupils are given their own individual books, pencils
and erasers and they have no excuse for borrowing
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from their neighbors and are forbidden to. All material
except the books are used up by the individual pupil,
the books have to be used another year. When the
pupil enters the fifth grade he is given a set of books
which he takes with him when he is promoted to the
next grade and keeps as far as they are used in the
grades above.
Whenever a pupil has contracted a contagious
disease the books and all material used by him have
been burned and the room and generally the entire
building has been fumigated by the agent of the Board
of Health.
The law governing the attendance of children who
have contracted a contageous disease or been exposed
to such disease has been rigidly enforced. The law is
as follows
:
No child can attend school from a household in
which there is a case of smallpox, diphtheria, scarlet
fever or measles, or from a household exposed to a
contagion from a household as aforesaid. Two weeks
after the death, removal or recovery of the patient in
a case of the first three mentioned, or three days after
in a case of measles, the child may return, on presen-
tation of a certificate from the attending physiciau or
from the Board of Health.
—
Chap. 44, Sect. 6.
Careful attention is also given to the thorough
cleaning of the buildings. The janitors besides being
required to sweep twice a week and oftener if neces-
sary are also required to mop the floors at the end of
each term, a certain amount of disinfectant being add-
ed to the water.
While the committee have not progressed to the
point of hiring a scrub woman as an assistant jani-
tress, as is done in some places, they hj,ve experiment-
ed with a pneumatic cleaner and are ready to purchase
180
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one when they aje satisfied that they have found the
one best adapted to our needs.
The medical journals now devote much space
to the "deadly drinking cup" as found in schools, ears
and at public fountains, cheerfully stating the number
of thousand bacteria that can be found on each square
inch of its surface. Our school children, however, es-
cape this danger as our school buildings have for some
years been provided with drinking fountains, and the
deadly tin dipper is only found iu the outer districts
where the water board has not as yet extended its
pipes.
Fire gongs have been placed in all the buildings
and a fire drill is required at least once a month. Some
of these drills have been inspected by the chief of the
fire department, who reports that the pupils are
marched out promptly and in good order.
A minute and one.half is ample time for marching
out the pupils. If the same discipline can be main-
tained in case of a real fire little chance will be given
for a serious accident.
Attention is called to the reports of the special
teachers.
Respectfully submitted,
F. E. CORBIN.
EVENING SCHOOLS REPORT
MR. F. E. CORBIN, Superintendent of Schools.
Sir:
In conformity with our usual custom, I herewith
submit my annual report of our labors in the Public
Evening Schools for the Fall term of 1909.
Commencing Sept. 14th, the term extended until
the 15th of December; giving 39 evening sessions to
both boys and girls at each of the two schools.
The sessions for the Globe Village contingent were
held, as usual, in the River Street school house ; and
for the "down town" section were held, same as last
year, in the old "National Band Hall," in th« Edwards
Block, on Main street.
The total enrollment was about 120 boys, and pos-
sibly half that number of girls. They consisted mostly
of Albaniaus, Polanclers and French-Canadians ; but
there were also some Italians, Greeks, Jews and Rou-
manians ; and in the "Advanced Class" Americans,
Irish and French.
The attendance was fully up to the average of
previous years in the boys schools ; many of the pupils
not missing a single session throughout the term ; and
many more being absent only once.
There were, as usual, many "grown-ups" who
sauntered into the school for a few evenings ; probably
impelled by curiosity to see what was going on ; but
after finding that it was "strict attention to business"
soon dropped out again, without remaing long enough
to be considered enrolled members.
On the other hand, many who were not compelled
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to do so, attended regularly throughout the term and
made good progress.
By far the greater number of pupils, howevet
ranged from 16 to 20 years of age, and attended in
compliance with the State Laws, regulating the em-
ployment of minors and illiterates in our shops and
factories The course of study was confined principally
to reading, writing, arithmetic, language and element-
ary American Histor}r .
Considerable time was devoted each evening to
sentence building and number work . in both of which
branches satisfactory progress was made.
Some attention was also given to letter-writing,
both of a social and business nature, with those who
were able to grasp this braneh ; but the major part of
our time was taken up with the purely elemantary
studies.
In the "Advanced Class," however, in which there
were ten ten boys and girls, single and double entry
book-keeping was taken up, also Latin and Rhetoric.
In connection with the latter, Shakespeare was studied
with much apparent interest by the pupils, who made
good progress in all their studies.
It has always appeared to the writer that the
advantages of this "Advanced Class" were not half
realized or appreciated by the public for whose advance-
ment it was instituted. Heat, light, all materials and
instruction are furnished absolutely free; so that one
whose early education has been neglected is given an
excellent opportunity for mental improvement. These
opportunities are, of course, not restricted to any age,
nationality or creed, but are free to all who care to
avail the mselves of its advantages. All that is required
of the pupils is good behavior, observance of the rules
of the school and fairly regular attendance.
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In all the departments of the school, discipline was
consistently enforced ; but was intended to be utterly
devoid of any appearance of being harsh or arbitrary.
The result was that the pupib showed a proper
and respectful attitude toward their teachers, so that
all worked together in harmony, and much good was
accomplished thereby.
In conclusion, your principal wishes to add that
he was ably supported by excellent assistants ; and
that it was through their faithful, patieut and pains-
taking efforts that such good results were manifested
by the pupils.
Very respectfully,
E I. KNOWLE3, Principal.
REPORT OF DRAWING.
MR. F. E. CORBIN, Superintendent of Schools.
Sir :
The Drawing this year has been varied by the ap-
plication of the children's designs to useful things. For
the past two years we have introduced more manual
training than in former years. In the fourth year the
children make hammocks, thus giving them some skill
in making, and the pleasure of producing something
which they have made themselves. A consideration
which a child always values. Then this grade have
been very siicctesful in their melon baskets aud work
with much enthusiasm. Sewing is begun in this grade,
and it is evident the children need instruction in this
most useful accomplishment, as some hardly knew how
to handle a needle. But even thf* most backward
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ones showed creditable work at the end of the given
number of sewing lessons, and the teachers felt that
the time spent in teaching this part of the work was
certainly well spent.
In the fifth grade the sloyd or simple whittling is
began, and in spite of a few cut fingers the boys did
good work, and were sorry when the allotted number
of lessons was over. The girls sew in the school room
while the boys are busy at their woodwork in the base-
ment which is fitted up for manual training. The bags
made in the sewing time by the girls were very pretty.
All of the class in the sixth grades make designs
for brass work, then, when the designs lire ready, the
boys go to the basement room to work out their de-
signs in brass, and the girls settle down to sew under
the regular grade teacher. This plan is found to work
well. A few of the girls, being interested also in brass
have worked out their own designs for trays and
match safes. The sixth grade aprons, when finished,
were very nicely done.
In the seventh grade the girls work on basketry,
and the boys take up more advanced work in wood.
The children all look forward to the time when they
ean have the manual training, and enter into it with
much enthusiasm, but they still enjoy their regular
drawing as the manual training part only occupies
about twelve lessons for each pupil.
In the eighth grade the whole class study design
as applied to cloth in stencil work, and it takes several
lessons to make a design, color it, cut it from shellaced
paper and apply it to the cloth by means of dyes.
Very many pretty pillow tops, table scarfs etc., were
made last year. After the stencilling is over the class
is divided in the same way as the seventh grade, the
boys working in wood and the girls sewing.
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The ninth grade has more advanced wood work for
the boys, and the girls learn the most useful art of
darning and patching. Also the girls spend a little
time in learning fine hemstitching, and made some
pretty handkerchiefs.
Samples of all this work was sent in the fall to the
Sturbridge Fair, and won a prize of money which will
be used for the benefit of the school.
This manual work interferes but little with the
regular drawing, and we have our regular nature work
and object drawiug, the advantage being that now our
desigus are applied to useful objects instead of remain-
ing simply oq paper as in former years.
There is much less time allotted to drawing in the
High School than in most schools of the kind so that
not very much progress can be made. Still the pupils
of the first and second years have a little time devoted
to object drawing, and the boys mechanical class fits
those who wish to enter technical schools to grasp the
subject more intelligently. Design is taught and
applied to leather work and some of the card cases and
small purses made show very creditable work.
Thanking the superintendent and teachers for
their helpfulness and hearty co-operation.
Respectfully submitted,
ANNA F. EAGER,
MUSIC
MR. F. E. CORBIN, Superintendent of Schools.
Sir:
Music in our schools today consists of two func-
tions, the developing of the emotional side in combina-
tion with the mathematical.
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The two tests applied to a child's education are :
first, that he shall sing the songs well and witn proper
expression
;
second, that he shall read understandingly
at sight.
The Normal system which we use emphasizes both
these phases. Rote songs are taught in the first years
of school as they precede the beginnings in technical
instruction. The advantage of rote singing is that it
helps to unify the voices and gives musical expression
to the experiences of children thus developing the
sense of rhythm and melody in preparation for the
reading of music from the printed page.
Scales are sung in various forms in all grades and
and breathing exercises are taught.
Great care is taken as to tone placing and
phrasing. Individual work is insisted upon and the
confidence derived from this is very beneficial.
Every year each voice is tested in all schools, great
care being exercised, so as not to misplace a voice in
part-work.
The monotones are usually more prevalent in the
first grades. These children are treated individually.
Numerous devices are employed to overcome this
difficulty and such treatment is succesful unless the
child has some physical defect.
It has been my aim to acquaint myself with the
latest devices and systems which shall enable the
children to grasp the technical side of music in a
simple and pleasing manner whereby the bongs are
rendered in a finished and artistic style.
Ear-training is one of the most important factors in
our schools to-day and through its persistent use, sight
singing is simplified. Oral and written tests are given
during the year whereby the supervisor has an oppor-
tunity to ascertain the extent of the pupils' knowledge.
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Cards containing a fac-siniile of the key board
have been used in each grade, thus acquainting the
pupils with the principles of scale building and correct
position of notes.
A quartette of High school boys has been formed
and we hope this branch of the work will prove suc-
cessful.
Notwithstanding the numerous absences during
the year on account of contagious diseases, there has
been a steady improvement in all grades and with the
hearty co-operation of the Superintendent and teach-
ers many difficulties have been overcome and much
work accomplished.
Respectfully submitted.
MARY ALICE CAREY.
MR. F. E. CORBIN, Superintendent of Schools.
Sir:
Despite the change of site and attendant delay,
work in the Mechanics street school garden was contin-
ued during season of 1909.
The forming of the Association and general work
followed outline of previous years.
A new feature of the work was starting seeds in
the school rooms in boxes. Children secured boxes
which they measured and cut into flats, new bot-
toms were made, holes bored for drainage, soil pre-
pared and seeds planted.
Grade I, instead of boxes or flats used egg shells
which were placed in sand table ; a few children used
strawberry boxes for the seeds. The seeds were sown
and when plants were ready for transplanting they
were carried home and set into the earth without dis-
turbing plant.
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We tried several community gardens and experi-
mental gardens with success.
Several children have had two years experience in
garden work; they showed result of training in having
well kept gardens.
The following donations were received : five dol-
lars, seeds and chemical fertilizer with instructions for
mixing and use, a valuable lesson for the children.
At the Worcester South Agricultural Fair held in
Sturbridge the Mechanics street school garden was
awarded first prize for School Gardens.
The little gardeners were able to furnish bouquets
to the Visting Nurse for patients aad had for home
use the following vegetables : tomatoes, cucumbers,
beans, peas, beets, parsnip, corn, summer and winter
squash, radish, lettuce, and carrots.
Respectfully submitted,
MARGARET G. BUTLER.
APPENDIX
SCHOOL LAWS IN BRIEF
1. All children between 7 and 14, unless sick,
feeble-minded, at an approved private school, or other-
wise instructed in branches required by law, to the
satisfaction of the School Committee, must attend the
public school during the entire time of each school
year. Penalty to paient or guardian for failure in
attendance for five days' sessions within any period of
six months, $20.
—
Revised Laws CJ^ap. 44, Sect. 1.
2. No child under 14 shall be employed "in any
factory, workshop, or mercantile establishment." "No
such child shall be employed in any work performed
for wages or other compensation" during the hours
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when the public school is in session, nor before six
o'clock in the morning, nor after seven in the evening.
— Chap. 106, Sect. 28.
3. No child under 16 shall be employed in any
factory, workshop or mercantile establishment without
a certificate from the Superintendent of Schools. He
must present an employment ticket from the person
who wishes to employ him, on applying for a certificate.
The father, if living, and a resident, must sign the
certificate of age ; if not, the mother ; it neither, the
guardian.— Chap. 106, Sects. 29, 30, 31, 32.
4. Children between seven and sixteen must
either attend school or be regularly employed.
—
Chap.
46, Sect. 4.
5 Whenever a child is absent from school for the
whole or a part of a session a written excuse stating
cause of absence, and signed by a parent or guardian,
must be presented by the pupil on his return to school.
— Chap 44, Sect. L
6. Children must be vaccinated before attending
school, but a certificate from a regular physician say-
ing a child is an unfit subject for vaccination, allows
attendance.
No child can attend school from a household in
which there is a case of smallpox, diphtheria, scarlet
fever or measles, or from a household exposed to a
contagion from a household as aforesaid. Two weeks
after the death, removal or recovery of the patient in
a case of the first three mentioned, or three days after
in a case of measles, the child may return, on presenta-
tion of a certificate from the attending physician or
from the Board of Health.
—
Chap. 44, Sect. 6.
7. "The last regular session prior to Memorial
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Day. or a portion thereof, shall be devoted to exercises
of a patriotic nature."
—
Chap. 42 Sect. 20.
8. A United States flag, not less than four feet
in length, shall be displayed on the schoolhouse
grounds or building every school day, when the
weather will permit, and on the inside of the sciool-
house on other school days.— Chap. 42, Sect 50.
Every child betw een seven and fourteen years of
age, and every child under sixteen years of age who
cannot read at sight and write legibly simple sentences
in the English language, shall attend some public day
school in tha city or town in which he resides during
the entire time the public day schools are in session,
subject to such exceptions as to children, places of at-
tendance and schools as are provided for in section
three of chapter forty -two and section three, five; and
six of this chapter. Every person having under his
control a child as described in this section shall cause
him to attend school as herein required ; and if he
fails for five day sessions or ten half day sessions
within any period of six months while under such con-
trol to cause such child, whose physical or mental con-
dition is not such as to render his attendance at school
harmful or impracticable, so to attend school, he shall,
upon complaint of a truant officer and conviction
thereof, be punished by a fine of not more than twenty
dollars. Whoever induces or attempts to induce a
child to absent himself unlawfully from school, or em-
ploys or harbors a child who,, while school is in session,
is absent unlawfully from school shall be punished by
a fine of not more than fifty dollars.
The school committee shall cause notice of the
disease or defects, if any, from which any child is
found to be suffering to be sent to his parent or guar-
dian. Whenever a child shows symptoms of smallpox,
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scarlet fever, measles, chicken pox, tuberculosis, diph-
theria or influenza, tousilitis, whooping cough, mumps,
scabies or trachoma he shall be sent home immediate-
ly, or as soon as safe and proper conveyance can be
found, and the Board of Health shall at once be noti-
fied — Chap. 502, Sect 4.
CALENDAR FOR 1910-1911.
Spring term, eleven weeks, begins Monday, April
11 ; ends Friday, June 24.
Fall term, sixteen weeks, begins Tuesday, Septem-
ber 6; ends Friday, December 23.
Winter term, thirteen weeks, begins Tuesday,
January 3; ends Friday, March 31.
Spring term, eleven weeks, begins Monday, April
10 ; ends Friday, June 23.
holidays.
Every Saturday
;
Washington's Birthday ; Patriot's
Day ; Memorial Day ; Labor Day ; Thanksgiving
and the day following.
Patriotic exercises will be held in all the rooms the
afternoon preceding Memorial Day.
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* CLASS OF '09 *
SOUTHBRIDGE HIGH SCHOOL
Thursday Evening, June 24*
"VOLENS ET POTENS".
Jt PROGRAM J» J*
MARCH— 'Show Folks,"
PRATER,
CHORUS—"Summer Fancies,"
SALUTATORY,
ADDRESS—"A Southbridge Boy,"
CHORUS—"O Native Land,"
SELECTION— "Belle, '
'
VALEDICTORY,
CHORUS—"Away to the Fields,"
PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS
By Chairman of School Committee
BENEDICTION. -
,
FINALE— "Portly Major," Orchestra
Blanchard's Orchestra
Rev. A. W. L. Nelson
The School
Vera Emma Arnold
Alfred S. Roe
The School
Orchestra
Louise Eveline Gagnon
The School
CLASS OF J909
Harry James Angell,
Myron Percy Baylies,
William Clifford Eaton,
Harry Howes Hall,
Thomas Crawford Mitchell,
Vera Emma Arnold,
Andrea Marion Bonnette,
Annie Lora Cunneen,
Louise Eveline Gagnon,
Helene Fiances Laycock,
Emily Gertrude MacFarland,
Amanda Evelyn Thompson,
Bertha Louisa Wallace,
Joseph Henry Bagley,
George Wilbert Dumas,
Colin Reuben Grant,
Philip Arnold Marsell,
Jay Larkin Upham,
Ruth Carpenter Beecher,
Helen Louise Comberbach,
Bertha Ellen Foley,
Mary Irene Kelly,
Louise Locke,
Margie Bachelder McKinstry,
Mary Elizabeth Tully,
Helen Mary Wyman.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
LIBRARY COMMITTEE
LIBRARY OFFICERS.
J. A. WHITTAKER, Term expires 1910
GEO. W. LAUGHNANE, Term expires 1910
PITT H. HEBERT, - - - *- - - - Term expires 1910
DANIEL T. MORRILL, Term expires 1911
CARY C. BRADFORD, Term expires 1911
JOSEPH METRAS, - - - - - - Term expires 1911
F. E. OORBIN, - Term expires 1912
GEO. M. CHENEY, Term expires 1918
ORIGENE J. PAQUETTE, Term expires 1912
LIBRARIAN
ELLA E. MIERSCH
ASSISTANT
MABEL W. PLIMPTON
JANITOR
JOHN. W. COGGANS
LIBRARY HOURS
Week clays, except legal holidays, 10 to 13 a m; 2 to 5.30; 6.30 to 9 p. m.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit of account Feb.
1, 1909, $126 21
A rmrr»r>ri at/inn fit, t.Vift fuinnal
town mftetiuef 2,000 00
Keceived from the Librarian,
fin pci pt,p 135 l/3
Dog fund, 826 28
EXPENDITURES.
Ella E. Miersch, librarian, salary
and sundry expenses, $833 99
Mabel W. Plimpton, salary as
assistant, 292 00
John Coggans, salary as janitor, 91 63
Mary Delehanty, salary as sub-
stitute, 38 00
Margaret Butler, assistance, ]Q 10
Webster & Southbridge gas and
Electric Co., light, 216 71
H. P. Oldham, rent for extra rooms
,
37 50
E. 0. Ellis, coal, 85 50
Library Bureau, supplies, 12 15
Gaylord Bros., supplies, 16 09
Susan Sayles, cleaning, 19 68
R. A. Beckwith, stamped envelopes , 10 62
Southbridge Press, printing, 22 75
E. Wardie, window glass, 11 25
Hammond Typewriter Co., type-
writer, 35 0®
$3,083 22
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Hammond Typewriter Co., type-
writer supplies, $5 32
R. R. Nickerson, dustdown, 6 00
H. W. Wilson, Readers' guide, 1909 6 75
Stone & Forsythe, paper, 5 00
Library art club, subscription, 6 00
A. D. Cornell, wood, 1 85
E. L. Gray, door-spring, 4 50
Alexis Boyer, repairs, 1 23
Southbridge Water Supply Co.,
water, 5 00
J. W. Barnes, tutiersten lights, 10 46
Southbridge Electrical contract-
ing Co., repairs, 4 22
Louisville public library, Christ-
mas lists, 1 78
Sfl nilipl WilliQm a ronni'r inrroamuti vv iiiidillfc, IC/pcllIlO^, . ao AO
BOOK ACCOUNT
Charles E. Lauriat Co., books, $425 99
Michelson Bros., binding, 115 25
Cedric drivers Bookbinding Co.,
books, 35 32
H. R. Huntting Co., books, 42 78
Emile Terquem, books, 20 32
Caroline L. Himebaugh, books, 23 68
McDevitt-Wilson Co., books, 18 24
George E. Damon, Mass. year book, 2 0J
G. E. Stechert, books, 5 21
Quinabaug historical society,
leaflets, 3 60
J. B. Lippincott, books, 3 06
Arthur H. Clark, books. 3 15
$1,797 33
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Balch Bros., book, $2 20
Home eorrespondence school, book, 2 50
C. A. Nichols, book, 8 50
Public school publishing Co., books, 1 50
Frank Pergande, book, 4 41
8. G. Wood, book, 2 00
Little, Brown Co., books, 2 33
E. F. Dakin, periodical and news-
paper subscriptions, 169 70
H. A. Kent, binding, 12 00
Penn publishing Co., books, 2 29
$901 03
Total amount received for library, $3,088 22
Amount expended, expense ac-
count, $1,797 33
Amount expended, book account, 901 03
2,698 36
Balance to credit of account
Feb. 1, 1910, $389 86
Above expenses are for eleven months. Bills for
January are not included in above statement.
MYNOTT FUND
RECEIPTS
Balance^to credit of account Feb.
1, 1909, $1,001 62
Interest on fund to Jan. 1, 1910, 40 40
$1,042 02
EXPENDITURES
E. F. Dakin, periodical subscriptions, $4 15
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Penn publishing Co
,
Best selections, $10 G5
Edgar S. Werner, Werner's selec-
tions, 13 10
H. R. Hunttiug, Webster's inter-
national dictionary, 10 BO
$3.9 70
Balance to credit of account,
Feb. 1, 1910, $1,003 32
LIBRARIANS REPORT
The library has added during the past year G40
volumes. Of this number 4-43 were purchased, 67
were given, and 98 were periodicals which had been
bound. During the year, the library exchanged a
number of periodicals, which were not indexed in the
periodical indexes and of which the library owned only
a few scattered volumes, for 43 volumes of periodicals
which were needed to fill out incomplete sets, which
are indexed in the periodical indexes. Eighty volumes
of duplicate, or specialized, public documents were re-
turned to Washington. 126 wornout books were dis-
carded and 158 new copies of wornout, or nearly worn-
out, books were bought. There are now in the library
22,081 volumes.
Among the new books bought are Webster's "New
International dictionary", sets of Shoemaker's and
Werner's "Readings and recitations" in 26 and 27
volumes respectively. Trevelyan's "American revolu-
tion was completed by the addition of two volumes ;
Shackleton's "The heart of the Antarctic" is of es-
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pecial interest. Five volumes of books on civil ser-
vice to use in preparing for government examinations,
a number of new books on optics and 11 volumes of
the technical books published by the American school
of correspondence are among the practical books pur-
chased. There is a constantly increasing demand for
technical books to which the library responds as rapid-
ly an d as freely as funds permit.
268 volumes were rebound during the year.
38,220 volumes were circulated for home use dur-
ing the year, an increase of 2035 volumes, or 5.62 per
eent. over the previous year. Fiction shows the larg-
est increase in circulation ; 1495 more volumes of fic-
tion were circulated in 1009-1910 than during 1908-9.
Books for boys and girls show a very slight increase
in circulation ; the prevalence of contagious diseases
during the Fall caused the return of many children's
cards temporarily to the library. All books coming
from the homes in which there has been a conta-
gious disease are burned as it is doubtful whether
books can be successfully fumigated.
The circulation of French books was practieally
the same as during the previous year. The French
books receive peihaps the hardest usage of any books
in the library and many of these books are in very bad
condition, being both soiled and worn. It will be nec-
essary to replace with new copies as many as possible
of these during the coming year.
Other sections of the library show an almost uni-
form increase in circulation. 8400 volumes other than
fiction—whether adult, children's French, or current
periodicals—have been circulated during the past year,
or about 22 per cent of all books circulated are pre-
sumably taken out for more serious reading or study.
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The Woman's education association loaned to us 25
volumes "of general religious interest", which we kept
from January 1 to June 1. These were new books
showing the trend of religious thought of the day and
were of interest to the layman as well as to the clergy.
559 new names have been added to the registra-
tion list, making 4309 names now registered at the
library.
Through the Library art club the following exhi-
bitions were given at the library : Famous pictures,
March 1-22
;
Florence, March 23-April 12 ; New Bruns-
wick, April 20-May 9 ; Fishes, "Slay 10-June 7 ; Exam-
ples of French art in Paris, June 7-28
;
Naples, June
28-Julyl9; English lakes, July 19- August 30; Fly-
mouth, August 30-Sept. 20 ; Rise of architecture in
Italy, Sept. 21-Oct. 18 ; Japanese color prints, Oct. 19-
Nov. 8 : Babes in art, Nov. 9-29
;
Etchings by William
Unger, Nov. 30-Deo 20 ; Yellowstone national park,
Dec. 28-Jan. 24. These pictures are much appreciated
by those who frequent the library, but it is unfortu-
nate that more people do not avail themselves of the
opportunity of seeing these, always interesting and
sometimes unusual, collections of photographs and
prints. The Woman's education association kindly
loaned us pictures of "Naples to Paestum."
The Malcolm Ammidown Post, G. A. II. 168, pre-
sented to the library a medal of Abraham Lincoln,
This medal was struck for the Gr. A. R. in commemora-
tion of the 100th anniversary of the birth of Lincoln.
Funk and Wagnalls Co. presented t© the library a
set of bird-plates, showing the successive impressions
taken from twelve stones and illustrating the progres-
sive stages of development leading up to the finished
lithograph. Teachers should find these of interest for
school-room use.
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Lectures pour tous, a French monthly, has been
added to the reading-room, also the Elementary school
teacher, Manual training and Technical world.
ELLA E. MIERSCH,
Librarian.
ACCESSIONS
Bound volumes in library Febru-
ary 1, 1909, 21,545
Added by purchase, 443
by gift, 67
by binding periodicals, 98
608
22,153
U. S. public documents returned, 80
Periodicals sold, 24
104
22,049
Worn out 126, replaced 158, 32
Bound volumes in library Feb. 1, 1910, 22,081
Pamphlets in library February 1, 1909, 1630
Added, 34
Pamphlets in library February 1, 1910, 1664
CIRCULATION
Days library was open, 306
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Volumes circulated, 38,220
Average daily use, 125
Smallest daily use, August 3, 52
Largest daily use, March 6, 280
Smallest monthly use, Juue, 2,054
Largest monthly use, March, 3,980
REGISTRATION OF READERS
Names registered February 1, 1909, 3,750
Names registered February 1, 1909—Feb-
ruary 1, 1910, 559
Names registered February 1, 1910, 4,309
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GIFTS TO THE LIBRARY
Pamphlets Volumes
Charles F. Adams, 1
Anti-Imperialist league, 1
Hartley W. Bartlett, 1
Mrs. H. 0. Oady, 2
Herbert N. Casson, 1
A. de Claivmont, 1
Emmet Densmore, 2
Association for international con-
ciliation, 10
Eddy town fund, v 7
Edward Godfrey, 1
S. M. Griswold, 1
K. L. Edwards, 1
Miss Belle Hayward, 11
W. J. Litchfield,
.
1
Mass. agricultural experiment
station, 9
Commonwealth of Mass., 18
Mass. historical association, 1
H. B. Montague, • 1
C. L. Newhall, 1
W. R. Smith, 1
John W. Stimson, 1
Towle manufacturing co. , 1
U. S. government, 22
NEWSPAPERS
DAILY
Boston Globe.
Roston Herald.
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Boston Journal.
Boston Transcript.
New York Herald.
Worcester Telegram.
WEEKLY.
Southbridge Press, weekly, gift, George Grant.
Southbridge Herald, weekly, qip,
%
W. T. Robinson.
Springfield Republican.
PERIODICALS
d.—daily, w.—weekly, m.- monthly q.
—
quarterly.
American homes and gardens, m.
American magazine, m.
Annals of psychical science, m., gift, 0. L. Newhall.
Atlantic monthly, m. (2 copies.)
Association men, m., gift, Y. M. 0. A.
Bookman , m.
U. S. -Dep't of labor. Bulletin, m., gift.
Cassier's magazine, m.
Century, m. (copies)
Children's magazine, m.
Christian advocate, m., Mynott fund.
Collector, m
,
gift, C. L. Newhall.
Consular report, q., gift, U. S. bureau of statistics.
Cook's traveller's gazette, m., gift, publishers.
Cosmopolitan, m.
Country life in America, m.
Current literature, m., gift, C. L Newhall
Delineator, m.
Electrician and mechanic, m.
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Putnam's monthly, m.
Readers guide to periodical literature, m.
Review of reviews, rn.
Reason, m. gift, C. L. Newhall
St. Nicholas, rn. 2 copies)
Science, w.
Scientific American, w.
Scientific American supplement, w.
Scribner's magazine, ni.
Square deal, m.
Technical world, m.
Textile w#rld recoid, m.
Two states, m. gift, Y. M. C. A. of Mass. and R. L
Weltmer'6 magazine, m. gift, C. L. Newhall
Westminster review, in.
World's work, m. .2 copies).
Worcester magazine, m., gift, publishers.
Youth's companion, w.
LIST OF BOOKS ADDED 190940
FICTION.
AlleD. Bride of the mistletoe . A427.7
Ayscough. Dromina A987.1
Bacheiler. Handmade gentleman B121.4
Bacheller. The master B121.5
Barr. Strawberry handkerchief B268.16
Barr. Friend Olivia B268.17
Barr. Hands of compulsion B268.18
Barr. Tekla B2685.2
Baylor. Claudia Hyde B358.1
Bazin. Coming harvest B368.1
Bazin. This my son B363.2
Beach. Silver horde * . B364.3
Bell. Whither thou goest ... B433.3
Bell. Oh'Christina B433.4
Besant. Ready-money
.
Mortiboy B554.14
Blindloss. Greater power B648.2
Brady. Ring and the man ..B812.3
Bryant. Christopher Hibbault B915.1
Cabot. Man without a shadow C116.1
Carey. Sunny side of the hill C275.10
Major. Gentle knight of old Brandenburg C339.3
Castle. If youth but knew C353.3
Castle. Pride of Jennico . . C353.2
Chambers. Special messenger C445.9
Chambers. Cardigan C445.10
Chester. Making of Bobby Burnit C526.1
Cholmondeley. Hand on the latch C547.4
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Connolly. An Olympic victor C753.4
Crawford. Paul Patoff C899.25
Crawford. White sister C899.26
Crockett. Men of the mountain C938.15
Daskam. Margarita's soul D229.7
Davis. White mice D2G3.9
De la Pasture. Catherine of Calais D338.3
DeMorgan. It never cau happen again D38(3.4
Dillon. Patience of John Moriand 2 copies. . D579.4
Donworth. Letters of Jennie Allen . DG88.1
Dunham. Gambolling with Galatea D917.1
Fox, The Kentuckians F792.5
Frothingham. Turn of the road F941.1
Gale. Friendship village G153.1
Wright. Poppea of the post-office G218.5
Gibbon. Salvator G439.1
Glasgow. Romance of a plain man G548.6
Goodwin. Veronica Playfair G657.4
Gordon. The foreigner G662.6
Grant. The Chippendales G762.7
Haggard. King Solomon's mines K145.4
Hale. The actress H162.1
Hall. Land of long ago H175.1
Henderson. Nora Conough H497.1
Hewlett. Open country H612.10
Hopkins. Old Harbor H795.2
Hornung. Mr. Justice Raffles H815.2
Hough. 54-40 or fight H838.3
Hyatt. End of the road Hf92.2
Inner shrine . . 158.
1
Irwin. Letters of a Japanese schoolboy 172.1
Igham. Half a chance 179.2
Jerome. They and I J56.1
Kipling. Actions and reactions K57.10
Knapp. Well in the desert K67.1
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Lane. Katrine L265.3
Jepson. Arse»e Lupin .L445.1
Lee. Simeon Tetlew's shadow L478.3
Leroux. Perfume of the lady in black L618.2
Lincoln. Our village L738.5
Lincoln. Keziah Coffin L738.6
Lindsey. Severed mantle L752.1
Little. Little sister snow L781.2
Lynde. King of Arcadia L988.3
McCall. Red horse hill M122.4
Mason. Mystery of Miss Motte M399.1
Megargel. Car and the lady M496.T
Merwin. Girl and the bill M574.1
Miller. Less than kin M646.1
Mitchell. Pines of Lory M6815.4
Moffett. Through the wall M695.1
Montague. In Calvert's valley M758.1
Montgomery. Anne of Avonlea M788.2
Morse. On the road to Arden M886.2
Nicholson. Lords of high decision N624.5
Oppenheim. The missioner 062.6
Orcutt. The spell. . 063.1
Page. John Marvel, assistant PI 33.8
Parabellum. Banzai P221.1
Parker. Northern lights P239.9
Phillpotts. Three brothers P564.5
Porter. Girl of the Limberlost P845.3
Ray. Bridge builders R263.4
Rice. Mr. Opp R462.4
Reed. Old rose and silver R325.8
Reynolds. False position R464.1
Rideout. Dragon's blood R544.3
Rinehardt. Man in lower ten R579.2
Rinehardt. When a man marries R579.3
Roberts. The backwoodsmen R643.3
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Roberts. Blue Peter R647.1
Rowland. Countess Diane R883.1
Ryan. Told in the hills R989.2
Shaw. Lady of the dynamos S534.1
Snaith. Araminta S669.2
Tompkins. Open house T663.2
Waddel. Old lady number 31 W116.1
Waller. A year out of life W198.2
Ward. Marriage a la mode W261.13
Wason. Happy Hawkins W319.1
Webater. A king in khaki . . - W379.2
Webster. Calumet K W379.3
Webster. Short line war W379.4
Wells. Tono-Bungay W455.3
Weym&n. Wild geese W549.10
Wheeler. There she blows W563.1
White. A certain rich roan W589.3
Wiggin. Susanna and Sue W655.12
Williamson. Set in silver W729.7
BOYS AND GIRLS.
Abbott. Naval history of the U. S Jl A134
Adams. Harper's machinery book for boys,
2 copies J6 A2L2
Adams. Harper's indoor book for boys J6 A21.3
Aanrud Lisbeth longfrock J A112
Altshel^r. Forest runners J A469.1
Altsheler. Last of the chiefs J A469.2
Bannerman. Story of little black Sambo J B21S
Bellamy. Open sesame, V. 1, 3 J8 Bl
' Bayliss. The little cliff dweller J B357
Bayiiss. Lolami in Tusayan J B357.1
Bearne. Lance and his friends J B368
Bigham. Merry animal tales J B592.
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Blaisdell. Child life J B635
Brooks. Master of the strong hearts. . J B805.2
Brooks. Boy emigrants J B807.2
Bryce. Child-lore dramatic reader J8 B916
Buckley. Children of the dawn J B924
Bullen. Young Nemesis J B936
Camp. The substitute J C186
Carpenter. How the world is clothed J6 C295.1
Catlin. Boys' Catlin : my life among the
Indians Jl C365
Civic reader for new Americans . . Jl C582
Collodi. Adventures of Pinocchio J C714
Pioneers of the Revolution J C719
Deland. Miss Betty of New York J D374.8
Dimitry and others. Indian stories retold
from St. Nicholas Jl D582
Ellis. Wideawake girls J E47
Elson. Child's guide to American history Jl E49
French. Story of Rolfe and the Viking's
bow J F873.2
French. Lance of Kanana J F891.2
Goss. Jack Alden J G677
Gould. Felicia's friends J G696.1
Grahame. Wind in the willows J G742
Grinnell. Jack tht> young explorer J G868.3
Haley. A Dornfleld summer J H168
Hall. Men of old Greece Jl H177
Hopkins. The sandman J H796
Howard. Book of conundrums and riddles. . .J7 H848
Howard. Famous Indian chiefs I have
known Jl H849
Husted. Stories of Indian chieftans Jl H972
Ingersoll. The ice queen J 147.1
Jamison. Lady Jane J J247.1
Johnson. Williams of West Point J J69
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Johnston. Home occupations for boys and
girls J6 J73
Kirkland. Polly Pat's parish J K59
Knight. Animals of the World for young
people J" K71
Lang. Cinderella J L955.14
Leighton. History of Rome, gift Jl L259
Lang. Red true storybook Jl L268
Lang. Book of the princes and princesses. . .. Jl L269
Lansing. Tales of old England J L296
,
McMurry. Classic stories for the little ones. . ..J M168
Marryat. Masterman Ready J M362
\
Marryat. Settlers in Canada J M362.1
Millard. Wonderful house that Jack built . J5 M645
Morris. Primary history of the U. S J1M875
[Morris. Elementary history of the U. S J1M875.1
I Murray. Wide awake primer J M981.2
[Murray. Wide awake first reader J M981.3
[Murray. Wide awake second reader J M391.4
Murray. Wide awake third reader J M981.5
Norton. Heart of oak books 2 vol J N883
lO'Shea. Six nursery classics J 082
F Perry and Beebe. Four American pioneers. . Jl P468
[Pier. New boy J P615.2
1 Pratt. Legends of the red children . . . J P916
[Segur. Story of a donkey ..J S456
[Smith. Santa Claus and all about him J S646
\ Smith. Eskimo stories J S652
; L. G. T. Three years behind the guns J Till
Tappan. Golden goose J T174.1
.Smith. Young and old Puritans of Hatfield . . J T385.5
Smith. Yovmg Puritans of old Hadley J T335.6
Smith. Young Puritans in King Philip's
war ? J T385.7
Smith. Young Puritans in captivity .... J T385.8
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Smith. Boys and girls of seventy-seven.
(2 copies) J T385.9
Taggart. Little grey house J T125.5
Thackeray. Rose and the ring J T363
Thompson. Brave heart Elizabeth J T467
Tomlinson. Red chief J T595.8
Tomlinson. In the hands of the Red-coats. . .J T595-9
Tomlmbon, Search for Andrew Field .... J T595.10
True Scouting for Washington J T866
Wesseihoeft. Jack the fire dog J W515
PHILOSOPHY.
Tuttle. Arcana of nature, gift 134 T967
Judd. Genetic psychology for teachers 150 J69
Parsons. Choosing a vocation 174 P268
RELIGION.
Lodge. Science and immortality 215 L822
Worcester. The living word 230 W92
Bliss. The missionary enterprise 266 B64
SOCIOLOGY.
U. S.—Commerce and labor, Dept. of. A
century of population growth, gift 312 C734
Steiner. The immigrant tide 325 S822.1
Lewis. State insurance 331 L675
Mero. American playgrounds 331 M567
American academy of political and social
science. Tariff revision 337 P264
Stelzle. Letters from a workingman 338 S82
Ewart and others. Civil service manual.
3v 351.3 E94
Foltz. Federal civil service as a career 351.3 F671
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Pergande. Manual of examinations for
govenment positions 351.3 P439
Journal of the 43d encampment, dept. of
Mass. G. A. R. gift 369 G4
Journal of the 42d encampment, dept. of
Mass. G. A. R. gift • 369 G5
EDUCATION.
Palmer. The teacher 370 P174
Hamilton. The recitation 371 H221
McMurry. How to study and teaching how
to btudy 371 M168
Abbott. The home builder 396 A132
Densmore. Sex equality, gift 396 D41g
LANGUAGE.
•O'Brien. English for foreigners , 428 013
Allen. Introduction to Latin prose compo-
sition, gift 470 A432
Andrews. Latin exercises, gift 470 A 568
•Collar and Daniell. Beginner's Latin book,
gift 470 C697
<Gates. Latin word-building, gift 470 G259
Jones. Exercises in Latin prose composi-
tion, gift 470 J76
SCIENCE.
Schmucker. Study of nature 507 S356
White A new complete arithmetic, gift. . . .511 W583
Bradbury. Academic algebra, gift 512 B798
Wells. Elements of geometry, gift 513 W455
Peck. A treatise on analytical geometry,
gift 516 P366
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Peck. Differential and integral calculus, gift.
Serviss. Astronomy with the naked eye .... 620 S492
Phillips. Surveying 526 P558
Gibson Scientific ideas of to-day 530 G449
Maxim. Artificial and natural flight 533 M464
Eotch. Conquest of the air 533 R842
Hastings. Light , . •. 535 H357
Heath. An elementary treatise on geomet-
rical optics 535 H438
Preston. Theory of light 535 P941
Thorington. Refraction and how to refract. . 535 T491
Crocker and others. Practical lessons in
electricity 537 C938
Sternberg. Life of a fossil hunter 560 S839
Keane. World's peoples 572 K24
Stack. Wild flowers every child should
know 580 S775
Eggeling.- Fresh water aquarium 590 E29
Gamble. Animal life 591 G191
Smith. Our insect friends and enemies 595 S652
Chapman. Camps and cruises of an orni-
thologist , . . 598 C4.4
Hagenbeck. Beasts and men 599 H143
Muir. Stickeen 599 M953
Wright. The grizzly bear , 599 W95
USEFUL ARTS.
Mitchell. Self help for nervous women 613 M681
Emerson. Essentials of medicine 616 E53
Peck. Elementary mechanics, gift 621 P366
Leland. Boiler accessories 621.1 L538
Newell and Dow. Steam boilers 621.1 N545
Crocker. Dynamo-electric machinery 621.3 C938
Collins. Pumps 621.6 C712.
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Oberg. Handbook of small tools 621.9 012
Woodworth. American toolmaking 621.9 W91
Judson. Road preservation 625 J93
Paris. Care of automobiles 625 P232
Turneaure and Black. Hydraulic engineer-
ing 627 T944
Casson. Cyrus Hall McCormick, gift 630 C131
St. Maur. Earth's bounty 630 S146.1
Woll. A handbook for farmers and dairy-
men 630 W863
U. S. Agriculture, Dept. of. Special report
on the diseases of cattle, gift 636 A278
Farmer. Boston cooking-school cook book. ..641 F233
Mitchell. Fireless cook book 641 M682
Rorer. Mrs. Rorer's vegetable cookery and
meat substitutes 641 R787
Carter. When railroads were new 656 0323
McPherson. Working of the railroads 656 M172
Hickcox. Correspondent's manual 658 H629
Atkins. Practical sheet and plate metal
work 671 A873
Neubecker. Sheet metal work 671 N478
Nichols. Building superintendence 690 M621
Brigham. Box furniture 694 B855
Eppendorff. Handwork construction 689 E94
Webb and Gibson. Masonry and reinforced
concrete 693 W366
Sabin. House painting, paper hanging and
whitewashing
. .698S116
FINE ARTS.
Comstock. Bungalows, camps and moun-
tain houses 728 C739
Rawlings. Coins and how to know them. . .737 R259
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Everett and Lawrence Freehand and per
spective drawiug 740 E93
Norton. Freehand perspective and sketch-
ing 740 N883
Bourne and Brown. Architectural draw-
ing and lettering 744 B775
Day. Art in needlework 746 D264
Weiten kanripf. How to appreciate prints. .769 W434
Hofmann. Piano playing 780 H713
Melitz. Opera goer's complete guide 782 M536
Johnson. Songs eveyon© should know 784 J69
AMUSEMENTS.
Canfield. What shall we do now ? 790 C222
Hartt. The people at play 790 H335
Terry. The story of my life 792 T329
Shoemaker, ed. Holiday entertainments 793 S55
Denton. Young people's dialogues 793 S55.1
Shoemaker. Young folk's dialogues 793 S55.2
Starr. Doll book 793 S796
Holder and Jordan. Fish stories alleged
and experienced 799 H727.1
Patterson Man-eaters of Tsavo 799 P317
Selous. African nature notes and remin-
iscences 799 S468
LITERATURE.
Schauffler. Thanksgiving 808 S313.1
Stevenson. Poems of American history 808.1 S84
Shoemaker, compiler. Shoemaker's best
selections, 27 volumes 808.8 S&59
Rice, compiler Werner's readings and reci-
tations, 26 volumes 808.8 W49
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Browne. Short plays from Dickens. . . 812 B882
Bradley. Miscellaneous writings, gift 814 B811
Winter. Old friends 816 W78
Cohen. The great wet way 817 C67
Galsworthy. Plays : The silver box : Joy :
Strife 822 G178
Mark Twain. Is Shakespeare dead? 822.3 C625
Jerome. Three men in a boat 827 J56
TRAVEL.
Stoddard. Lake Com©, the upper Danube
and Bohemia 910 S867v.l2
Gwynn. A holiday in Connemara 914.15 G995
Loomis. Just Irish 914.15 L863
Schauffler. Romantic Germany 914.3 S313
Hutchinson. Motoring in the Balkans 914.36 H975
Bovill. Hungary and the Hungarians. . . .914.39 B783
Barker. France and the French 914.4 B262
Gostling. Bretons at home 914.4 G682
Gordon. Home life in Italy 914.5 G663
Marriott. A Spanish holiday 914.6 M359
Monroe. In Viking land 914.81 M753
Riis. The old town 914.89 R57
Smith. Fighting the Turk in the Balkans. . 914.9 S642
Stephen. Playground of Europe 914.94 S829
Barton. Daybreak in Turkey 914.96 B293
Demetra Vaka. Haremlik 914.96 B878
Sonnichsen. Confessions of a Macedonian
bandit 914.96 S699
Mijatovich. Servia and the Servians 914 97 M636
Allen. Things Korean 915.1 A426
Miner. Two heroes of Cathay 915.1 M664
Lloyd. Everyday Japan 915.2 L793
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PeDnell. Among the wild tribes of the
Afghan frontier 915.8 P413
Churchill. My African journey 916 C563
Wollaston. From Ruwenzori to the Congo . . 916 W863
Guggisberg, We two in West Africa 916.7 G942
Grainger. Woodmen of the West. ....... W7.ll G743
Grenfell. Adrift on a pan of ice 917.19 G81.1
Grenfell and others. Labrador 917.19 G826
Kirkham. Mexican trails 917.2 K59
Brooks. As others see us 917.3 B873
Spears. Story of the New England whalers.917.44 S741
Wood. Taverns and turnpikes of Blanford. 917.44 W879
Van Dyke. New New York 917.47 V249
Merrick. Old times on the upper Mississippi. 917. 7 M568
Eoe. Army letters from an officer's wife. ..917. 8 R698
Brouson. Reminiscences of a ranchman. . .917.9 B869
Hornaday. Camp-fires on desert and lava. 917.9 H813
Summerhayes. Vanished Arizona 917.91 S955
Mills. Wild life on the Rockies 917.98 M657
Russel. A woman's journey through the
Philippines 919.1 R959
Reeves. New Zealand 919.3 332
Grimshaw. In the strange South Seas. . . .919.6 G865
HISTORY.
Larnd. Rise and fall of nations. 2 vol 909 L325
Ferrero. Characters and events from Ro-
man history 937 F386
Laut. Conquest of the great Northwest.
2 vol 971 L389
Elsou. Sidelights on American history 973 E49.1
Trevelyan. American revolution, vol. 2-3. .973.3 T812
Billings. History of the 10th Mass. battery
of light artillery, gift 973.7 M41.6
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Roe. Tenth regiment Mass. volunteer in-
fantry, 1861—1864, gift 973.7 M41.7
Floyd. History of the 40th (Mozart) regi-
ment, N. Y. V., gift 973.7 N53-
Towle Manufacturing co., pith* Life and
services of Benjamin Franklin, gift 973.7 T742
Hunnewell. A visit to Boston, Lincoln-
shire, gift 974.4 B747 v. 5
Channing. Story of the Great Lakes 977 C458
GENEALOGY.
Vital records of Ashburnham, Mass., gift G A821
Balderston. Evolution of the American flag. .G B176
Vital records of Brookfield, Mass., gift G B872
Vital records of Dan vers, Mass., gift G D196
Vital records of Metbuen, Mass., gift G M592
Litchfield, compiler. Scituate, Mass. Second
church records, 1045—1850, gift G S419.1
Vital records of Scituate, Mass., 2 vol., gift G S419
Vital records of Sharon, Mass., gift G S531
Vital records of Spencer, Mass., gift ... G S745
Vital records of Winchendon, Mass., gift G W759
BIOGRAPHY.
Blaine. Letters of Mrs. James G. Blaine, 2 vol.B B635
Williams. Mr. Cleveland B C633
Parker. Recollections of Grover Cleveland. .B C633.1
Rockefeller. Random reminiscences of men
and events B R562
Shaler. Autobiography. 2 vol B S528
Sherman. Home letters of General
Sherman B S5539.3
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FRENCH BOOKS.
About. Maitre Pierre F A15.6
Balzac. Les Chouans F B1.4
Cherbuliez. Apres fortune faite F C52A
Coulevain. Noblesse americaine F C855
Greyille. Aurette F D93.4
Duruy. Petite histoire populaire de la
France F D968
Laboulaye. Histoire des Etats-Unis d'Arn-
erique. 3 vol F LI24
Lichtenberger. Mon petite Trott F L699
Lichtenberger. La petite soeur de Trott F L699.1
Masson. Napoleon et son fils F N216.1
Pressensee; Genevieve F ^93.3
Pressense. Seulette
,
F P93.4
Prevost. Monsitur et Madame Moloch F P944
Rod. L'inutile effort F R685
Rod. Mademoiselle Annette F R685.1
Schultz. Jean de Kerdren F S42.1
Tinseau. L'attelage de la Marquise F T59.2
Loti, pseud. Le roman d'un enfant F V65.4
Wagner. La vie simple ... F W132
REFERENCE.
Who's who, 1910 R W628 v. 3
Colby, tditor. New international year-
book, 1909 R031 N532
Mass. year book, 1909 R305 M414
Statesman's year-book, 1909 R305S
World almanac, 1910 R 317W
Phyfe. 12,000 words often mispronounced. .. R 421P1
Webster. New international dictionary R 423W28
Thomas' register of American manufact-
urers R 670T455
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
TOWN CLERK.
INSURANCE ON TOWN PROPERTY
Town hall building and contents, $81,000 00
Boiler in Town hall, 6,0J© 00
Boilers in Marcy street school, 4,000 00
Armory and contents, 9,500 0©
Engine house and contents, Elm street, 15,000 0©
Engine house, Globe Village, 6,500 00
Alms house, barn and contents, 12,312 50
School house, Marcy street, and contents, 40,500 00
School house, Main street, and contents, 5,000 00
School house, Pleasant street, and contents, 3,700 00
School house, School street, and contents, 3,000 00
School house, Corner of Morris street, and
contents, 1,500 00
School house, Sandersdale, and contents, 2,000 t>0
School house, Elm street, and contents, 1,600 00
School house, Dennison dist., and contents, 400 00
School kouse, Hooker dist., and contents, 600 00
School house, Bacon dist., and contents, 600 00
School house r Mechanics street, and con-
tents, 10,000 00
Storage barn and contents, Goddard court, 1,100 00
Library building, 3,750 00
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Boilers in steam fire engines, $3,000 00
Hook and ladder truck, 800 00
Police station, 2,000 00
.Printed books, paintings, furnishings, etc.,
in library building, 20,300 00
VITAL STATISTICS
For year ending December 31, 1909.
Number of marriages, 151
Number of deaths, 190
Number of births, 368
Number of dog licenses issued
for 1909:—
Males, 426
Females, 39
Breeders, 1
466
Eespectfully submitted,
W. W. BUCKLEY,
Town Clerk.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
BOARD OF HEALTH
lo the Honorable Board of Selectmen.
Gentlemen : -
The Board of Health respectfully submit the fol-
lowing report for the year eudiug December 31, 1909.
Total number of deaths from all causes ex-
clusive of still-births, 163
Number of still-births, 6
DEATHS BY SEXES.
Number of deaths of males, 65
Number of deaths of females, 98
DEATHS BY AGES.
B
Total Males Female
Death of persons under one year, 54 29 25
From 1 to 2 years, 9 2 7
2 to 3 years, 6 2 4
3 to 4 years, 3 3
4 to 5 years,
5 to 10 years, 5 2 3
10 to 15 years,
15 to 20 years, 3 2 1
20 to 30 years, 6 1 5
30 to 40 years, 12 5 7
40 to 50 years, 12 4 8
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50 to 60 years, 15 6 9
60 to 70 years, 7 3 4
70 to 80 years, 20 5 15
Over 80 years, 10 4 6
Ages unknown, 10 1
163 65 98
DEATHS BY MONTHS
(Still-births excluded.
)
January, 20 July, 15
February, 13 August, 14
March, 14 September, 15
April, 9 October, 12
May, 16 November, 12
June, 10 December, 13
CAUSES OF DEATHS.
From Phthisis or consumption, 12
Diphtheria and croup, 5
Whooping cough, 2
Typhoid fever, 5
Cholera infantum, 6
Dysentery, 7
Diarrhoea and cholera morbus, 3
Pfieumenia, 23
Bronchitis, 1
Diseases of heart, 13
Diseases of brain and spinal cord, 18
Diseases of kidneys, 10
Cancer, 11
Accident, 3
Unknown or ill-defined, 19
Arterio sclerosis, 3
Other causes not specified, 22
163
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CONTAGIOUS AND INFECTIOUS DISEASES
Number of cases of Diphtheria, 40, with 5 deaths
" " "
M Scarlet fever, 52, with no deaths.
" Typhoid fever, 19, with 5 deaths.
14
" " Tuberculosis, L
" Measles, 75.
M Chicken pox, 1.
During the year there has been quite a number of
cases of contagious and infectious diseases, especially
during the fall months, when we were visited with an
epidemic of scarlet fever, most of the cases occurring
in mild form.
It has been unpleasant at times for us to find peo-
ple sick with a mild form of scarlet fever walking the
streets, they not sick enough to be confined to the
house, but mingling with other people and thus offer-
ing points of contagion and spread of disease.
The school teachers are to be praised for the dili-
gent watch which they have kept over pupils in the
school-room, for by their co-operation the board has dis-
covered a number of contagious diseases which other-
wise would have escaped unnoticed. Attention is called
to the ordinance forbidding spitting on the street and
ot er public places.
GEORGE WEBSTER, Secretary.
AGENT OF BOARD OF HEALTH.
To the Honorable Buara of Health.
Gentlemen : —
As your agent I submit the following report for
the year ending January 31, 1910.
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Houses placarded for contagious diseases, 77
Houses fumigated after contagious diseases, 89
Houses fumigated after other diseases, 5
School houses fumigated, 8
Privy vaults ordered cleaned, 21
Cesspools ordered cleaned, 15
Brooks ordered cleaned, 1
Yards ordered cleaned, 17
Dumps investigated and ordered abated, 13
Wells investigated, 4
Wells ordered use discontinued, 1
Ashes ordered removed, 15
Hens ordered removed, 6
Bakeries ordered cleaned, 1
Ice cream peddling discontinued, 2
Swine ordered removed, 2
Hen yards ordered cleaned, 1
Dead animals ordered buried, 2
Respectfully submitted,
ALBERT R. BROWN, Agent.
REPORT OF PLUMBING INSPECTOR
To the Honor'arte Board of Health.
Gentlemen :
As Inspector of Plumbing I submit the following
as my report for the year ending January 31, 1910.
Permits issued and plans filed, 124
Water closets installed, 294
Sinks installed, 212
Bath tubs installed, 82
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Bowls installed, 94
Wash-trays installed, 25
Urinals installed, 11
Dentist's spittoon installed, 1
Bar sink installed, 1
1st inspection, 124
2nd inspection, 114
Water tests, 1 14
Other kinds of tests, 10
Master plumbers examined for licenses, 1
Journeymen plumbers examined for licences, 3
Journeyman plumbers licenses granted, 3
Master plumbers licenses granted, 1
Master plumbers licenses renewed May 1909, 7
Journeyman plumbers licenses renewed May 1909, 5
Old plumbing condemned, r>
Old plumbing ordered repaired, 4
Houses connected to sewer 1909-10, 80
Houses not connected to sewer, 49
Respectfully submitted,
ALBERT R. BROWN,
Inspector of Plumbing.
ANNUAL REPORT
CEMETERY COMMITEE
We submit the report of the Superintendent as a
part of onr own and recommend that the town appro-
priate for the ensuing year the sum of seven hundred
and fifty dollars.
S. K. KDWARDS,
L. WESLEY CURTIS,
MICHAEL D. MORRILL,
CLARENCE E. MORSE,
T. JEROME HARRINGTON,
S. WILLIAMS, Superintendent,
SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT
TO THE CEMETERY COMMITTEE
Gentlemen :
—
I have received from the sale of lots and for per-
petual care
:
OF THE
Cemetery Committee
Lots,
Perpetual care,
Amount of fund Feb. 1, 1909,
$450 00
350 00
16,051 75
Amount of fund Feb. 1, 1910, $16,851 75
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Invested as follows :—
Amherst Savings Bank, tSkt AAA$1,000 00
Dedham Savings Bank, 1,000 00
Gardner Savings Bank, 992 50
Leicester Savings Bank, i aaa1,000 AA00
Millbury Savings Bank, 145 AAuo
JNatick Inve Cents Savings Bank, 500 00
North Adams Savings Bank, i Ann1,UU0 AAOtJ
T~"> „ 1 5 CI 1 T"l 1 /* TXT iPeoples Savings Bank or Worcester, 1 Ann1,000 AA00
Salem Saving bank, 1,000 09
Southbridge Saving bank, "I f* AA1,600 AA00
Springfield Institution for Savings, 1,000 AA00
Ware Sa vings bank, 1,000 00
Worcester County Institution for Savings, 1,000 eo
Webster Five Cents Savings bank, 1,014 z5
Worcester Five Cents Savings bank, 1,©00 00
Worcester Mechanics bank, 1,000 00
Leominster Savings bank f 800 00
$16,851 75
CEMETERY IMPROVEMENTS
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $750 00
Interest, 614 93
$1,364 93
EXPENDITURES.
Orders drawn for men, teams,
supplies, etc. All bills ex-
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arained and approved by
Cemetery Committee and
Auditors $1,526 94
Account overdrawn Feb. 1, 1910, $162 01
The trouble at the Southbridge Savings bank pre-
vents my getting the interest for this year.
SAMUEL WILLIAMS,
Superintendent.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
OVERSEERS OF POOR
INVENTORY OF PERSONAL PROPERTY
AT THE ALMSHOUSE JANUARY 27, 1910
Class 1, Stock, $1,944 50
2, Hay and grain, 507 20
3, Carts, wagons and farm
tools, 1,310 00
4, Household furniture and
family supplies, 1,000 27
$4,761 97
Inventory of 1910 is two hundred seventy-three
dollars and thirty-three cents less than 1909.
B. ROBERTS,
ARTHUR HARWOOD,
H. S. CHENEY,
Appraisers.
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FARM AND ALMSHOUSE
Whole number of inmates during the year thirty-
three, with an average of thirteen.
The net cost of three dollars and sixty cents per
week includos service of superintendent, matron and
hired help. For the ensuing year we recommend an
appropriation of two thousand dollars.
ACCOUNT OF CASH
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $4,500 00
Produce sold, 945 68
$5,445 68
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn Feb. 1, 1909, $1,348 47
Orders drawn,
.
3,412 60
$4,761 07
Balance, $684 61
OUTSIDE POOR
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation, $6,000 00
Cash received from Frank Trem-
blay, hospital account, 14 04
George Dupre, burial of child, 7 SO
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Mrs. Celina Morin, hospital
account,
Larkin Vinton, burial of wife,
.
Town of Webster aid to Jas.
Hart's children,
Town of Douglas aid to Wil-
liam Prince,
City of Worcester aid to Mrs.
Alfred Lizotte,
Town of Milford aid to Mrs.
N. Hurlbut,
Town of Sturbridge aid to
George Lamothe,
Town of Charlton aid to Mrs.
Patrick Gillispie,
J. R. Harris overpaid order,
Emma Burrill, hospital ac-
count,
State treasurer for unsettled
persons,
EXPENDITURES
Worcester City hospital,
St. Vincent hospital,
City of Fall River hospital,
City of Boston hospital,
Worcester Memorial hospital,
State hospital,
Dr. J. A. Genereux for medicine,
Theo. St. Onge for medicine,
Dr. F. Olin,
Town of Sturbridge hospital ac-
count,
12 43
10 00
64 00
18 55
140 00
57 50
54 00
36 45
14 60
26 00
247 08
$6,701 65
$570 31
224 82
21 50
7 14
5 00
9 60
63 25
5 10
3 §9
8 64
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Dr. o. J. JbJenoit, tor medicine, Ot) yo
ur. o. j . Derioiu, ior mecucine, 7 A.1 4 i
Minnie E. Barrett, 12 00
Paid other towns for persons hav-
ing a settlement in this town, 4ol 7b
Paid, for persons having settle-
ment in other towns, 408 c\r\00
Paid for unsettled persons, 285 40
Paid State Treasurer, J8 17
"Pair! norQAnc in f"Viia fnwrnJ. dltl (JtSloUUb 111 llllo liUWIJ, ± 1 7Q4,1 t V 41
Account overdrawn Feb. 1, 1909, 61 97
By balance Feb. 1, 1910, 280 88
Dr. S. J. Benoit outstanding bill,
$6,701 65
125 00
For the ensuing year we recommend an appropria"
tion of six thousand dollars.
SPECIAL WATER APPROPRIATION
FOR ALMSHOUSE WATER SUPPLY
Account overdr awn Feb. 1, 1909, $41 75
Appropriation April 1909, 41 75
Balance to credit of account
Feb. 1 1910, $00 0$
REPAIRS ON BUILDINGS
Appropriation, $100 §0
Account overdrawn Feb. 1, 1909, $15 33
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Orders drawn, 37 75
$53 08
Balance to credit of account,
Feb. 1, 1910, $46 92
For the ensuing year we recommend an appropri-
ation of one hundred dollars.
•
A. L. DESAULNIERS,
NAPOLEON GIROUX,
L. WESLEY CURTIS.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
SEALER
Number of platform, counter, butcher and
spring scales tested and found correct, 235
Number of scales condemned, 9
Total number of scales tested, 244
Number of weights tested anp found correct, 515
Number of weighing machines tested and
sealed,
. 6
Number of weighing machines condemned, 4
Total, • 10
Number of milk bottles tested and found
correct, 6,235
Number of milk bottles condemned, 354
Total number of bottles tested, 6,589
Number of liquid and dry measures tested
and found correct, 150
Kumber of liquid and dry measures tested
and condemned, 21
Total number tested, 171
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Number of yard measures tested and found
correct, 24
Total number of articles tested, 7553
Five re-weighings of coal.
Sixteen butter and scale inspections.
Inventory of property in Sealer's office belonging
to the town of Southbridge Feb. 1, 1910.
STANDARD AND AVOIRDUPOIS WEIGHTS.
One set of steel weights, 5, 10, 20, 25 and 50
pounds. Total weights, 5.
One set brass weights from one drachm to four
pounds. Total weights 11.
STANDARD MEASURES OF LENGTHS.
One brass U. S. Standard yard measure.
STANDARD DRV MEASURES.
One set of iron measures, from one quart to one-
half bushel. Total measures, 5.
Duplicates of measures making sets. One set of
wood measures from one quart to one-half bushel.
Total measures, 5.
One standard gage, two punches.
STANDARD LIQUID MEASURES.
One set of iron measures from one gill to one gal-
lon. Total measures, 6.
One set of copper liquid measures from one gill to
one gallon. Total number of measures, 6.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Ten fifty pound iron weights.
One set of brass weights from one drachm to four
pounds. Total weights, 11.
One brass counter balance.
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One bench drill and drills.
Three nickel weights, 5, 10, 20 pounds. Total
weights, 3.
Two sets of steel figures, six steel letters, two
screw drivers, two hammers, one wrench, one mallet,
one town seal, three rubber stamps, one file, one pair
nippers, two bottles of marking acid.
Five metric graduates, fifty condemning cards,
three pounds of lead, two funnels.
Respectfully submitted,
E. E. GrABREE,
Sealer of Weights and Measures.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
TAX COLLECTOR
1909 TAX LEVY.
.
.
•
Town, county and state tax, $137,009 27
Non-resident bank tux, 1,257 69
State highway, 67 85
Sewer assessment, 144 19
Worcester & Sonthbridge street
JR. R. excise tax,
,
885 11
Overlaying tax, and additional tax
Dec. 1909, 2,099 65
-*141,463 76
CREDIT.
Paid Town Treasurer,:— :
Town, county, state tax, $127,188 78
Non-resident bank tax, 1,257 69
: ;
' State highway tax, 67 85
Street R. R. excise tax, 885 11
Sewer assssnleht uncollected
tax,
>M 144 19
Uncollected Febf 1, 1'910, 11,920 14
—§141,463 76
Collected since closing of books^o March 1, $2,631 35
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1903 TAX LEVY.
Uncollected taxes Feb. 1, 1909, $7,500 00
Interest collected on 1908 taxes, 334 29
CREDIT.
Collected and paid to Town
Treasurer the total balance
of 1908 taxes, 17,128 00
Abatements on 1908 taxes, 372 00
Interest on 1908 taxes, 334 29
Respectfully submitted,
$7,834 29
$7,834 29
E. D. DESROSIER,
Tax Collector.
UNPAID POLL TAXES MARCH J, W0
Allard, Edmond
BluU, Michael, out of town
Bouchard, Louis, out of town
Bouthillette, Joseph
Breault, Calixte
Butler, Charles C, out of town
Buck, Henry, out of town
Canlette, Henry E.
Cardinal, Leon, out of tovvn,
Cardinal, Julius, out of town,
Casarant, Frank, out of town,
Clark, Charles W., out of town,
Collins, Richard W., out of town,
Cumming, Qeo. W., out of town,
Delate, Henry
48 Mechanics st
10 Brick row
3 North st
11 Union st
14 Hook st
Main st
Mill st
73 Mechanics st
15 Walcott st
1 Dean st
32 Sayles st
Hooker dist
78 Hamilton st
28 Hamilton st
North st
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Doughty, Harry, out of town,
Dumas, Alfred, out of town,
Eleason, A., out of town,
Gagnon, Arthur
Gaine, Geo. O., out of town,
Gaine, Frank V., out of town,
Galaut, Jos.
Garceau, Chas. Jr.
Garceau, Alfred, out of town
Giard, Norbert, out of town
Goodell, Joseph
Hamilton, Wm , out of town
Heri, Philip, out of town
Hetu, Jos. 2d, out of town
Hetu, Albert, out of town
Hervieux, Nap., out of town
Higgins, Robert W., out of town
Hopkins, Louis B., out of town
Jalbert, Louis, out of town,
Johnson, Albert, out of town
Joyal, Adelard, out of town
Kelly, Thos. H., out of town
Labelle, Arthur, out of town
Lamontagne, Jos. 2d, out of town
Langevin, Louis 2d, out of town
Laplante, Eugene, out of town
Lavenson, Samuel, out of town
Little, Walter A., out of town
Livernois, Arthur, out of town
Loranger, Gaspard, out of town
Loranger, Henry 2d
Loranger, Jos.
Lungreen, Iver, out of town
Lungreen, Nelson, out of town
McGuirk, Richard
Pleasant st
39 Pine st
60 Eastford rd
19 Mill st
13 Morris st
25 Morris st
75 Worcester st
92 Hamilton st
4 Thomas st
West Main st
Bacon dist
25 Crystal st
25 Pleasant st
81 Elm st
86 Hamilton st
23 Pleasant .t
147 Main st
10£ Dresser st
12 Pine st
3£ Morris ft
8 River st
W Main st
48 E Main st
Ammidown dist
89 Elm st
Central st
Charlton rd
High st
Locust ave
Off West st
Fisk st
22 Plimpton st
30 Dresser st
120 Elm st
8 Pine st
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Menard, Joseph, out of town
Moquin, Michael, out of town
Mulhay, Thomas, out of town
Normandin, Henry, out of town
O'Keefe, Patrick A.
Page, Joseph, out of town
Parent, Jos. C, out of town
Perron, Pierre Jr.
Poirrier, Edw., out of town
Katthei, Edward A., out of town
Reymond, Ovila, out of town
Renaud, Francois X.
Renaud, Jos. Jr.
Sowe, John, out of town
Ryan, James T., out of town,
ganders, James O., out of town
Shields, James J., out of town
,
Simpson, John W., out of town
^towers, Henry A., out of town
St. James, Reynold, out of town
Sullivan, Jos. J., out of town
Sweney, Fred, out or. town ?«
Thetrault, Fred, out of town
Tobin, Thos. B.
Trombley, W. R
,
out of town
Vaughen, Archie, out of town
Walsh, Herbert, out of town
Watson, William, out of town
Wing, Elmer C, out of town
Woodcock, Chas. H
110 Hamilton st
Off West st
35 Sayles st
26 Lens st
40£ West st
.
10 Paige hill
36£ Charlton st
29 Sayles st
38 Lens st
61 Main st
174 Main st
72 Mill st
6 Morton ct
25 Crystal st
45 Elm st
Ashland ave
16 Canal st
85 Worcester st
Forest ave
27 Pleasant st
4 High st
71 Mill st
35 Crystal st
Pleasant st
52 Mechanics st
Pleasant st
Bacon dist
Hooker dist
52 Everett st
45 Elm st
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
HIGHWAY SURVEYOR
I respectfully submit my annual report for the
year ending January 31, 1910.
The report of the Auditors gives the lis£ of items
of expense during the year for highways, bridges, side-
walk repairs and special work in my charge |
The cost of work done under the highway account
shows the amount to be divided about as follows :
—
Hamilton street, cleaning catchbasins $76. Sweep-
ing brick pavement $205.92.
Cleaning other catchbasins on streets $175.
Construction of Lovely street drain and catch-
basins $580.
Construction of Cliff street drain and catchbasins
near St. George cemetery $325.
Raking, scraping and cleaning gutters $2,049.17.
Scraping and repair of country roads and streets
$2,800.
Making gutters and grading road to Charlton town
in the Gulf woods $275.
Repairing and graveling streets about SI, 100.
Clearing ice and snow from gutters $175.
Breaking roads and general snow account $760.
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Special work :—Grading Mat ey street $500. West-
ville culvert a field stone arch laid in cement mortar
Th*>, above is an approximate division of the ex-
penditure of money under the highway account. I
have not tried to show on just which street or road
the money was expended nor to cover all the small
items of expense. The items given are subdivisions of
the account and many of these are specified by the
census department of Massachusetts. Others are
special and apply only to this town.
Under sidewalk repairs the work was mostly
patching and such necessary repairs, with some resur-
facing of tar. The granolithic walk on the north side
of Hamilton street was extended easterly to Crane
street and also quite a length of walk on Worcester
street.
The cement walks are considered permanent work
and seem to give better satisfaction to the general
public. I recommend that all future sidewalks be
constructed of granolithic.
The bridge repairs were cut down as much as pos-
sible. Only such work as was absolutely necessary
being doue. The timbers in the bridge over Cady
brook on Charlton street are badly decayed. I started
to replace these but on consultation with the commit-
tee on roads decided to wait until the Spring meeting
and see if the town will vote money for a reinforced
concrete bridge. One-half of the bridge is now torn
up and is lighted every night. The remainder is open
to travel but should be avoided by very heavy loads.
Plans for a reinforced concrete bridge have been pre-
pared by Engineer John A. Whittaker and estimates
of cost made. I recommend this cement bridge be
built this year.
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Of the special sidev/alks voted, I refer to the audi-
tors' account for the eost of each walk. The style of
walk was adopted after consultation with interested
citizens. The combined walk and gutter is new to this
town and criticism is to be expected. Should the vot-
ers wish to change to the cement curb, similar in pat-
tern to the stone curbing, it is their privilege to so vote
in future. The present style costs less to construct.
Our surface drainage is in good condition—what
we have of it. There are many places which should
be remedied. The worst place we have is on the East-
ford road near the water trough adjoining Cohasse
farm. A new and larger culvert with outlet should be
constructed here. Every heavy rain overflows and
washes the load for a long distance. This requires
continuous expense for road surfacing. This culvert
and outlet should be built with regard to permanent
road construction in future years. Union street from
Cross to Hamilton also needs immediate attention-
The pavement plans for Hamilton itreet calls for a
drainage system to which the Union street water could
be connected. T hope this system of drainage will be
constructed at once.
AIME LANGEVIN,
Highway Surveyor.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
TREE WARDEN
As the value of trees for radiating moisture, cool--
ing the atmosphere in hot weather, making swampy
and miasmic lands healthful, and affording shade and
comfort to man and beast during the heat of summer
has been given little attention, and as the laws relat-
ing to the preservation of trees are compaiatively new,
the publie should be reminded that present legislation
makes all trees within the limits of public ways "pub-
lic shade trees", and attaches heavy penalties to the
cutting and removing of such trees except under the
direction of tree wardens after due notice posted in
public places and a public hearing.
Because we are but a few generations removed
from our ancestors who were obliged to cut down the
forests and burn them in order to get rid of them so
that they might have fields for agriculture and grazing
we still possess a "George Washington" antipathy to
a tree and should try to understand that they possess
values far beyond their worth for cord-wood and lum-
ber. The cities have realized this truth more fully
and have striven valiantly to preserve their trees
against the ravages of various insect pests. Locally
we have been free from troubles of this nature until
recently. A few specimens of the Elm Beetle appeared
within our borders in the summer of A. D. 1908, and
your tree warden took counsel with our state officers
in Boston early in the season last spring, and came to
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the conclusion that the)7 were not present in sufficient
force to warrant any expense on the part of the town
for the year 1909, and the writer believes that the gjn-
eral good appearance of our trees during the past sum-
mer confirms the wisdom of this decision.
The concensus of expert opinion seems to recom-
mend spraying as the only means of warfare against
the Elm beetle worth using, and this should be done
properly and at the proper time to order to make it
worth while. The writer belieyes that our El.n trees
should be sprayed betweeu the fifth and twentieth of
next June because of the fact that some of our ttees
were plainly affected last summer, and his expectation
that this pest will appear in largely increased force
during the coming season. The arsenate of lead solu-
tion if diffused over the under sides of the leaves of the
trees in the f©rm of a mLst will adhere to the surface
of the leaves throughout the summer and thus treated
the leaves are poisonous to the larvae or caterpillars of
the Elm beetles. In order to do effective work both
the town and individuals must co-operate in spraying,
and your tree warden recommends that the town ap-
propriate money for the purchase of an outfit and the
work of spraying the trees within tne limits of the
highways; that competent persons be engaged to use
the apparatus at the proper time, and that the service
of this equipment be made available to individuals,
as ail the Elm trees within the village limits, at least,
should be sprayed in order to get -satisfactory results.
Save for the expenditure of a few dollars for the re-
moval of dead limbs and trees, this department has
been conducted without cost to the town during the
past year.
ALVA L. HYDE,
Tree WardeD.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
SEWER COMMISSIONERS
The well made up and comprehensive report of the
engineer of this department will give to the voters and
taxpayers definite information as to the work done
this year. We had no trunk lines to build this year,
but have followed out the vote of the town by construct-
ing the sewers called for by the abutters of Lovely
and Sayles streets, and in addition to this, with the
balances left over from these streets, we were enabled
to build, under the authority of the town meeting of
September 28, 1909, the following sewers : Dean,
North, Brochu, Snow, West and Collier streets, a full
report of which as aforesaid ean be found in our engi-
neer's report.
The Board having been so well pleased and satis-
fied with the work done last year by our local laborers,
undertook to have the same done this year, and hired
G. E. F. Lamoureux as overseer, who proved himself
to be very efficient.
With the sewers built this year our sewer mileage
was raised so that we have now in actual use 11.31
miles of sewers.
There are eighty buildings connected with this
mileage, including 5 manufacturing establishments, 6
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school buildings and 3 public building*. These build-
ings empty into the sewer 212 sinks, 294 closets, 82
bath tubs, 94 bowls, 11 urinals, 25 wash trays, 1 den-
tist spittoon and 1 bar sink.
The Board has been informed that there are roof
water connections with the sewers, and as this is a
direct violation of the rules, the board would like to
have it strictly understood that if continued it will be
obliged to prosecute the offenders. The filter beds
were not constructed to filter rain water and the pipe
Une& are not designed large enough for heavy rainfalls.
Having found it necessary for the flushing out of
sewer pipes, the Board this year has purchased rods
and cleaning apparatus, the value of which was im-
mediately shown in the use of same for removing ob-
structions in the main pipe lines.
Assessments on Elm, South, Main, Sayles, Hamil-
ton, Marcy and Dresser streets were levied on Febru-
ary 20, 1909, andimmedately delivered to Town Treas-
urer Hall. Assessments on Mechanics street system
and the Outlet Pipe Line were dated a little later be-
ing July 6, 1909, and were also immediately given to
the towrn treasurer for collection. The assessments on
sewers built last year will soon be ready and when
levied will be passed to the treasurer for collection.
The Board does not intend to ask for any appro-
priation excepting for the regular contingent account.
The Sewer Commissioners would like to add, that
although appreciating the fact that Sewers are needed
in several parts of the town, they would like to con-
tribute their share towards lowering the taxes and for
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such reasons feel justified in not recommending the
building of any sewers this year.
Respectfully submitted,
JAMES K. EGAN,
WILFRID J. LAMOUREUX,
HENRY C. CADY.
Board of Sewer Commissioners, Soiithbvidge, Mass.
Gentlemen :
—
Herewith I submit a report of the sewer construc-
tion during the year 1909, under my direction as repre-
sentative of your Board.
All the work was done by day labor under the
direction of G. E Fred Lamourex who has been em-
ployed as inspector of sewer construction daring the
past ten years.
The first work was the LovelV street sewer which
was started on June 1, 1909. This hue started at the
junction of Main and High street and extended wes-
terly on Main street about 65 feet; thence on West
street about 355 feet; thence through Lovely street to
School street. Knowing this locality as being very
wet and the ground saturated with water a six inch
underdrain was started at the corner of Main and
West streets and constructed for the remaining length
of the line of sewer. The material was mostly hard
pan, although ledge was encountered near the Draper
and Srnythe properties also at the southerly end of
Lovely street. The total length of this sewer laid is
1217 feet.
Work of Sayles street was started next. Begin-
ning at the end of the line constructed last year and
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nearly opposite the house of Mr. Paulhus. This line
extended southerly the remaining length of Sayles
street to South street. From the start to finish with
but two short spaces, the trench was through a con-
tinuous ledge. Much blasting was required on this
line and I am pleased to state that owing to the care
of the foreman there was no damage to the abutting
property either on this street or on any of the work
done this season. The total length of this sewer laid
is 1040 feet.
Brochu street sewer was constructed from Me-
chanics street westerly 245 feet nearly to the property
of the Sacred Heart Catholic parish. The need of this
line was the new school building now Hearing comple-
tion. The material encountered was a very coarse
gravel and boulder formation.
North street and Dean street sewers were built at
the request of the Board of Health. - The construction
of these two short lines completed the main sewer lines
in that section. The soil was sandy and the cost was
low. Length of sewer in North street is 176 feet and
in Dean street is 175 feet.
Snow street sewer was constructed from Worcester
street westerly about 230 feet ; thence northerly on
Moon street, the total distance being 442 feet. Most of
the material encountered was sand and gravel with
hard pan near the end of the line.
West and Collier Street sewer is builc from the
corner of Lovely street, westerly on West street to
Collier ; thence through Collier to School street. A six
inch underdrain was laid the length of this line. The
The material on WT est street is mostly large boulder
and gravel formation and on Collier street hard pan
and iedge. The length of this line is 1007 feet.
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The above completed the work for the season of
1909 and was finished on December 14, 1909.
There were two blockades in the main pipes dur-
ing the past year. One on Union street and one on
Worcester street. These are apparently caused by
sticks, etc., which children put through the hole in the
manhole covers. This could be remedied by having
dirt pans attached to each mauhole frame. A system-
atic inspection and flushing of the lines of sewer each
year would also help in this matter. All dead ends
should be flushed at least once each year and much
better results would be obtained by doing this work
twice a year,—in the Spring and in the Fall season.
There were seventy-three applications for sewer
connections in the past twelve months. The majority
being on the Mechanics street system completed last
year. Of this year's work, Sayles street shows the
greatest desire for the use of sewers as nearly all the
houses abutting this line were connected soon after
the work was completed.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN A. WHITTAKER,
Engineer.
Report of Committee on Roads.
At the town meeting: held April 13, 1908, under
Article 5,— Appropriations for Highways it was voted
"that a committee of five consisting of Messrs. A. B.
Wells. A. Boyer, Jr., J. A. Whittaker, A. C. Moore and
A. Langevin be appointed to report at a future meet-
ing, the|advisability of commencing a polity of macada-
mizing the roads."
During the year 1908 no regular meeting of this
committee was held, although as the members met at
various times, the road question was discussed by them
as acting under the above vote. On July S, 1909, the
committee organized with A. B. Wells, chairman and
J* A. Whittaker, clerk. At this meeting it was decid-
ed that it is the unanimous opinion of the citizens of
Southbridge that somethiug should be done to change
the methods and expense of the present system of
maintatning the streets and roads of the town and
that the duty of this committee is to investigate and
report on the proper material to he used on the streets,
the methods of construction in each ease and the order
in which the streets ©r roads should be constructed in-
to permanent travelled ways.
From this date regular meetings were held week-
ly until Sept. 9, after which date only special meetings
were called. Following the organization of the com-
mittee, a tour of inspection of the roads and streets
was made. Distances were taken by cyclometer read -
ings and the general condition of the ways were noted
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for farther discussion. Mr. Langevin, Highway Sur-
veyor for the town, gave us amounts expended on
different country roads as complete as possible.
The present available good material for road sur-
face is limited to the gravel bank on Charlton street
owned by the Harrington estate and the bank on the
Sandersdale road owned by Gr W. Wells. To cart this
gravel on the streets requires a large expenditure for
teaming. Exact data on the cost in different localities
is not now at band, but, we
L
expect to have it in the
future.
,
As regards the roads .leading South and West,
there is no good .material available, except ledge and
field stone which require crushing before being of use
for road surfacing. In order to save expense at Globe
Village, ashes and cinders are used when they can be
obtained from the factories nearby.
The growth of the town requires the laying out
and construction of new streets. The building of side-
walks requires the grading of the street adjoining the
walk. ; These items demand increased appropriations
for the highway: account, none of which- is available
for maintainance and general repairs. The scarcity of
road material obliges the highway surveyor to
scrape from the gutters and use, year after year, such
material as he can obtain cheaply. This material is
all worn out and the first heavy rain washes it back
to the gutters. This method has been followed for
years by highway surveyors who have been unable to
secure suitable road metal in, many localities of the
town except. at excessive cost.
Various road metals and binders were studied and
debated from the position of the engineer also from
the side of the taxpayer and user as to the results for
the money expended. A trip to Providence and other
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parts of Rhode Island, which had two years' experi-
ence with bitumen binder for trap rock, was planned
in connection with the Selectmen. But other arrange-
ments by the individuals caused this trip to be post-
poned. Bitumen macadam, we should note here, is
the kind of street surface recommended by the Massa-
chusetts Highway Commission for the westerly end of
Hamilton street. Since this postponement of the in-
spection trip, individual members of this committee
also of the Board of Selectmen have viewed and in-
vestigated these Rhode Islaud roads. Also copies of
the reports of the Rhode Island highway commission
have been received and read by the committee. We
believe the town should adopt a policy of permament
construction in all its departments. The change from
coal tar to cement sidewalks made this year is a move
of progress. The walks on Hamilton, Marcy, Dresser
and Main streets are mentioned here that the voters
may view and compare them with the tar walks built
previously. The cost of some of these walks will be
found in the Auditors report of this year. The expense
of repairing wooden bridges of short span should be
stopped. Concrete or stone arch bridges or culverts
should be substituted as fast as the present wooden
bridges require rebuilding. The bridge at Cady brook
on Charlton street is an example of this idea. We
would recommend a reinforced concrete bridge be
built here this year.
To start the work of better roads Chairman Wells
in behalf of the American Optical Company offered to
give to the town crushed stone from their gravel bank
. and crusher, if this committee would obtain the money
to place the stone on some street of the town and do
the work in a manner satisfactory to the engineer
members of this committee. In accepting this offer
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we inserted an article in the town warrant for.a meet-
ing held on September 28, 1909, at which time it was
voted under Article 20 "To raise and appropriate the
sum of $1.0u0, to be expended under the direction of
the Committee on Roads appointed by the town, April
13, 1908, and that the town treasurer be and hereby is
authorized to borrow the same in accordance with the
provisions in the by-laws of the town and the same be
paid from the tax levy of 1910."
It is the intention of the committee to build a
macadam road from this crushed gravel which is to be
furnished by the American Optical Company. We
had deeided to do this on Main street beginning near
Coombs street and extending the road easterly. Mr.
Langevin, highway surveyor and a member of the
committee, was to have charge of the work using the
town laborers. Before starting work on the plans, we
were informed that the water company intended to re-
place the present water pipe in this street by new and
larger pipes in the year 1910. Accordingly the com-
mittee decided to do their work on Central street from
Main street northerly. Mr. Whittaker reported plans
and cross-sections of this street as prepared for the se-
lectmen in the year 1907, and that the Committee
could obtain copies of these plans.
Owing to the amount of work voted at the Sep-
tember town meeting it was not until December 2 that
the highway surveyor was free to start work for us.
As the winter season had begun and there was from
four to six inches of frost in the ground the committee
voted not to start work until spring. Central street
has a large volume of traffic and we expect by close
observation of the amount of this traffic to obtain val-
uable data regarding the kind of construction and the
value of this crushed gravel to withstand wear. As
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this street is watered each season the binder used will
be of the same material as is used in the road.
The result obtained from the building of this street
will have an important bearing on the material used
in many of our streets in the center of the town.
Therefore, while ths committee have a scheme and
plan for the developement and improvement of the
streets and roads, we do not wish to go to farther de-
tail or expense at this time. We respectfully request
a careful and judicious consideration of the work done
and the cost when completed, which will be made in a
later report. At that time, if results justify the pres-
ent opinion of the committee, the plan and order of
work will be outlined for the voters of the town.
Respectfully submitted,
A. B. WELLS,
J. A. WHITTAKER,
A. BOYER, Jr.,
A. C. MOORE,
A. LANGEVIN.
Committee.
Report of Committee on Bridges
The Committee on Bridges beg to report that the
Mill and River street bridges are completed and these
accounts closed. The contract, which was awarded to
the Blanchard Brothers Granite Company of Uxbridge,
Mass., called for two stone arch bridges to cost $14,-
000.00. On account of the height, the River street
bridge was constructed of tw o arches with one pier in
the river. The total cost of the work is slightly in-
creased as we were obliged to rebuild part of the abut-
ments and retaining walls. HighwTay Surveyor Lan-
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gevin also built up the retaining walls on either side of
the Eiver street bridge, to agree with the grade of the
approaches. This bridge being about three feet higher
than the old wooden bridge, we were also obliged to
rail the roadway adjoining the pond. This work was
done by A. Boyer. The engineering was done by Mr.
Abbott of the American Optical Company. The total
cost for the two bridges is $15,617.77, which is itemized
in the Auditors' report.
Work on the Main street bridge has met with a
series of delays. Your committee and their engineer,
J. A. Whittaker, have spent much time with the Mas-
sachusetts Highway Commissioners, the County Com-
missioners, and representatives of the Hamilton Wool-
en Company and of the Street Railway Company re-
garding the position of the bridge and the relocation of
Main street and relocation of the street rail-
way tracks. These matters are now adjusted
and the contract for construction has been given
to the Blanchard Brothers Granite Company of Ux-
bridge, Mass. This company will start work in the
Spring as soon as the water in the river will permit
These plans call for a single span stone arch bridge
similar to the Mill street bridge, with provision for
abutments, grading, curbing, fencing and drainage.
The plans have been approved by the Massachusetts
Railroad Commissioners and after completion, the
tracks ot the street railway are to be permanently lo-
cated on the relocated street. We hope to have this
work completed before August 1, 1910.
Respectfully submitted,
COMMITTEE ON BRIDGES.
WILLIAM M. CARNEY, Clerk.
Report of Committee on Playgrounds
The committee appointed by the town in April,
1909, to investigate and report on the establishing of
playgrouuds held several meetings and viewed various
properties, studying their location and adaptability for
the purposes desired.
Playgrounds throughout this country are divided
into three classes : School playgrounds, or those form-
ing part of the school property of the city or town, and
in use before and after school and during intermis-
sions
;
municipal playgrounds, under the direction of
a branch of the city or town government, and park
playgrouuds under the direction of the regular park
commission. This town having no park commission,
our efforts were directed towards the discussion and
adaptability of the other two classes. We are in-
formed that a playground to give the best results
should have an area of not less than two acres. To
obtain a tract of this size at some central location in
this town is a problem. The population of this town
covers such a large area that where to establish one
central playground for the use of the whole town,
brings each section calling and demanding it in their
own locality. However after seriously considering all
localities we haye decided that the best interests of the
town would juscify the purchase of the homestead of
the late Chester Dresser. This lot has a frontage on
Main street, and extends southerly nearly to Forest
avenue.
This property is situated in the center of the town
and could be utilized for various purposes. The home-
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stead on Main street is conveniently located and could
be used for a hospital, or, at some future time for
school or other town purposes. Between the rear of
the buiu and Dresser street a small ball field can be
laid out and the large oaks and other trees would make
splendid locations for seats, swings and gymnastic ap-
paratus. The lot south of Dresser street could be used
in the same manner. Also, some citizens have said
that either lot facing Dresser street would be excellent
locations for school buildings. Hence it appears that
in the selection of this property the committee have
been guided and influenced by its adaptability to future
use? by the town, rather than by the use of the entire
property for playground purposes at this time. We
have been unable to have a price named at which this
property can be bought, but feel sure it can be adjust-
ed without dfficulty if the voters wish to purchase.
SECOND PLAN.
In view of the present unknown financial condition
of the town we herewith present another plan for your
consideration. It is' the establishing of three neighbor-
hood or community pla}'grounds. One on the lot north
of the School street school, from which the rocks
should be removed and the grounds graded. Then es-
tablish a diamond for baseball and place such appar-
atus as the town desires. The second grounds to com-
prise the old brick yard lot facing on Worcester street
and now owned by the estate of L. Morton. This
property to be leased for five years. Very little grad-
ing is required to put this tract in good condition for
use. The amount and character of the apparatus in-
stalled would depend upon the generosity of the voters
in making the appropriation. The third grounds to
occupy land owned by estate of L. Morton. This land
to be leased and supplied with apparatus the same as
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the grounds oq Worcester street.
The adoption of this plan would comply with the
statutes, and from the use which is made of the grounds
would enable the voters to better decide what special
requirements are necessary to give the best results to
the town.
Playgrounds should have some competent person
in charge to take care of the property and to instruct
the children in their games and play.
J. A. WHITTAKER, Chairman.
TOWN WARRANT
Worcester, ss. To either of the Constables of tho
Towd of Southbridge, in the County of Worcester,.
GREETING:
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachu-
setts you are hereby requested to notify the inhabitants
of the Town of Southbridge, aforesaid qualified to
vote in Town Affairs to meet in the Town Hall in said
Southbridge, on the Fourth day of April, 1910, at 6
o'clock in the forenoon, to act on the following
articles:
Article 1. To choose a moderator to preside at
said meeting.
Art. 2. To choose by ballot all necessary town
officers for the ensuing year, viz :—Clerk, Treasurer,
Selectmen, Overseers of the Poor, Collector of Taxes,
One member of the Board of Health for three years, One
Assessor for three years, Two members of the School
Committee for three years, Auditors of accounts, Two
members of the Cemetery Committee for three years,
Three members of the Library Committee for three
years, a Sinking Fund Commissioner for three years, a
Sewer Commissioner for three years, a Tree Warden, a
Highway Surveyor and Seven Constables.
Art. 3. To vote by ballot "Yes" or "No" in an-
swer to the question "Shall License be granted for the?
aale of intoxicating liquors in this tewn?"
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Art. 4. To hear the reports of the Auditors of
Accounts. Treasurer, Clerk, Selectmen, Library Com-
mittee, School Committee, etc., and act thereon.
Art. 5. To hear the report of the committee ap-
pointed to investigate the accounts of the town for
1908 and other year&, or act thereon.
Art. 6. To see if the town will vote to ratify the
action of Selectmen and Treasurer in signing the accept-
ance of the eighty-five per cent, proposition of
the savings bank, or act thereon.
Art. 7. To raise aud appropriate such sums of
money as may be necessary to pay town debts, and
charges the ensuing year, or act anything thereon.
Art. 8. To authorize the town treasurer, with
the approval of the selectmen and auditors, or a major-
ity thereof, to borrow during the municipal year, be-
ginning Feb. 1, 1910, in anticipation of the collection
of the taxes of said year, such sums of money as may
be necessary for the current expenses of the town, but
not exceeding the total tax levy for said year, giving
the notes of the town therefor, to be paid within one
year from the dates thereof. All debts incurred under
authoriy of this vote to be paid from the taxes of the
present municipal year.
Art. 9. To see if the town will vote to pay the
enginemen, or act thereon.
Art. 10. To see if the town will vote to fix com-
pensation of town officials, laborers and teams, or act
hereon.
Art. 11. To see if the town will vote to make an
appropriation for the observance of Memorial Day or
act thereon.
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Art. 12. To see if the town will vote an appro-
priation to Camp Ponce for the observance of Memo-
rial Day, or act thereon.
Art. 13. To see if the town will vote to give the
tax collector the same power to collect taxes that the
town treasurer has when appointed collector, or act
thereon.
Art. 14. To see if the town will vote to allov; a
discount on taxes paid within a certain period, or
charge interest on taxes unpaid after a certain date,
or act thereon.
Art. 16. To see if the town will vote to fit up as
a counting-room for the use of the tax collector, a part
of the selectmen's room in the town hall building, raise
and appropriate money therefor or act thereon.
Art. 16. To see if the town will vote to have the
streets lighted all, night, raise and appropriate money
therefor or act thereon.
Art. 17. To see if the town will vote to authorize
the selectmen to replace with plain glass the stained
glass windows in the easterly and southerly sides
of the assessors' room in the town hall building, raise
and appropriate money therefor or act thereon.
Art. 18. To see if the town will vote to authorize
the selectmen to purchase an asbestos safe for the
safe-keeping of the assessors' books, raise and appro-
priate money therefor or act thereon.
Art. 19. To see if the town will vote to have
number one engine house remodeled so as to provide
stalls for horses, raise and appropriate money therefor
or act thereon.
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Art. 20. To see if the town will vote to buy one
thousand feet of new hose for the fire department, raise
appropriate six hundred and fifty dollars therefor or
act thereon.
Art. 21. To see if the town will vote to increase
the pay of the uniformed police officers to two dollars
and fifty cents per day, raise and appropriate mousy
therefor or act thereon.
Art. 22. To see if the town will vote to engage
an expert accouutant to audit the accounts of the town
officials, at an indefinite time, once each year, rais-
and appropriate money therefor or aot thereon.
Art. 23. To see if the town will vote to transfer
to unappropriated funds from Foster street Sidewalk,
.99; Marcy street Sidewalk, $5.96; Main street Side,
walk, .14; Dreiser street Sidewalk, $10.83.
Art. 24. To see if the town will vote to build a
crosswalk on Hook street at Morse Bros, elevator, raise
and appropriate money therefor or act thereon.
Art. 25. To see if the town wT ill vote to build two
catch-basins on Everett street near property of A. L.
"Desaulnier, raise and appropriate money therefor or
act thereon.
Art. 26. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $200, to be expended for public
band concerts, or act thereon.
Art. 27. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $200, to be expended for "hor-
ribles, band concerts and fire-works, July 4, 1910," or
act thereon.
Art. 28. To see if the town will vote to repair
the gravel walk on the easterly side of Eastford street
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from property of Wm. Chicoine to Cohasse bridge on
said street, raise and appropriate money therefor or
act thereon
Art. 29. To see if the town will vote to require
the selectmen and the auditors to record in their books
every note issued by the town treasurer and approved
by said boards, a true record of the vote authorizing
the issue of the note, date of issue, rate of interest, to
whom sold and amount of net proceeds, or act thereon.
Art. 30. To hear the report of the Committee on
Playgrounds and act on the recommendations therein,
raise and appropriate money therefor or act thereon.
Art. 31. To see if the town will vote to construct
a sewer on Main stieet from Coombs street westerly
to a point near Foster street, raise and appropriate
money therefor or act thereon.
Art. 32, To hear the report of the sewer commis-
sioners regarding the transfers of accounts and to act
thereon.
Art. 33. To see if the town will vote to construct
a sewer from the manhole at the junction of Mill and
River streets, westerly along Eiver, Pleasant, Walcott
and Plympton streets to the northerly end of Plymp-
ton street, raise and appropriate money therefor or act
thereon.
Art. 34. To see if the town will vote to build a
tar or cement-concrete sidewalk with stone curbing,
on the easterly side of Coombs street, raise and appro-
priate money therefor or act thereon.
Art. 35. To see if the town will vote to lay out a
town way known as Groddard Court extension, com-
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mencing at the southerly end of Goddard Court and
extending over land now or formerly of Charles E.
Wilson to Dresser street, raise and appropriate money
therefor or act thereon.
Art. 36. To see if the town will vote to build a
cement-concrete sidewalk on the westerly side of God-
dard Court from Main street to the land of Mary E.
Webster, raise and appropriate money therefor or act
theron.
Art. 37. To see if the town will vote to build a
crosswalk from the sidewalk on the westerly side of
Chapin street to the sidewalk on the northerly side of
Main street, of cement-concrete or other suitable mate-
rial, raise and appropriate money therefor or act there-
on.
Art. 38. To see if the town will vote to build two
catch basins on the extension of High street, two catch
basins on South street and a culvert connecting said
catch basins, raise and appropriate 'money therefor or
act thereon.
Art. 39. To see if the town will vote to build a
crosswalk from the sidewalk on the westerly side of
Elm street to the sidewalk ©n the southerly, side of
Summer street, raise and appropriate money therefor
or act thereon.
Art. 40. To see if the town will vote to accept
the report of the selectmen as to the re-location of
Foster street from the southerly corner of North street
northerly to Central street, a distance of about two
hundred and fifty feet, or act anything thereon. •
Art. 41. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of thirty-four dollars and ninety-
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six cents ($34.96) to be paid to the heirs of Ellen M.
Hartwell to reimburse them for money paid in taxes
on land also assessed to another person and on which
the town received double taxation, in accordance with
the recommendation of the selectmen, or act thereon.
Art. 42. To see if the town will vote to cut down
the hill on East Main street, beginning at the easterly-
line of the property of J. B. Demers, for a distance of
about three hundred feet south-easterly, raise and ap-
propriate money therefor or act thereon.
Art. 43. To see if the towrn will vote to build a
cement-concrete sidewalk on the westerly side of Fiske
street from Mill to end of street, raise and appropriate
money therefor or act thereon.
Art. 44. To see if the town will vote to accept
the provisions of Chapter 423, Acts of 1909, relative to
sale of ice cream, confectionery, soda water and fruit
on the Lord's day, or act thereon.
Art. 45. To see if the town will vote to establish
one incandescent electric light on Main street about
half way between Union and Cross streets, raise and
appropriate money therefor or act thereon.
And you are directed to serve this Warrant by
publishing an attested copy thereof twice in the South-
bridge Press and Southbridge Herald, the first publi-
cation being not less than nine days next preceding
the day of the meeting,—or by posting up such attest-
ed copies in four conspicuous public places within the
Town at least nine days, including Sundays—before the
day of holding said meeting. The polls will be open at
6 o'clock, A. M., and close at 4 o'clock, P. M.
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Hereof tail not and make due return of this War-
rant with your doings thereon to the Town Clerk at
the time and place hereinbefore named.
Given under our hands this 10th day of March A.
D., 1910.
C. FRED HILL, ) Selectmen
HARRY P. COLBURN, > of
J. G. E. PAGE, ) Southbridge.
A true copy attest
:
GEORGE A. GRAVELINE, Constable.
APPENDIX
(TO TOWN TREASURER'S ACCOUNT)
In the preceding report there is shewn to be due
the town the following amounts :
Cash on hand and in bank,
Cash held by Southbridge
Savings bank,
Notes held by town treasurer,
J. A. Hall, balancing account,
Due from Oiney, 1904 taxes,
Due from E. D. Derosier,
1909 taxes,
$15,796 87
781 46
400 0©
877 13
2,674 99
11,920 14
$32,450 59
To these amounts should be added:
Due for sidewalk assessments, 1,650 12
Due for sewer assessments, 10,481 00
$44,581 71
The detail of amounts due the town for assess-
ments on sewers and sidewalks is shown in the report
on sewers.
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